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PART 1
INTRODUCTION
Right opportunism is the main
da nger in the Communist movement
a nd liberalism and other right errors are
the main danger in the Revolutionary
Communist League's deve lop ment par ticularly the party building committee
which has taken over a year to form ulate
a position on the central task of pa rtybuilding. And this Menshevik practice
has caused the organizatio n serious
criticisms in the Anti-Revisionis t Com munist movement. Absence of our
position on the central task can be as cribed to this Menshevik practice which
caused us to make other serious right errors. Even after the poorly developed
paper presented by the committee in
1975, this committee did not break with
liberalism . As Chairman Mao points
out , "Liberalism reject ideological
st ru ggle and stands for unprincip led
pea ce, thus giving rise to a deca dent,
philis tine attitu de a nd bringing a bou t
political degeneration in certai n unit s
and individuals in the P arty a nd the
revo lutio nary
organiza tions.
Pa rticula rly t he type of liberalis m, "to let
things slide for t he sake of peace a nd
fr iendship, when a person has clear ly
go ne wrong, and refra in fro m principled
argum ent beca use he is an old acqu ai ntance , fellow tow nsma n, a schoo lmate , a
close friend , a loved one, an old
colleagu e or old sub or dinate or to t ouch
on the matter light ly instea d of going
into it thorou ghly, so as t o keep on good
term s. T he result is t ha t bot h the
organizat ion a nd ind ividual
a re
harmed . Thi s is one type of Liberali sm."
And another form that the comm ittee's
liberalism took was, "To work ha lfheartedl y without a definite plan or
direction ; to work perfunctionil y and
muddle along so long a s one remain s a
monk , one goes on tolling the bell." 1
(Mao , Selected Readings, p. 134-5)
Liberalism is a form of opportunism
which is extremely harmful and its
effects are deadly in an y revolutionary
collective , in fact , Mao say s, ·
"Liberalism is a manifestation of op portunism and conflict s fundamentally
with Marxism . It is negative and objectively has the effects of helping the
enemy . That is why the enemy welcomes
its preservation in our midst , such being
its nature , there should be no place for it
in the ranks of the revolution" (Ma.o,
Ibid., p. 136)2 The disorganization of
committee work in its report to the Central Committee was based on Menshevism and individualism
which
manifests itself in the lack of discipline
of the committee (no meeting no clear
division of work, etc.). With this Menshevik practice how could we expect to
put forward revolutionary lines on
party-building? And in the absence of
this line on party building we made errors like "Strategy 76" that can be ascribed to this. The right . errors of the
organization must be ascribed also to
(Co,uinwd on pa~ J)
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LONG LIVE CHAIRMAN MAO TSETUNG
GREAT COMMUNIST REVOLUTIONARY
LEADER OF THE PEOPLE!!
TO: Central Committee of Communist Party of China
FROM: Revolutionary Communist League (M-L-M)
Marxist -Leninists National Revoluso contemporarily we speak of Marxtionarie s, Working and Oppressed
ism-Leninism-Mao Tse!ung Th~ught,
People all over the world grieve with the
the science of Revolution . Chairman
Central Committee of the Communist
Mao's greatest legacy is Mao Tsetung
Part y of China , and the whole party and
Thou~ht, which _repr_esents "the acme of
people s of all nationalities in China , at
Marx1sm-Lemmsm m the present era" ,
the Joss of Chairman Mao Tsetung,
an era, "in which Imperialism is heading
Great
Communist
Revolutionary
for total collapse and socialism is adLeader of he People . Not only was vancing to worldwide victory".
Chairman Mao Tsetung the Great
Chairman Mao's fierce revolutionary
Leader of the Chinese People, but a example and wonderful
scientific
Communi st Revolutionary
and an
teachings have inspired and guided hunInspirational Guide to Revolutionaries
dreds of m1lhons of people throughout
and Oppressed People all over the
the world . And it is largely due to his
world!
piercing
scientific
theses
and
revolutionary courage and vision that
We echo the call of the Central Comthe people of the world have united
mittee of the Communist Party of China
against
the
superpowers,
and
that we "turn our grief into strength" ,
revolutionaries
have been mobilized
because Chairman Mao has left us a
everywhere
to
wage
unrelenting
tit
for
legacy of revolution , a legacy of
tat struggle against modern revisionism
struggle, a legacy of victory and success
a';id all reaction .
in waging new democratic revolution
We pledge
to uphold
the
and socialist revolution. He has left us
revolutionary teachings of Chairman
the earthshaking victories of the heroic
Mao Tsetung and make MarxismWorker-Peasant Alliance in destroying
Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought a
feudalism, Imperialism and Bureaucrat
guide
to action, a weapon of unceasing
Capitalism in China, and of establishing
revolutionary change!
and defending the Dictatorship of the
LONG LIVE INVINCIBLE
Proletariat . He has left us the great
MARXISM-LENINISM
legacy of the Cultural Revolution, and
MAO
TSETUNG THOUGHT!
of the methods of consolidating power
LONG LIVE THE GREAT,
for the Dictatorship of the Proletariat,
GLORIOUS AND CORRECT
in the life and death struggle against the
COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA!
Bourgeoisie that persists throughout the
period of socialism.
ETERNALGLORYTOOURGREAT
Chairman Mao has demonstrated not
LEADER AND TEACHER
only how the people must win power,
CHAIRMAN MAO TSETUNG!
but also how to hold it against any
from Central Committee of
enemies, and this teaching is priceless!
REVOLUTIONARYCOMMUNIST
Mao Tsetung Thought has added a new
LEAGUE (M-L-M)
dimension to Marxism-Leninism,and

(USA)

Recentl y the situation in Southern
Afr ika has become even more critical
for the racist colonial regimes in
South ern Afrika. Because of the
rebellion in Azania, where the people
have emplo yed man y form s of struggle,
especially the ma mmoth strike of
100,000 wor kers against -the Vorster
regime and the revolutionary mass
student led rebellions, Vorster & c. have
not been able t o de ploy the same
milita ry backup t o defend colon ialism
in Zimb a bwe and Na m ibia where armed
stru ggle is raging white hot agai nst the
bru ta l white colonial regimes. And in
this critical situation , the reaction a ries
have intensified their use of counterrevolutionary dual tactic s, using the
chief negotiator for U.S. imperi alis m
himself, Kissinger , to try to lull t he
revolutionary people to sleep , wit h the
intention of brutal suppres sion like the
Smith regime's attack on the Zimb a bwe
refugee camp in Mozambican territor y
on August 9, 1976 and countless othe r
assaults on the people of Zimbabwe .
Clearly the raging tide of revolution
has demanded that the will of the 5
Heads of States, (Tanzania. Zambia ,
Mozambique , Botswana and Angola)
reject Kissinger's first attempts, which
would have had the revolutionaries
"stop armed struggle" against the racist
colonial Smith regime as the first "condition" for a 2 year period of "peaceful
transition". This bogus plan was rejected,
and
the Soviet
Social
Imperialists are visibly on the scene
colluding with U.S . imperialism , more
or less, advocating negotiations , so that
the USSR can come in the back door as
U.S . imperialism and its running dogs
are kicked out the front door . The
situation in Southern Afrika is excellent, and as the people continue to advance wave upon
wave against
colonialism they must maintain the
initiative in their own hands, always
vigilant against both Superpowers and
colonialism's tricks and victory in the
national liberation struggles will be
won. The victory of these national
liberation struggles is a victory for the
U.S. working class and working and oppressed people worldwide.
(Continued on page })

Unity & Stru11le has delayed
publication since our June edition (Vol.
V, No. 6) and this issue is enlar1ed in
order to publish the developin1 political
line of the RCL (M-L-M). So thlsedition
ii Vol. V, Nos, 7-10.
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Yenan in 1942. "Chairman
Mao
Tsetung was the greatest Marxist of the
contemporary era. For more than half a
century, basing himself on the principle
of integrating the universal truth of
Marxism-Leninism with the concrete
practice of the revolution, he inherited,
defended and developed Marxism Leninism in the protracted struggle
against the class enemies at home and
a broad, both inside and outside the Par ty, and wrote a most brilliant chapter in
the history of the movement of
proletarian revolution."
Eternal Glory to the
Great Leader and
Great Teacher
Chairman Mao Tsetung!

In Commemoration of Chairman Mao
Tsetung , Marxist-Leninists
and Advanced forces will "turn grief into
strength" with a Forum on Party
Building , our central task in the U.S.A.!!
SPEAKERS
Revolutionary Communist League
(M-L-M)
League for Proletarian Revolution
(M-L)

Long Live Invincible
Marxism-LeninismMao Tsetung Thought!
Long Live the Great,
Glorious & Correct
Communist Party of China!
Saturday Oct. 9, 1976
13 Belmont Ave., Newark, N.J.
7 p.m.

Sponsored By:
Revolutionary Communist League (ML-M)
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (201) 621-2300

"Red October "

Program In Commemoration
Russian Revolution
Oct. 25, 1917

Chinese Revolution
Oct. 1, 1949
Speakers:

League for
Proletarian Revolution (M-L)
Linea Roja
Revolutionary Communist
League (M-L-M)
October 24 - 2:00 P.M.
New York City

For further information
on where call :
(201) 621-2300

PRRWO& RWL
Not A "Revolutionary Wing", But
A Dangerous Duo!!
a polemic on Party Building issued

by: RCL (M-L-M)
order now SI write Box 663,
Newark , N.J.
RCL commemorative issue on
Chairman Mao are stiU available,
no charge, write P.O. Box 1181,
Newark, N.J.

OF AZANIA
(South Afrika)
. Colonization of Azania (South Afr!ka) has to be seen in the context , of the
nse and development of colonization on
an international scale, this was done by
Karl Marx and Frederick Engels in their
analysis of capitalism, in their famous
work Manifesto of the Communist Party:
"Modem
industry has established the world-market for
which the discovery of America
paved the way. This market has
given an immense development to
commerce, to navigation, to communication
by land.
This
development has, in its turn
reacted on the extension of in~
dustry; and in proportion as industry, commerce, navigation,
railways extended, in the same
proportion
the bourgeoisie
developed, increased its cap ital,
and pushed into the background
every class handed down from the
Middle Ages."
'The need to a constantly expanding market for its products
chases the bourgeoisie over the
whole surface of the globe . It mu st
~estle
everywhere,
settle
everywhere, establish connections
everywhere."
"All old-established national industries have been destro yed or
are dai ly being destroyed . They
are dislodged by new industries,
whose introduction become s a life
and death quest ion for all civilized
nations, by industries that no
longer work up indigenous raw
material, but raw material d rawn
from the remotest zones; industries whose products are consumed, not only at home, but in
every quarterofthe globe. In place
of the old wants, satisfied by the
productions of the country , we
find new wants, requiring for their
satisfaction the products of distant
lands and climes."
This is the setting upon which the
colonization of Azania takes place .
The Dutch colonists set up the Dutch
East India Company settlement in 1652,
which was an outpost for Dutch
colonialism at the Southern tip of the
Afrikan contine nt , which they called the
"Cape of Good Hope". Dutch settlers
expanded into the interior of the Afrikan continent, taking land from the
Azanian people to raise cattle. Wars of
resistence arose from the Azanian
people, with expansion of colonialism.
Best known of these wars were waged by
the Zulus, led at one point by Chaka
Zulu, which lasted for over 200 years.
In 1884, the continent of Afrika was
partitioned by the colonial power s of
England, France, Holland, Portugal ,
Germany, Spain and Belgium, and in
this same period, gold, diamond s, and
other mineral wealth was discovered .
These discoveries laid the basis for the
super exploitation of Afrikan labor in
working in the mines.
With the rise of world imperialism
comes the export of capital from
Britain , specifically to Azania . In order
to rule, the oppressors of the Azanian
people, that is that class that rules by
force, instituted a system of racial discrimination, known to the world as
"apartheid" meaning separation of the
races . This is also a known maneuver of
the bourgeoisie of all nations , to divide
the working class and therefore to conquer it. Apartheid was imposed in forms
of pass laws, separate residential areas ,
separate entrances into buildings, and
segregation in employment, it was
adopted as the official policy of the
South Afrikan bourgeoisie in 1948,
Wherever there is repression, there is
resistance. In the I940's and l 950's the
Defiance
Movement
rose, this
movement against colonization and the
repression of the South Afrikan fascist

PEOPLE OF AZANIA! !

rule , was multi-national in character. It
was led by the Afrikan National
Congress, the South Afrikan Indian
Congress-and others . In the face of massive fascist repression the Afrikan
National Congress (ANC) split into two
over the question of non-violence. The
ANC stuck to the "peaceful"road under
the influence of the revisionist , bankrupt "Communist" Party of South Afrika while the Pan Afrikan Congress
(PAC) advocated militant resistance . By
March 21, 1960, PAC had mobilized
thousands
of people
for
a
demonstration against the pass-laws at
Sharpesville where the fascist regime
massacred more than 200 men , women ,
and children. Since Sharpesville , PAC
has led the people of Azania toward
national liberation through armed
struggle . Sharpesville also marks the
resistance
and struggle
against
colonialism and imperialism, and
against the revisionism and White
chauvinism of the South Afrikan Communist Party (SACP) which has tried to
· lead the people of Azania down the
blind alley of reformism. The growing
militancy can be seen with the mounting
of workers strikes which has staggered
the South Afrikan economy (bus
drivers, dock workers, texile workers,
and also diamond mine strikes, plus the
revolutionary zeal of the student
movement).
After the second imperialist world
war, World War 2, the United States
became the over lord for world
imperialism , stepping into the shoes of
British imperialism. This set the stage
for the rebellions in Azania today.
The rebellion in South Afr ika
(Azania), which has the attention of the
world focused on the growing rebellion
that erupted in Soweto, where some
10,000 people demonstrated recently
against the racism and national oppression caused by colonial imperial ism
in Azania, is part of the "great disorder "
in the world today. T his disorder isa
manifestation of the sharpening of all
the basic contrad ictions in the contemporary world of imperialism . It is
accelerating the disintegration and
decline of the decadent reactionary
forces like the colonial Vorster regime in
Azania and it is also accelerating the
awakening and the growth of the new
emerging revolutionary forces of the
people, like the rising rebellion in
Azania!

Contrary to the bourgeois lies spread
by U.S. imperialist newspapers , the
present crisis in Azania is not solely
based on the struggle against the racist
!mposition of the Afrikanner language
m Soweto, but the present crisis is the
product of the super-exploitation of the
Azanian people under the yoke of the
White racist colonial rule, racial discrimination and apartheid of the
Vorster
regime.
The
massive
move _m~nts

in

Azania

against

colomah st rule, racial discrimination
and apartheid and for national
liberation are a rising tide that is marking the further enhancement of the
revolutionary political consciousness of
the masses of Azanian people . The
people of Azania are increasingly aware
that the only way to overthrow the racist
colonialist rule and win national
liberation is to rely mainly on their efforts, fully arousing and organizing the
masses . and waging an unyielding
revolutionary struggle against the
enemy. This is precisely what the people
of Azania are doing, where the mounting resistance of the workers, peasants ,
~tudents a_nd other oppressed elements
!5turnmg mto OJ?Cnrebellion perserver11_1gly,
feanng neither hardship nor sacrifice and advancing against the enemy
wave u_pon wave, surely they will win the

final victory.
In fact, Soweto was just the scene of
another massive demonstration on
March 21, 1976 where several thousand
people held ceremonies marking the
16th anniversary of the Sharpesville
Massacre (1960). Men and women, victims of the oppressive pass-laws are

marked and tagged like animals and
commodities similar to the treatment of
the Afro-American during slavery in the
United States , and herded from one
Bantustan to another to be the beasts of
burden from which the Vorster regime
sucks superprofits. And it is this system
of colonialism, national oppression and
racism on top of the wage slavery of the
Azanian working masses, backed by
imperialism , that is the cause of the
recent tide of rebellion in Azania .
The South Afrikan regime has good
grounds forfearingthat the rebellions in
Soweto will be the fuse for the rise of
some 18 million oppressed Afrikans
there. Although both factors for war
and revolution are rising in the world
based on the two sharpe st contradictions , revolution is the main and
irresistible trend in the world today .
And the peoples of the Third World
constitute a revolutionary motive force
propelling the wh~el of world history
and are the mam force combating
colonialism, hegemonism and particularly the superpowers .
KISSINGER-VORSTER
&
"DETENTE " EXPOSED

Already
Kissinger's
shuttle
diplomacy with Vorster has been undermined by the excellent revolutionary
situation in Azania. Both superpowers
have lost the initiative once again, the
initiative is in the hands of the
revolutionary peoples of the Third
World, but that revolutionary initiative
must
be safeguarded
by the
revolutionary leadership in Azania and
throughout
Southern Afrika. They
must make it clear to the people, that as
the Zimbabwe forces have said, they are
their own liberat ors! And they must
guard
against
the vicious and
underhanded interference of the other
superpower, the U.S.S.R. which gets
over by posing as "natural ally" of the
liberation forces. Because in cold
reality, the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. are
part and parcel of the same imperialist
hegemonic conspiracy to control the
world's
resources.
Soviet Social
Imperialism has no shame in its turning
the victorious march of the Angolan
people against Portuguese colonialism
into a civil war between Angolans,
where more Angolans were killed by the
U.S.S.R. and its mercenaries than were
killed by the Portuguese in 14 years of
war. In order for the people of Southern
Afrika to acheive true independence and
bury once and for all colonia lism,
imperialism and the hegemony of the
two superpowers, they must grasp the
correct policy of self-reliance in winning
national
liberation .
"Se lf-reliance
means integrating the universal truth of
Marxism-Leninism
with
the
revolutionary practice of one's own
country to formulate the correct line,
principles and policies suited to the
country's concrete conditions . Selfreliance means relying on the manpower
and resources of one's own country to
continually overcome difficulties that
will inevitably arise in the course of
revolution. Self-reliance means fully
mobilizing and closely relying on the
country's broad masses, especially the
workers and peasants . At present , the
two superpowers are colluding and
contending with each other in their
attempt to dominate the world . They
alw~ys h_atch-plots to strangle the
nat!onal-hberation . The oppressed
nations and peoples must adhere to the
principle of maintaining independence
and keeping the initiative in their own
hands and relying on their own efforts in
or_derto break through all kinds of complicated and difficult situations, crush
all the schemes to undermine the
national-liberation movements and win
vtctory." (Shih Chun, "On Studying
S?me . History of the National
L1beratton Movement" , Peking Review

#45_.1972). And the success of these
!13U~n~I liberation wars, part of this
rri:e~ts~tble trend in the revolutionary
cnsts m advanced capitalist countries .
(Co,uinued on page 15)
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RCL'S Position on Party Building
(Continued

from page I )

the pragmatic and empiricist approach
to our work inherited from earlier stages
of our development. (See June Edition
of Unity & Struggle, "History of CAP",
1976).
. Strategy '76 as a tactic of party building was incorrect and its proposal based
on our empiricism . By this we .mean,
"Using
partial
experience
as an
unalterable formula and applying it
everywhere, using old experience to
look at new things which have
developed and changed or overrating
. our partial experience and underrating
or even ·enying the correct experience
of others and the masses." (Study
Philosophy, page 19.)3
Because of the pragmatism based on
our past work, we thought that the work
around electoral politics was a key
element in mobilization of the masses.
(See June, Unity & Struggle, 1976). But
the central task is party building and not
building a mass movement. Every task
must be seen in relationship to the central task, especially in the pre-party
period, the period of the formation of
the party, our task is to unite MarxistLeninists and win the advanced to communism.
We understand as Stalin pointed in
the Foundations of Leninism that the
logical basis of all opportunism is the
theory of spontaneity. The ideology of
tailism and belittling of the role of the
conscious element. Lenin in What ls To
Be Done?" . . . laid bare the ideological
roots of opportunism, showing that they
principally consisted in worshipping of
the
spontaneous
working-class
movement and belittling the role of
Socialist consciousness in the workingclass movement; 2) Brought out the
great
importance
of theory,
of
consciousness, and of the Party as a
revolutionizing and guiding force of the
spontaneous working-class movement;
3) Brilliantly substantiated
the fundamental Marxist thesis that a Marxist
party is a union of the working-class
movement with Socialism; 4) Gave a
brilliant exposition of the ideological
foundations of a Marxist party." (History of the CPSU(B): Short Course,
1939 Edition, page 38). Specifically
Lenin says "That all worship of the
spontaneity
of the working class
movement, all belittling of the role of
the conscious element, of the role of
Social
Democracy,
means,
quite
irrespective of whether the belittler want
to or not, strengthening the influence of
the bourgeois
ideology over the
workers." (What Is To Be Done, page
45).
And this is why we criticize the line of
Strategy '76 which sought to unite
Marxist-LeniAists around building a
popular front without the formation of
the vanguard of the proletariat, its
revolutionary Communist Party. The
building of a popular front and united
fronts (as one of the three strategic
weapons needed for the proletariat to
seize political power, a Marxist-Leninist
Party, United Front, and Armed
Struggle), must be based on strategy and
tactics worked out by the Party, based
on its class analysis of the United States
to see who are our friends and who are
our enemies. The proletariat cannot
lead these united fronts without its
vanguard, its Communist Party! "Only
the Communist Party is at bottom the
initiator, the organizer and the driving
force of the united front of the working
class." "The united front of the
proletariat brings to the fore an army of
workers which will be able to carry out
its mission if this army is headed by a
leading force which will point out its
aims and paths . This leading force can
only be a strong proletarian, revolutionary party." (Dimitroff, The United
Front Against War and Fascism,
Gamma Publishing Co., page 31.) 6 This
is why party building is the central task
of genuine Marxist-Leninists and advanced forces in the United States.,
because we have no genuine MarxistLeninist vanguard party.
We are not doing idle self-criticism,
but self-criticism in the spirit of

Leninism, "The attitude of a political
party towards its own mistakes is one of
the most important and surest ways of
judging how earnest the party is how it
in practice fulfills its obligations
towards its class and the toiling masses!
Frankly admitting a mistake, ascertaining the reason for it; analysing the
circumstances which gave rise to it, and
thoroughly discussing the means of
correcting it - that is the earmark of a
serious party: that is the way it should
perform its duties , that is the way it
should educate and train the class, and
then the masses." (Foundations ofLeninism, p. 19.) 7
We have made serious right errors,
but with serious struggle these errors
could be as Mao said, "The precursor of
what is correct. "(Selected Works, Vol.
3, p. 24.) We know that we must intensify the line struggle within the
Revolutionary
Communist
League
against
opportunism,
specifically
liberalism, pragmatism and empiricism,
and in the struggle continue to remould
our world view to the world view of the
proletariat, dialectical and historical
materialism.

*Footnotes on bottom page 5
WORLD SITUATION
At the present , the objective situation
throughout the world and inside the
United States is one which is marked by
great disorder , as our Chinese comrades
state. Of the four fundamental contradictions of imperialism; I) labor vs.
capital; 2) imperialism vs. imperialism;
3) imperialism -vs. 3rd World ; 4)
imperialism vs. socialist countries; the
sharpest of these are the contradictions
between imperialism vs the 3rd World
and
between
the
imperialists
themselves. This has given rise to the
world situation being distinguished by
the two rising trends, today , revolution,
which is the main trend, and war. That
is, on the one hand we can clearly see the
rising tide of revolution throughout the
world, most intensely in the 3rd World,
as for instance, in Viet Nam, Cambodia,
Laos, Guinea-Bissau,
MQ~all'!>ique,
Zimbabwe and southern Afnka where
U.S. imperialism is getting its behind
kicked out of Afrika, Asia and Latin
America. At the same time that U.S.
imperialism is being put out !ht front
door, the Soviet Social imperialists are
desperately trying to force their way in
the back door under the signboard of
"natural ally of the 3rd World" to set up
more exploitative relationships with
these heroic people. But the clumsy
schemes of the social impe_rialist Soviet
Union are being exposed and struggled
against by the peoples of the Third
World, further intensifying the contradiction between imperialism and the 3rd
World to the point where revolution can
clearly be seen as being the main trend in
the world today. The abrogation by the
Egyptians
of the Egyptian-Soviet·
"treaty of friendship and cooperation"
exposed the social imperialist role of exploitation in that country and the
Egyptian's determination to safeguard
their national interests against foreign
aggression. And even many 2nd World
countries are openly opposing the
superpowers,
which confirms
the
correctness of the international communist movement's strategy of the
united front against the superpowers.
The struggle of Japan to regain their
four northern territorial islands which
are illegally occupied by the social
imperialists is gaining momentum and is
bound to triumph. Egypt and other
struggles by 3rd World people against
social imperialism, particularly, the
tragic situation in Angola which was
single-handedly ignited by the Soviet
Union, has given the world full view of
the real intentions of this "natural ally."
And on the other hand the contradiction
between the imperialists themselves,
especially
the two superpower
imperialisms, U.S. imperialism and
Soviet Social Imperialism, is sharpening
to the point of the danger of a third
imperialist world war.
Our Chinese comrades further state,
"the danger of a new world war still exists, and the people of all countries must
get prepared. Hut revolution 1sthe main

trend in the world today . The danger of
a world war and revolution are the two
aspects of an entity - the world
situation ... the world is changing in a
direction increasingly favorable to the
people of all countries . This is one
aspect, a principal aspect. But we must
also see the other aspect - the aggressive nature of imperialism will not
change. The danger of a new world war
still exists. This is another trend in the
development of today's world. (our emphasis). It is dangerous ifwe only see the
raging flames of the revolution without
noticing the enemies sharpening their
swords and think we can lower our
vigilance because of the excellent
situation." (Study Philosophy, "Theory
of Two Points,"p.8.) 1 Imperialism takes
the contradictions of capitalism to their
extreme
beyond
which revolution
breaks out. The first contradiction, the
contradiction between labor vs. capital
·in capitalist countries heightens to its
extreme limits under imperialism. That
is the contradiction
between the
proletariat, the class of workers who
own no means of production and who
are compelled to sell their labor power
to the capitalist in order to live, versus
the bourgeoisie, the ca pita list class who
own all the means of production
(machinery,
factories,
land,
raw
materials, etc.) needed for the production of subsistence. This is an irreconcilable contradiction between the two
major ciasses in capitaHst society, that
cannot be resolved without socialist
revolution, which will bring ihe dictatorship
of the proletariat
and
socialism.
This contradiction, the fundamental
contradiction in capitalism between the
social character of production and the
private character of ownership has been
distorted by the revisionists who are
agents of the bourgeoisie in the working
~lass movement, who say that this contradiction can be resolved by peaceful
means. But according to MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, the
contradictions in capitalism cannot be
resolved by any such nonsense as
"peaceful
transition"
but will be
resolved by "the seizure of power by
armed force, the settlement of the issue
by war," which is "the central task and
the highest form of revolution." This
Marxist-Leninist principle ofrevolution
is universal , and we will uphold this
principle
in
making
proletarian
revolution in the U.S. In fact, under
imperialism the capitalist yoke becomes
more and more oppressive and the
revolt of the proletariat against the
foundations of capitalism grows, and
the elements of a revolutionary outbreak accumulate in capitalist countries. It is imperialism that actually
brings the working class to the point
beyond which there is only socia list
revolution. Take the U.S . where the
sharpening of the contradictions
in
imperialism create a crisis in capitalism
where the relative stability of capita lism
ended
a long, long time ago.
Imperialism suffers defeat with every
passing day while the revolutionary
forces are mounting. With the vast contraction of the markets open to U.S.
imperialism, which is hated throughout
the world, and which has suffered defeat
after defeat at the hands of the
revolutionary movements in the Third
World, the U.S. is clearly on the decline.
And internally the crisis of capitalism
poisons every aspect of life for the working class and the masses as the
bourgeoisie shifts the brunt and burden
of the imperialist economic and political
crisis ·on the backs of the whole multinational working class and oppressed
nationalities. With the massive layoffs,
financial crises and budget cuts, the cutbacks in vital social services, the
education crises, etc., we witness the fact
that the contradictions between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie in
capitalist countries has become more
and more acute. Moreover, the periodic
economic crises in the U.S. that used to
come once every 8-10 years or so has
quickened to once every 3 to 4 years and
the present crisis is provoking a
revolutionary situation in the U.S. This
shortening of the interval between
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capitalist economic crises 1s a continuing phenomenon and its furthcrsi11n
that the world capitalist system of wage
slavery and national oppression is dmw
ing nearer and nearer to its doom . "To·
day the greatest crisis ever since the
· second world war has broken out in the
world capitalism, and particularly in
U.S. Imr erialism . . ,This is a general
economic, political, ideological and
military crisis of nil the capitalist states,
their structures and their super -structures, it is a crisis of their regimes and
alliances. And this great crisis has just
begun; the catastrophe will come later ."
(Albania
Today
Nov .-Dec ., 1974.
quoted from Unite Vol. 2. No . I. p . 11) .
"The typical feature of the present crisis
of capitalism is the further disintegra tion of the cycle of economic
development.
Before one cycle of
capitalist reproduction
has properly
ended the other begins .. .As a consequence it has passed and must pass ,
from the phase of enlivening the
economy to that of crisis , with out passing through the phase of economic
build-up as has occured in the classical
crisis of capitalism . This phenomenon is
very obvious in the present crisis in the
U.S.A. and other capitalist countries ."
(Albania Today, January-February,
1972, "The
Monetary
Crisis
of
Capita lism ", page 51, quoted from
Unite, Vol. 2, No. I, page 12).
The
second
contradiction
in
imperialism
is the
contradiction
between imperialism vs. imperialism .
"Imperialism is the export of capital to
the sources of raw materials, the
frenzied struggle for monopolist possession of these sources, the struggle for a
redivision of the already divided world,
a struggle waged with particular fury by
new financial groups and powers seeking a 'place in the sun' against the old
groups
and powers,
which cling
tenaciously to what they have seized.
This frenzied struggle among the
various groups of capitalist is notable in
that it includes as an inevitable element,
imperialist wars, wars for the annexation of foreign territories." (Stalin,
Foundations of Leninism, pg. 5). The
highest expression of this strugg le for
hegemony is the superpower conten tion
between U.S. imperialism and Soviet
Social imperialism. Throughout the entire world U.S. imperialism and USSR
social imperialism are contending for
world hegemony for new sources of raw
materials, new spheres of influence. new
sources of cheap labor and new sources
o( foreign investments. The U.S. is
steadfastly declining in its imperialist
domination of the world, and as the
U.S. imperialists are being forced out of
different countries and regions of the
world, in particular, Afrika, Asia and
Latin America, the Soviet Union is
aggressively like a hungry fox trying to
gain control of these new markets under
the banner of socialism. The more rapid
the decline of U.S. imperialism. the
more aggressive the new tsars of Soviet
Socia l imperialism become. Because of
this decline and aggressiveness the
contention
between
the
U.S.
imperialists and the revisionists of
Soviet social imperialism intensifies.
The main point and focus of this contention between the U.S. imperialists and
USSR social imperialists is Europe.
(But also both of the spheres under the
two superpowers' influence are struggling against the U .S.-USSR hegemony).
First of a ll, Europe is a strategic
military and economic stronghold for
the two superpowers because of their
"security a lliances" (i.e., the Warsaw
Pact and N.A.T.O.) . Eco nomic ally the
N.A.T.O. countries gold and foreign exchange reserves are the highest in the
world as well as their production of
steel. One-third of all U.S. finances are
in Western Europe accounts. On the
other hand the Soviet social imperialists
from
1955-1965 "swindled
15 JOO
million dollars" from the Ea;tern
European countries and as much as 88
per cent of their foreign trade is with
Western Europe. Because of this
economic and military importance this
contention is sharpening with the Soviet
social imperialism being the most
(Continued on pal(<'4)
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heavily armed . The countries
of
Wes~em an~. Eas_tern Europe are uniting
poht1cally
against these hegemonic
powers, particularly the Soviet socialimperialist
expansion."
The Soviet
social-imperialists because they are the
most aggressive, is the main source of
war . The Soviet Union, the first socialist
state m the world has become social
imperialist
(socialist
in words
imperialist in deeds), as a result of th~
usurpation of the party and government
leadership by a handful of representatives of the bourgeoisie who sneaked
into the party, the government, the army
and various spheres of culture. The dictatorship of the proletariat has been
turned into a dictatorship . of the
bourgeoisie by this bunch of counterrevolutionary revisionists. "Being the
first state of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, the Soviet Union lacked experience in consolidating
this dictatorship and preventing the restoration
of capitalism." (Red Flag, Leninism or
Social Imperialism, p.13).
In order to understand why Soviet
Social
Imperialism
is the most
dangerous source of war clearly, one
must first understand the truth that,
"Having placed itself among the ranks
of imperialist states, the Soviet Union
inevitably comes under the basic law of
imperialism and is enmeshed in a
multitude of inherent imperialist contradictions . Social imperialism , is,
therefore entirely the same as capitalist
imperialism in nature. Lenin pointed
out on many occasions that imperialism
is war itself . Modern war is born of
imperialism."
(Peking
Review #5,
"Social
Imperialism
the
Most
Dangerous Source of War" , p. 9) . Soviet
Social Imperialism is a latecomer to the
feast of world imperialism and has taken
the offensive in the struggle for
hegemony .
The bogus lie of 'detente' can be seen
in the fact that the imperialist
governments talk about 'detente' but yet
both super powers are spending enormous amounts of money on arms.
"Stalin pointed out: the bourgeois states
are furiously arming and rearming,
what for? Not for friendly chats, of
course, but for war." (Peking Review
#44 , "Soviet-U.S.
Contention
for
Hegemony, p . 2). Lenin goes on to say ,
"the imperialist governments pay lip service to peace and justice, but in fact
wage annexationist
and predatory
wars."(Two Different Lines on War and
Peace, p . 3).
Only revolution can stop the war, and
revolutionary people and countries all
over the world are heightening their
viligance and making preparations.
The third fundamental contradiction
of imperialism is the contradiction
between imperialism and the 3rd World.
This contradiction , ~he great heroic
struggle of the people of the 3rd world
against imperialism is the mighty and
historic and irresistible torrent which is
t he main trend in t he world situation
to day . T he vario us fun damental contra d ictio ns in impe ria lism are co nce ntrate d in th e 3rd W orld a nd t hese a re t he
wea kest link s in t he cha in of im pe ria list
dom ina tio n a nd the stormcent ers of
pro letar ia n revo luti on . What wa s once
the reserves of imperial ism ha s been
tran sformed
by imperialism
into
res erv es of prole ta rian revolution .
"Imperialism is the mo st barefaced exop ploi ta t ion and the most inh~an
pres sion of hundreds of m11l_1ons of
people inhab iting vast colonies a nd
depend ent count ries . The purpo ~ ~f
th is explo itat io n and thi s oppre ssion 1s
to squee ze o ut super-pro~ts . B~t _ine~plo itin g th ese countries 1mi:ienahsm 1s
compelled to build there railways , fac tori es a nd mill s, industrial and commerc ial centres . The appearance ofa class of
pr oletarians , the emerge~ce of a native
intelligentsia , the awakenmgofnauonal
consciou sness, the growth of the
liberation movement - such · are the
inevitable results of this 'policy .' The
growth of the revolutionary movem~nt
in all colonies and dependen! countn~s
without exception clearly test_ifiesto ~his
fact . This circumstances is of ,m-
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portance for the prletariat inasmuch as
it _sap_s radically the position of
cap• tah sm by converting the colonies
and . dependent countries from reserves
of 1mpenalism into reserves of the
proletanan revolution ." (Foundations
of Leninism, Stalin, pp. 5-6) . "Leninism
has proved, and the imperialist war and
the revolution in Russia has confirmed
that the national question can be solved
only in connection with and on the basis
of the proletarian revolution, and that
the road to victory of the revolution in
the West hes through the revolutionary
alliance with the liberation movement in
the colonies and dependent countries
a_gainst imperialism. The national question 1s a part of the general question of
the proletarian revolution , a part of the
question of the dictatorship of the
proletariat." (Foundations of Leninism
Stalin , p. 73, FLP) ... "October 1917
marked a breach in the world social
front and created a turn in the whole of
world history ." (Stalin , On Strategy and
Tactics, Resistencia publication, p. 58).
"Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tsetung
Thought points out that the purpose for
the imperialist export of capital to the
3rd World is to squeeze superprofits out
of the labor power, sources of raw
materials , and markets. And the peoples
of the 3rd World struggling against the
yoke of imperialism
constitute
a
revolutionary motive force propelling
the wheel of history and are the main
force
combating
colonialism,
hegemonism and particularly the superpowers .
Currently there is some confusion
about the objective · analysis of the
national liberation movements in the
oppressed nations against imperialism .
(Some caused by theoretica l unclarity of
comrades like R WL & PRR WO, some
caused by enemy lines of conscious
revisionism like the "CP"USA R"CP"
and "C"L"P". OL in its swift motio~
towards conso lidate d revis ionis m adds
to this confusion.) So me co m ra des
think
that
a nat iona l libe ration
move m ent
st ru gg lin g against
imperi a lism , is not rev olution ary if it
does not have a communist party or
proletarian element s in its lea ders hip.
This is not true. T he t ru th of t he ma tt er
is that in the 3rd Wor ld ext reme ly broa d
sections of the po pul ation refuse to be
the slaves of imp erialis m , a nd whethe r
or not a nationa l libe ration m ovement is
led by the proletariat or a com mun ist
party, the esse ntial question is whether
or not the national liberation strugg le is
objectively weakening and disintegratIf that national
ing imperialism.
liberation movement is undermining
imperialism and dealing its deathblows,
objectively, whether it be led by kings,
princes or aristocrats or not, it is
revolutionary
and the international
revolutionary movement hinges on the
results of these revolutionary struggles.
We are not saying that we must support
every national movement, but we are
saying that as communists, we must support the revolutionary strugg les of th ose
national liberatio n movements th at o bjective ly weake n a nd d isintegra te th e
imperialis t system . Bu t this qu estio n did
not j ust come up t od ay, in fa ct Co mr ade
J osep h Sta lin a ddre ssed th e same qu esti on in the Foundation s of Leninism,
when he gu ided us to the truth of
Lenin ism on the National Que stion .
"The revolutionary ch a racter of a
national movement under the con dition s of imperialist oppression
does not necessarily presuppose
the existence
of proletarian
element s in the movement, the existence of a revolutionary or a
republican programme of the
movement , the existence of a
democrat ic basis
of the
movement. The struggle that th~
Emir of Afghanistan is waging for
the independence of Afghanistan
is objectively a revolutiona _ry
struggle, despite the mona _rch1st
views of the Emir and his associates
for
it weakens,
disintegr~tes and undermines
imperialism; whereas the struggle
waged by such 'desparate' den:iocrats and 'Socialists', 'revolutionaries' and republicans as, for ex-
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ample, Kerensky , and Tsereteli,
Renaudel
and
Scheidemann,
Chernov and Dan , Hender son and
Clynes , during the imperialist war
was a reactionary struggle for its
result was the embellishment , the
tpe victory of
strengthening,
imperialism." (J. Stalin , Foundations of Leninism, p . 75-6).
In the era of imperialism and
proletarian revolution, the 3rd World's
struggle against imperialism is a component part of proletarian revolution!
The
fourth
fundamental
contradiction of imperialism is the contradictions between imperialism and the
socialist countries, the contradiction
between two fundamentally different
social systems, socialism and capitalism .
Based on the law of uneven economic
and political development of capitalism,
it was possible in several countries for
the proletariat to break the imperialist
front at its weakest points , where the
imperialists' strength is undermin ed by
imperialist wars . In the contradiction
between imperialism and the socialist
countries, the socialist countries are the
irresistible force on the rise while
imperialism suffers defeat after defeat
with every passing day, as it suffers the
doom of those reactionary forces who
attempt to stop the advance of the wheel
of history. The struggle to build a
revolutionary Marxist-Leninist Communi st Party in this country is part of
the irre sistible trend of revolution in the
world .
PARTY BUILDING ,
THE CENTRAL TASK
As Marxist-Leninists we understand
our central task to be the building of an
Anti-Revisionist Vanguard Communist
Party in the USA. A Leninist Party of
the new type , steeled in the principles of
Bolshevism! Although we recognize the
3 strategic tasks which must be accomplished
if we are to make
proletarian revo lution in the U .S .A.: I)
Building a Vanguard Ma rxist-Leninist
Party; 2) Building the United Front ; 3)
A rmed struggle, even though these tasks
are interre late d, we are clear now t hat
only one can be the central task in this
perio d. Comra de Sta lin in summ ing up
the essence of Leninism , put it this way
when talk ing a bout the imp orta nce of
recog nizing th e centr a l task a t eac h par ticular moment:
"T he poi nt here is to single out
fro m all t he tas k co nfron ting t he
Par ty the partic ular imm ediate
task, the fu lfillmen t of whic h
constitutes t he cent ra l point, a nd
the accomplishment of wh ich ensures the successful fulfillmen t of
the other
immediate
tasks."
(Stalin , Foundations of Leninism,
p. 5).
Dealing with the same question, and
adding to the treasury of MarxismLeninism-Mao
Tset ung
T hought,
Chairma n Mao said:

"In any given place, there cannot
be a number of central tasks at the
same time (our emph as is) . At a ny
one tim e th ere can be only one central ta sk , supplement ed by oth er
tas ks of a second or third ord er of
impo rtance . Con sequentl y, the
per son with over-all respon sibilit y
in the locality must take into account the history
and circumstances of the struggle there
and put the different tasks in their
proper order; he should not act
upon each instruction as it comes
from · the higher organization
without any planning of his own ,
and thereby create a multitude of
'central tasks' and a state of confusion and disorder. Nor should a
higher
organization
simultaneously assign many tasks
to a lower organization without
specifying which is central , for
that will lead to confusion and
thus no definite results will be
achieved . It is part of the art of
leadership to take the whole
situation into account and plan accordingly in the light of the his-.
torical conditions and existing circumstances of each locality,
decide correctly on the centre of
gravity and the sequence of the
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work for each period, steadfastly carry through the question , and
make sure that definite results are
achieved . This is also a problem of
method of leadership and care
must be taken to solve it when applying the principles of combining
the leadership with the masses and
the general with the particular ."
(Mao, Selected Readings , p. 292293).
For U.S. Marxist-Leninists
the
struggle to build a new Anti-Revisionist Vanguard Communist Party, the
Party of the new type that Lenin spoke
of, free of the "soiled shirt" of SocialDemocracy , began with the consolidation of revisionism in the "Communist Party" USA, at its 16th National
Convention held in I 957. In our view at
the time of the reconstitution of the
Party in 1945 under the leadership of
William Z. Foster, after the revisionist
Browder had disbanded the Party in
1944 in favor of a "Communist Political
Association" revisionism had not fully
consolidated, yet genuine Communists
were still in the Party str uggling against
the revisionist line. In July, 1945,Chairman Mao Tsetung sent . a telegram to
William Z . Foster :
"We are giad to learn that the
special convention of the Communist Political Association of the
United States has resolved to
repudiate Browder's revisionist,
that is, capitulationi st line , has reestablished
Marxist leadership
and revived the Communist Party
of the United States. We hereby
extend
to you our warm
congratulations on this great victory of the working class and the
Marxist movement in the United
States.
Browder's
whole
revisionist-capitulationist
line
(which is fully expressed in his
book Teheran) in essence reflects
the influence of reactionary U.S.
capitalist groups on t he U.S.
workers' m ovement. These groups
are now do ing their utmost to exte nd their influence in Chi na too;
they are supporting the erroneous
po licy of th e reac tion a ry clique inside th e Ku om intang, a po licy
whi ch is a gainst t he interests of t he
na tion a nd the people, and are
ther eby co nfro nt ing the Chinese
peop le with t he grave danger of
civil war a nd jeopardizing the
interests of the peop les of our two
great co u ntries, China and the
Uni ted States. Beyond all doubt
the victory of the U .S. working
c lass and its vanguard , the Communist Party of the United States,
over Browder's revisionist-capitulationist line will contribute
signally to the great cause of carrying on the war against Japan
and bui lding a peaceful and
democratic world after the war.
(Mao Tset un g, Selected Wo rks,
Vol. 3, p. 287).
H owever, th e revis ionist line which
Bro wder ca rried was not defea ted in the
"CP " USA and in fact thi s line gained
strength and was con solid a ted by the
16th National Convention held in 1957
with such revisioni st lines as: I)
revisionism was not the main danger in
the international communi st movement
but "left sectarianism" ; 2) "Americ an
Exceptionalism", saying the U.S. is outside of the laws of imperialism ; 3) liquidated the role of the vanguard party
by declaring the Democratic Part y was
an "anti-monopoly coalition" to lead
working class and farmers, not the
vanguard of the proletariat, which is its
Communist Party ("Our Reply to the
Conciliators of Revisionism" , P .O.C.
document, 8/ I / 59) ; 4) liquidation of the
Afro-American National Question ; i.e.
they no longer upheld the slogan or
fought for self determination of the
Black nation in the Black Belt South
and they began to put forward the
backward pro-imperialist view that the
Black nation had been integrated into
U.S. society by the productive forces of
U.S. imperialism, a view like O .L.'s "the
Black Liberation
Movement is a
struggle for integration", and 5) united
with revisionist "Communist Party"
(Cominued on pagr 5)
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So\.1et Union in slandering Comrade
Stalin and united with N. Khrushchov's
renegade line of the 3 peacefuls peaceful
trans111on to
socialism.
peaceful co-existence with imperialism
and
peaceful
competi ti on with
imperialism. Genuine comm uni sts left
the "C P"USA after the 16th Convention
a nd since then Party Building ha s been
the entral task for all genuine Marxi stLeninist s and advanced forces in the
U .S.A .
We need a genuine Anti-Revisionist
Vanguard Communist Party to lead the
class in the struggle for proletarian
revolution , establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat , building of
socia lism and eventual emergence of
communism. "Why must there be a
revolutionary party? There must be a
revolutionary party because the world
contains enemies who oppress the
people and the people want to throw off
enemy oppression.
In the era of
capita lism and imperialism , just such a
revolutionary party as the Communist
Party is needed. Without such a party it
is simply impossible for the people to
throw off enemy oppression. " (Mao,
Sel. Works, Vol.3 pg. 35). We must view
all aspects of our work in relationship to
our central task in this period and the
key link at this stage of political line , we
must determine in summing up our
practice, does this work aid or stand in
the way of party building? Summing up
all work on the basis of integrating
theory with practice , maintaining close
ties with the working class and broad
masses and practicing self-<:riticism and
criticism is the touchstone of all genuine
Communist revolutionaries. Our central task is to build the Party of a new
type because as Comrade Stalin said :
The Party constitutes the office r
corps and general staff of the
proletariat, who direct the strugg le
of the latter in all its forms and in
all spheres without exception, and
combine the diverse forms of the
struggle into one whole. To say
that a Communist Party is not
needed is equivalent to saying that
the proletariat must fight without
a general staff, without a leading
core, who make a special study of
the conditions of the struggle and
work out the methods of fighting ;
it is equivalent to saying that it is
better to fight without a general
staff than with ·one , which is
stupid. (Stalin, Strategy & Tactics
pg. 15)
Now our task is "To win the
vanguard of the proletariat to the
side of Communism (i.e., build up
cadre, create a Communist Party,
work out the programme , the
principles of tactics) . Propaganda
as the chief form of activity .
Our work must be aimed at winning
the best elements of the working class to
the side of Communism, those who are
the most devoted and most active to the
cause of the proletariat, hammer out our
line and programme, form our ranks in
order to put our party firmly on its feet,
to paraphrase Comrade Stalin.
We need a proletarian party, free of
all opportunism, able to lead the U.S.
multinational proletariat and oppressed
nationalities in the struggle for power.
This strong leadership can only be given
by a genuine Anti-Revisionist Vanguard
Com muni st Party , a P arty steeled in the
principles of Bolshevism .
We mu st study Comra de Stalin on
this questiQn of Bolshe vi5:3ti~n: . .
"To ac heive Bolshev1satton 1t 1s
necessary to bring about at least certain
fundamental conditions, without which
no Bolshevisation of the Communist
Party will be possible .
I. The Party must regard itself not as
an appendage of the parliamen~ry
electoral machinery , as the SocialDemocratic Party in fact does, and
not as a gratuitous supplement !o
the trade unions,
as certarn
Anarcho-Syndicalist
elements
sometimes claim it should be, but as
the hl1hest form of class asso~iation
of the proletariat , the function of
which is to lead all other forms of
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proletarian organizations, from the
trade unions to the Party's group in
parliament.
2. The Party, and especially its leading
elements, must thoroughly master
the revolutionary theory of Marxism, which is inseparably connected
with revolutionary practice. (our
emphasis).
3. The Party must draw up slogans
and directives not on the basis of
stoc k formulas and historical ana logies , but as the result of a careful
analysis of the concrete internal and
international
conditions
of the
revolutionary movement, and it
must, without fail , take into
account the experience of revolutions in all countries .
4. T he Party must test the correctness
of these slogans and directives in the
crucible
of the revolutionary
struggle of the masses.
5. The entire work of the Party,
particularly if Social-Democrati_c
traditions have not yet been eradicated in it, must be reorganized on
new , revolutionary lines, so that
every step, every action, taken by
the Party should naturally serve to
revolutionize the masses, to train
and educate the broad masses oft he
working class in the revolutionary
spirit.
6. In its work the Party must be able to
combine the strictest adherence to
principle (not to be confused with
sectarianism) with the maximum of
ties and contacts with the masses
(not to be confused with Khvostism!); without this, it will be unable
not only to teach the masses but also
to learn from them : it will be unable
not only to lead the masses and raise
them to its own level but also to
heed their voice and anticipate their
urgent needs.
7. In its work the Party must be able to
combine
an uncompromising
revolutionary
spirit (not to be
confused with revolutionary a dventurism!) with the maximum of
flexibility and maneuvering ability
(not to be confused with opp,prJunism!); without this , the Party will be
unable to master all forms of
strugg le and organization will be
unable to link the daily interests of
the proletariat with fundamental
interests of the proletarian revolution, and to combine in its work and
.
legal and illegal struggle.
8. The Party must never cover up its
mistakes, it must not fear criticism;
it must improve and educate its
cadres by learning from its ow n mistakes.
9. The Party must be able to recruit for
its main leading group the best
elements of the advance d fighters
who are sufficiently devoted to the
cause to be genuine spokesmen of
the aspirations of the revolutionary
proletariat, and who are sufficiently experienced to become real
leaders of the proletarian revolution, capable of applying the tactics
and strategy of Leninism.
10. The Party must systematically
improve the social compositio n of
its organizations and rid itself of
corrupting opportunist
eleme nt s
with a view to acheivi ng the utmo st
solidarity.
11. The Party must achieve iron prol etarian discipline ba sed on ideological solidarity, clarity concerning the
aims of the movement , unity of
practical action and an understa nding of the Party 's tasks by the
mass of the Party membership .
12. The Party must systematically
verify the execution of its decisions
and directives; without this, these
decisions and directives are in
danger of becoming empty promises, which can only rob the Party of
the confidence of the broad proletarian masses.
In the absence of these and similar
conditions, Bolshevisation is just an
empty sound. (Stalin, Works, Vol. 7 as
quoted in Party Building in the Heat of
Class Stru111e, p. 84)
This comrades is what we mean when
we talk of steeling ourselves in the

principles of Bolshevism! In order to
create the Leninist Party of a new type
free of the evils of social-democracy. To
create such a Party it is a must that all
revisionist and opportunist lines on this
question be broken with.
RIGHT OPPORTUNISM
MAIN DANGER IN THE
COMMUNIST MOVEMENT
" Re visionis m , right-wing
opportunism, which mirrors the bourgeoi s
ideology in theory and practice , distorts
Its
Marxism-Leninism , emasculates
revolutionary
essence, and thereby
paralyzes the revolutionary will of .the
working class, disarms and demobilizes
the workers, the masses of the working
people, in their struggle against. oppression by imperialists and exploiters ,
for peace , democracy and national
liberation,
for the triumph
of
socialism." (Statement of 81 Communists and Workers Parties p . 29) .
Right opportunism
is the ma.in
danger to the international communist
movement advanced, inspired and supported by revisionism in state power
("CP"SU). This revisionism was led by
the "Soviet revisionist renegade clique "
under
the leadership
of Nikita
Khrushchov
in 1956 at the 20th
Congress of the CPSU.
During the 1930's many capitalist
roaders of the Khrushchov-type
had
wormed their way into the Party in
many key leadership positions. In this
period and especially the post-WWII
period many hone st cadre began to
degenerate and lose their revolutionary
firmness, a circumstance on which
Comrade
Enver
Hoxha
speaks
graphically: "In general", says Comrade
Hoxha , "there is nothing mysterious
about this occurrence ... Stalin, at the
head of the Bolshevik Party, fought
correctly , vigorously,
with
deep
understanding" ... "on the road of the
working class, relying on the Leninist
Party, on its norms , for the a ims of the
class and of its Part y, which were the
building of Socialism, and of Communism in the Soviet Union and in the
world."
" However : the question arises: if this
is so , then why did the Bolshevik Party
degenerate, after Stalin's death, into a
revisionist party? This is a reasonable
quest ion to pose, and in order to be ab le
to answer it, one must discover the objective and subjective reasons." (In Battle with Modern Revisionis m, p. 418) .
Basically , there were 3 major tendencies in the "CP"SU(B) which enabled
the "emergence of revis ioni sm a nd the
seizure of power" by the Khrushchov
revisionist clique . (a) "Surpris ing as this
may seem, the political and ideological
education of the Bolshevik Party was
not always carried out at each stage at
the intensity and depth required by the
circumstances." (Ibid, p. 413) ; (b) "The
implementation of the norms of the
Bolshevik Party or, to put it better, their
deep ideological
and political
understanding and their actual carrying
out in a revo lutionary way, were not up
to mark." (Ibid., p. 414); a nd , (c)
because of self-<:omplacency, the worship of past successes, bureaucratism,
intellectualism a nd technocratism, th e
Marxist-Leninist unity amon g the Party's leader ship and the Party as a whole,
an d between the Party and the workin g
class had weakened.
". . .it turns out th at gradually,
without being aware of it and relying on
the great successes of the realization of
the socialist construction, there was
created among the party cadres and
among those of the socialist State acertain self-complacency and legitimate
pride, which made them, inadvertently
and without knowing it, turn from their
correct forms towards distorted, incorrect inclinations
which were
basically imcompatible with proletarian
morality.
Marxist
ideology
and
education condemned them in principle
and in practice, when they manifested
themselves in a flagrant and dan1erous
way, but in general these trends were
developing and were not considered as
dan1erous, They were interweavln1
with the party norms and 1raduaUy pve
the latter also such an anti-Marxist
tln1e. They Intensified later and,

interwoven with other non-proletarian
customs, promoted the dangerous complex." (Ibid. p. 419). "Successes at work
nourished the feeling of self-complacency and, parallel with these
successes the Soviet cadres began to
lose thei; proletarian simplicity, !aised
unjust claims, which they considered
'politically legitimate', because th~se
people had worked and fought. With
their rise to responsibility there was taking shape in them the feeling of ease and
complacency and they were ever more
• infected by bureaucratism, intellectualism and technocratism . Thus, gradually,
between the cadres of the Bolshevjk
Party and Soviet State , on the one hand ,
and the masses of the Soviet people and
working class , on the other, there was
created a separation and inequality."
(Ibid, p. 420-421).
Fundamentally because these errors
made by the cadres of the Bolshe~ik
Party , the Marxist-Leninist unity~h1ch
is necessary to carry on the v1g1Jance
needed in the class struggle against the
bourgeoisie and the revisionis!s, and
carry forward s_ocialist construction was
weakened and the revisionists led by
Khrushchov took advantage of this
separation (disunity) to seize political
power.
.
As long as Stalin was alive "one thmg
was certain ," as Nicolaus states, "the
newly engendered bourgeoisie and the
capitalist roaders knew beyond a dou _bt
that they were living under the dictatorship of the proletariat . They might
have had a certain status and some
minor material benefits, they might sun
themselves on festival occasions in the
party's praise for work well done , but let
them take one step out of line and they
were done for. They did not have and
could not achieve the most important
thing, J?Olitical power ." (Restoration of
Capitalism in the USSR, p. 55). To
paraphrase Comrade Hoxha , it has
been proven that "Stalin forged the
Leninist unity and fought for it, not
withstanding the stagnation." After his
death it was also "proved that in the
leadership and in the Bolshevik Party
this unity was split and the revisionists
seized power."•
Following the death of . Stalin, on
March 5, 1953, there immediately occured an intense interparty struggle
between his potential successors for
leadership . Though much about this
power struggle is obscure, the following
are some key facts which are known: By
dawn of March 6, the State security
policy, commanded by L.P. Beria, had
placed und er house arrest, the commanders of army units guarding Moscow. Stalin's private secretary, General
Poskrebyshev, disappeared this same
night an d was never seen or heard from
again. Also , before the day was over. according to Nicolaus , "five of the 10
members of the party secre tariat and 22
of the 36 members and candidates oft he
presidium elected by the central coi:nmittee in October, 1952, had been dismissed from their posts . Of the 52
government
ministries,
27
were
abolished.".(Restoration of Capitalism
in the USSR, p. 58). Beria became first
deputy prime minister behind G.M.
Malenkov, who a lso was named first
secretary of the ~cP"SU. It was in this
top position of party leader ship that
Khrushchov became second-in-<:ommand . Marshall G.K. Zhukov. an embittered covert enemy of the people , was
rescued from the depths of oblivion
and made co-deputy minister of defense .
Before the year was over, Beria was shot
after being accused of careerism. On this
(Co ntinued o n page 6)
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Battles
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move "control of the state security
police
went
to a crony
of
Khrushchov's." Malenkov, who held
the leadership of both party and
government, resigned from the party
leadership within weeks after assuming
these positions. Later that same year,
Malenkov began to advocate his "New
Course" policy of producing more consumer goods. This policy was exploited
by Khrushchov, who denounced it as
belittling the development of heavy industry and defense. Malenkov was
forced now to resign his State position.
Labeling Malenkov and his followers as
the "anti-party group", Khrushchov
now went after the "implacable old
Bolshevik", Molotov, who was foreign
minister. But to do this required
Khrushchov's
exposing
himself
ideologically. Khrushchov himself, now
had to take up a "New Policy." The first
of these steps came in 1955 with
Khrushchov's recognition of Tito's
revisionist Yugoslav regime as a
socialist country. This was followed by
Khrushchov's developing of a close
relationship with Nehru of India, who
strongly opposed the People's Republic
of China. At the end of 1955, he began to
put forward his bankrupt general line of
"peaceful
co-existence"
between
socialist and imperialist states, which
distorted Lenin's line on state to state
relations , between states with different
social systems and tried to liquidate
proletarian internationalism and the
responsibility of the proletanat and op pressed peoples to make revolution. The
"secret speech" denunciation of Stalin
did not come until February, 1956, at
the end of the 20th Congress of the
"CP"SU . Khrushchov had nothing but
praise for Stalin in his general report at
the Congress' opening session. About
his
special-closed-session
"secret
speech" , even William Randolph
Hearst , of the U.S. ruling class, said,
"Nothing anticommunist writers had
ever said about Joseph Stalin equaled
the charges leveled at him that night by
his successor." Immediately following
this traitorous act, many members of the
party and government were implicated
as having participated in "unspeakable
crimes and atrocities." Khrushchov
used his control over the files of the
secret police to invent evidence for this
cause.
In June, 1957, Khrushchov was voted
out of the presidium, but he regained
Party leadership with the aid of the
bourgeois military coup under Marshall
Zhukov who flew in supporters "from
the remotest provinces" to cast votes in
the presidium.
One of the most crucial aspects of this
whole situation lives in the fact that the
masses of Soviet people were not involved in this power struggle. This was a
most costly error by those who opposed
Khrushchov. And Khrushchov dared
not reveal himself to the workers and
masses of Soviet people.
Upon
consolidating
its own
revisionist line the "CP"USA found
counter-revolutionary unity with the
Khrushchov-led
revisionists, · socialimperialists and social-fascists of the
"Communist Party" Soviet Union and
also united with Khrushchov's criminal
slander against Comrade Stalin who
had held high the banner of Leninism
against undermining
by its class
enemies, such as renegades like Trotsky
and Zinoviev who attempted to prove
Lenin's analysis of imperialism as incorrect. 1t was Comrade Stalin defending the dictatorship of the prolefilriat
and first successful Socialist Revolution
of October 1917 led by the Russian
Communist Party (Bolshevik), who
dealt death blows to these Menshevik
rats and ,defeated them one by one.
At the 21st Congress, the Soviet
revisionists led by Khrushchov raised up
that wars under imperialism were not
inevitable, which again ran counter to
Lenin who asserted that "Imperialism
means war"; Lenin said that imperialist
politics is war mongering. Today just as
during pre and post World War One
when England and Germany were
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from socialism to Communism, th e
competing for the control of the world's
proletarian states does withe~ away• but
resources , the Soviet Social imperialists
this is preceded by a long penod of class
and U.S. imperialists are competing for
war under the revolutionary . d~cworld hegemony that is rapidly leading
tatorship of the proletariat. "Socia~ st
to World War III. Lenin points out this
basic characteristic
of imperialist
society covers a considerably long hiscontention and exposes the sham of
torical period. In the historical penod of
socialism, there are still classes , class
peaceful competition in his analysis of
contradictions and class struggle, th ere
World War I "War and Revolution" is the struggle between the socialist _road
May 14, 1917; mentioned in the followand the capitalist road , and th:re 1s the
ing volume , " ... This war was caused
inevitably by that development of enordanger of capitalist restoration . We
must recognize the protracted and commously big capitalism, particularly banplex nature of this struggle.", Mao
king, which led to the situation where
Tsetung quoted in "Marx , Engels &
about four banks in Berlin and five or
Lenin on the Dictatorship of the
six in London dominate the whole
Proletariat: Questions and Answers ,"
world , taking everything to themselves,
bolstering their financial policies with
reprinted from PR ~y Bo?ks New
all their armed forces and finally, comChina) Along with this pos1twn, the
ing into conflict in an unexampled and
Khrushchov-led revisionists tn 1956
ferocious struggle because there was no
(20th Congress) adopted _the position
way offurther advance by the method of
that "socialism can be achieved through
free seizure. Either one or the other must
a peaceful transition from_ capitalism."
This was the basis for the hqu1dat1on of
give up the mastery of its colonies. Such
the fundamental principles of Marxquestions are not decided voluntarily in
this world of capitalists. This can only
ism- Lenin is ·m : class
struggle,
b~ decided bywar."(Lenin , On War and
proletarian revolution and dictatorship
Peace, pg. 25) (our emphasis)
of the proletariat even throughout the
entire period of socialism. As Marx has
It was in 1971 at the 24th "C.P"SU
pointed out and as substantiated b~ conCongress that Brezhnev tried to create a
crete reality "the motive force of history
mania for war; he put forward a sois class struggle." We know that the ,
called "peace program" using it as a
world revolutionary experience of the
camouflage to step up the contention for
working
class
and
oppressed
world heg~mony and development of
nationalities of all countries in our
rocket nuclear weapons and expansion
struggle against U.S. imperiali sm and
of conventional armament, i.e. war
Soviet Social-Imperialism has proven
preparations. In the Middle East and
this
"peaceful transition" bit a BOGUS
Angola it can be seen clearly that the
Soviet Social Imperialists under the
lie!!
banner of "peace" is contending against
The traitorous revisionist "ComU.S. imperialists for the power to exmunist Party" of Soviet Union, the
ploit these peoples' resources and furleaders
of modern Revisionism , also
ther their hegemony; Soviet Social
uphold the other bankrupt Khrushchov
imperialists, in this contention , are the
revisionist lines of (l) "the state of the
main source of war.
whole people" and (2) "the party of the
In the 1957 Moscow Declaration and
entire
people" (22nd Congress, 1961).
the 1960 Moscow Statement, which the
The line "the state of the whole people"
"CP"SU had agreed to, the Interis an anti-Marxist-Leninist distortion
national Communist Movement put
because both Marx and Lenin proved
forward that; "unity among all the Comthat
the State is an instrument of class
munist Parties and Socialist countries
rule; the state is used by one class for the
must be based on Marxism-Leninism
suppression of another. Lenin in the
and proletarian internationalism and
State and Revolution put forward very
that in their relationships with each
correctly
that "the state is not an
fraternal parties and countries must
instrument for class reconciliation."
follow the principles of independence,
Proclaiming "the state of the whole
complete equality, mutual support and
people" means there is no class dicattainment of unanimity through contatorship
(no ruling class) and more funsultation." (The Leaders of the "CP"SU
damental that there is no class struggle
are Betrayers of the Declaration and
which means there is no state but this
Statement) but, the U.S.S.R. in
only occurs during
communism,
collusion with U.S.A. practices supertherefore as long as there exists class
power hegemonism. This contention
struggle there will be a state controlled
will lead to war. This is not the only M-L
by the political class in power. "Party of
position the social-imperialists continue
the entire people" liquidates the party as
to betray. Brezhnev was Khrushchov's
the
vanguard of the proletariat and the
accomplice in the counter-revolutioninstrument for the dictatorship of the
ary coup d'etat and later replaced him.
proletariat, and the continuation of
"Brezhnev's rise to power is, in essence,
proletarian revolution under the dicthe continuation
of Khrushchov's
tatorship of the proletariat. At base
counter-revolutionary coup. Brezhnev
both these lines liquidate the inevitable
is Khrushchov the second." (Leninism
reality of class struggle and the dicor Social-Imperialism).
·
tatorship of the proletariat and ensures
While declaring they ("CP"SU) are
the dictatorship of the Bourgeoisie.
building "Comm unism" in the Soviet
These lines of the bourgeoisie of Soviet
Union they have in reality consolidated
Social Imperialism must be exposed as
the
RESTORATION
OF
well as their agents who push them .
CAPITALISM in this once Socialist
Soviet-Social
Imperialism's
state of international
proletarian
("CP"SU)
main agents of their
revolution. At the 23rd Congress of the
rev1S1on1smhere in the U.S. is the "Com"CP"SU. (I 966), after Khrushchov's
munist Party" USA . It was in 1957 at the
ouster in 1964, Brezhnev defined the restoration of capitalism as the "new
"CP" USA's 16th National Convention
that revisionism was consolidated in the
economic system" to be established in
"CP"USA
around
lines such as
the Soviet Union - One example is the
' American exceptionalism and the lirecent wheat deals between the Soviet
quidation
of
the
Afro-American
Social-Imperialists
and
the U .S,
National Question and support for the
imperialists.
assimilationist comprador wing of the
The Soviet Union must import wheat
Black
bourgeoisie
(Roy-Wilkins(food) into its country because the
NAACP). However, before 1957 the
Social-Imperialists direct the economy
"CP"USA had (I) abandoned th~ call
into the production of arms for
for Black self-determination in the 40 ,s
imperialist war preparation instead of
(2) dismantled the militant shareproduction for the needs for the people .
Secondly, the revisionists of the Soviet
croppers union in the Black Belt South
and (3) dismantled itself as a ComUnion made a profit off the wheat that
mun_lst Vangu~rd Party in 1944 to purwas purchased
from the U.S.
sue •ts aggressive partnership with the
bourgeoisie by selling it to the Eastern
"hberal" bourgeoisie and the Black
European countries at exorbitant
prices.
compra_dor bourgeoisie; though it was
reconstituted m 1945 but, it was in 1957
Also those revisionists liquidate the
dictatorship of the proletariat and
that the "CP"USA consolidated around
proletarian revolution by proclaiming
the~. oi:,po~unist lines aa well as the
rev1S1orustlines (the 3 peaccfuls) of the
that the "state as an apparatus of the dic"CP''SU. In fact, its later liquidation of
tatorship of the proletariat was beginthe Afro-American National Question
ning to wither away," (in the transition

ended with the "CP"USA tailing Roy
Wilkins and the NAACP throughout
the Civil Rights Movement and supporting this bourge~is directed assimilationist leadership_ as the chief
fighters for Black _L1~rat1on, and
simultaneously declaring. Black people
had already exercised their ~ght to selfdetermination
and chose integration
under imperialism." They ~ven went as
far as to say "the Nat10nabsm of
Malcolm X was exactly hke the
nationalism of the Klu Klux Klan"!
The "CP"USA is the traitor to the
American working class and Oppressed
Nationalities . The "CP"USA has betrayed the revolu _tionary principles of
Marxism-Leninism,
upholds
the
"CP"S U
Khrushchov-Brezhnev
revisionist lines , as well as upholds the
"CP"SU as the leadership of the International Communist
Movement, liquidating the need for a Communist
Vanguard Party and armed struggle
right here in the United States. The
"CP"USA advanced the line that the
Democratic Party at the helm of an anti-monopoly coalition is the vanguard in
America and not an anti-revisionist
Communist Party that will lead the working class in armed struggle against the
monopoly capitalist ruling class. The
"CP"USA also declares that the more
advanced
American
technology
becomes thereby producing "better and
more" goods the less the proletariat will
need to use armed struggle to overthrow
the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie .
(New Program of the Communist Party
USA, pp. 46-50)
There is much struggle by the International Communist Movement against
the betrayers of Marxism-Leninism;
but, Marxism-Leninism will be upheld
and all revisionists will be exposed and
crushed.
Standing at the helm of this struggle
·against the revisionists has been the
Communist Party of China and the
Party of Labor of Albania, leaders of
the
International
Communist
Movement, who have taken the lead on
the international level, summing up
these rich revolutionary experiences and
further creatively developing MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, in the
course of struggle against modern
revisionism, U.S. Imperialism, Soviet
Social Imperialism and all forms of Opportunism .
In the American anti-revisionist communist movement, right opportunism is
the main danger as well. The chief
present day spokes organization for this
menshevik line is the October League
which represents this main danger of
right opportunism in the American anti-revisionist communist movement.
The October League has called for the
party in their organ, The Call, where
they are saying that, "I) party building
has become a question of immediacy
and 2) the present period calls for the actual organizational formation of the
new party," (The Call, Nov. 75) But
anyone
who is actually
in the
revolutionary movement here today and
who understands
exactly what is
happening here, i.e., what is the state of
our movement, cannot unite with this
call!
We cannot unite with the October
League on its call for a Party Congress
because this call is a right opportunist
call,. ~ call to pull together, not the
L~mmst Party of a new type, but a reformist Martov type of "party". OL wants
the type of party which swells its ranks
with any and every student and striker
that will holler "fight back" and in doing
so liquidates the necessity for the
van~uard party of the proletariat, its
Anti-Revisionist M-L Party. And this is
the reason for a call from OL without a
progr~m? for the "party congress". This
IS theu mcorrect way of skipping the
necessary. ideological struggle over
political !me that lays the basis for the
~arty Program. Instead they pose the
be, that organization is the key link now,
a nd use their "traveling salesman" approach t_opull off an unprincipled unity
~e., urute under the organizational
~ge~ony o~ <?L, OL refuses to take a
arxist-Lerurust.
stand on this,
(Cominuedonpa,

7)
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refuses to draw clea r lines of dem a rcati on between the genu ine and the
sham based on the ideological struggle
over pol itica l line.
In our view, political line is the key
link today because .we must hammer out
a correct line so that we will have the
sound ideological and political basis for
a program for socialist revolution in the
U.S.A. How can we as communists, skip
over this fundamental reality in our
movement today? We must unite at this
time based on correct ideological and
political lines, seeing political line as key
at this stage in our movement's
development. In fact, we have some very
serious criticisms of OL's erroneous
revisionist political lines, many of which
we have not made public until recently
because of the menshevism (which
unites With OL's line which is also menshevism) and right errors that have
marked
our . organization's
development, and which are being
struggled against.
In the same issue of the Call, where
OL calls for the party congress, they
characterize the Revolutionary Union
(now the "Revolutionary Communist
Party") as a "left" deviation to further
substantiate OL's opportunist line that
"left" opportunism is the main danger_in
the
anti-revisionist
communist
movement in the U.S.A., but the only
reason that OL characterizes R"CP" as
a "left" deviation is to cover the right opportunism of the October League, the
cancer of revisionism . OL's November
call for the party was criticized and exposed as a Menshevik call that excluded
the struggle over political line to develop
a party program , and also left out of the
entire call any mention of Mao Tsetung
Thought, even though Mao Tsetung
Thought is the main weapon for combatting revisionism. In typical opportunist fashion , OLmutated their line
in the March report from their Central
Committee , to include the need for a
program and also to make mention of
Mao Tsetung Thought. This was done
in true opportunist style, no communist
self-<:riticism or repudiation, but
instead just ~utate the line and act as if
it was never anything different. This is
right in tune with the OL's whole opportunist line on party building and
seeking hegemony over the movement ,
to the point of mutating their line to
appear as genuine communists , when_in
essence their opportunist !me remams
the same!!
Let's deal with the opportunist line
OL takes on the Afro-American
National Question : "While supporting
the rights of the Black Nation to selfdetermination we, at this time, oppose
secession." (For Working Class Unity
and Black Liberation , October League,
1973).While OL pretends to uphold the
Leninist (Comintern) Stalinist line_on
the Afro-American National Question,
they openly withhold the recognition of
the right of secession by the Black
Nation . But the Comintern clearly
stated about secession that communists
should not oppose secession as long as
the Afro-American Nation is dominated
.
by Imperialism.
"In particular, some misunderstanding has arisen from the failure to make
a clear distinction between the demand
for 'right of self-<letermination' and. the
demand for governmental seperat10~,
simply treating these two demands m
the same way. However, these two
demands are not identical. Complete
right to self-<leterminationincludes ~!so
the right to governmental separation,
but does not necessarily imply that the
Negro population should make use ?f
this right in all circumstances, that 1s,
that it must actually separate or attempt
to separate the Black Belt f~om t~e existing governmental federation with th_e
United States. If it desires to separate 1t
must be free to do so; but if it prefers to
remain federated with the United_S_tates
it must also be free to do that. This is the
correct meaning of the idea of self-<l~termination, and it must be recognized
quite independently of whether the U.S.
ii still a capitalist state or whether a
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proletarian dictatorship has already
been established there . ..
" If the proletariat has come into
power in the United States the Communist Negroes will not come out. for
but against separation of the Negro
Republic from federation with the
United States. But the right of the
Negroes to governmental separation
will be unconditionally realized, by the
Communist
Party ; it will unconditionally give the Negro population
of the Black Belt freedom of choice even
on this question. Only when the
proletariat has come into pow~r in t~e
United States the Communists will
carry on propaganda among the w_orking masses of the Negro popula~1on
against separation, in order to co~vmce
them that it is much better and m the
interest of the Negro Nation for the
Black Belt to be a free Republic where
the Negro majority has complete ri~ht
of self-<letermination but remams
governmentally federated with the g~eat
proletarian republic of the United
States . . .
"But the question at the present time
is not this. As long as capitalism rules in
the United States the Communists cannot come out against governmental
separation of the Negro zone from the
United States. (our emphasis) They
recognize that this separation from the
imperialist United States would be
preferable, from the standpoint of the
national interests of the Negro
population, to their present oppressed
state, and therefo~e, the Communis!s
are ready at any time to offer all their
support if only the working masses of
the Negro population are ready to take
up the struggle for governmental
independence of the Black Belt."
(Resolution of the Communist International 10/ 26/ 28, p. 117-118).*
*"Tlie weight ofemi,hasis in· the 'internationalist education of the workers in
the oppressing countries must necessarily consist in their advocating and
upholding freedom of secession for oppressed countries. Without this there
can be no internationalism. It is our
right and duty to treat every SocialDemocrat of an oppressing nation who
fails to conduct propaganda as an
imperialist and a scoundrel. This ia an
absolute demand, even if the chance of
secession being possible and 'feasible'
before the introduction of socialism be
only one in a thousand." (Stalin, Foundations of Leninism, page 80) So. O.L. 's
ano R"CP-s line on Afro-American
National Question is line of scoundrels
.
and imperialists.
And in our view, OL's opportunist
line a bourgeois line on the busing in
Boston, must be exposed . OL's open
support of bourgeois organized busing
plans must be exposed. OL tails the
"liberal" bourgeoisie's outright tricks to
confuse and divide the working class.
This righterroris right in tune with OL's
belief that the Black Liberation
Movement is a struggle for integration"!
which is outright chauvinism . This
hooks up with the chauvinism of denying Blacks the right to self determination by denying the right of secession. The Black Liberation Movement is
a struggle for self-<letermination in the
Black Belt and democratic rights
everywhere else in the USA and to see
the Black Liberation Movement as a
movement simply to be next to white
people is to miss the essence of black
people's struggle by a long shot, and to
totally dismiss communist theory in the
same manner that the "CP"USA dismissed Marxism-Leninism in mad rush
for revisionism! That is, confusing
bourgeois integrationism (with its attendant denial of the self-<leterminationfor
the Afro-American Nation as well as
democratic rights of Afro-Americans
and its open attempt to limit the
political power of ".',fro-American~)
with the voluntary union of the multinational working class.
And on the international question,
OL takes the right opportunist line of
collaboration with the Shah of Iran.
Slandering the correct line of the
People's Republic of China and the
international communist movement
that places Iran in the United Front

Against the Superpowers because of the
objective contradiction between the
superpowers and Iran as a country ?f
the third world. October League says in
their opportunist fashion that since the
Shah is the head of state oflran he cannot be demonstrated against. This is a
_ergross violation of proletarian i1_1t
nationalism , refusing to help the Irania_n
people's struggle against their "domestic
reactionaries" of whom the Shah 1s
chief. The Chinese have laid out the fact
"Modem revisionists seek to
that:
confuse the peaceful foreign policy
of the socialist countries with the
domestic policies of the proletariat
in the capitalist countries. They
thus hold that peaceful co-exist·
ence of countries with differing
social systems
means that
capitalism can peacefully grow
into socialism, that the proletariat
in · countries
ruled by the
bourgeoisie c,n renounce class
struggle and enter into peaceful
cooperation with the bourgeoisie
and the imperialists . . . Peaceful
co-existence of nations and
peoples revolutions in the various
countries are in themselves two
different things not one and the
same thing; two different
concepts, not one; two different
kinds of questions and not one and
the same kind of question.'' (Long
Live Leninism, Peking Review
1960, as quoted from Essential
Works of Marxism, pg. 542)
The fact that the Shah is opposed to the
USSR is one thing, that is positive, in
the same way that the U.S.A . being opposed to the USSR is positive, but t~1s
does not make these regimes progressive
nor mean that we must not support the
peoples of these countrie~' .revolution
against their own bourgeo1s1es.
.
In our summation of our practice
with the OL around International Working Womens Day, we raised critici_sm
of OL's opportunistic way of dropping
slogans. We spoke of what this means in
terms of OL's hegemonist designs on
young communist organizations and
their whole "traveling salesman" approach to "party building" , i.e., being
"personable and agreeable" gathering
any and whoever around them for their
coming announcement that they are
"the party!" We are against this all unity
and no struggle over principles - approach of OL, but at the same time we
oppose the other side of the subjective
coin of opportunism, which practices all
struggle and no unity , like Puerto Rican
Revolutionary Workers Organization
and Revolutionary Workers League.
OL upheld the slogan, "Oppose
Superpower War Preparation" until we
both left the coalition called-together by
Workers
Viewpoint Organization
around IWWD.*
OL instantly "got word from their Central Committee" before the week was
out that they had to drop that same
slogan. And after a brief struggle from
us, where we pointed out that as the
Chinese say, "The danger ofa new world
war still exists and the peoples of all
countries must get prepared. But
revolution is the main trend in the world
today," (Study Philosophy_''.Theo~ _of
Two Points") and that ant1-1mpenahst
unity must be based on struggle against
the two superpowers, they said that the
slogan could stay, because it didn 't
make any difference to them, as Jong ~s
they did not Jose "friends" . But they still
didn't uphold the slogan and later on a
flick appeared in their newspaper that
alleged that they had. More foul opportunism! Comrade Stalin makes the
point that we must not change
agitational slogans because of petty
bou.rgeois vacillation. The slogan in
question to "Oppose Superpower War
Preparation" was a propaganda slogan,
and there certainly was no situation that
turned around so severely that it was
necessary to change it! "The slogan 'All
power to the Soviets' was a propaganda
slogan at the beginning of April (the
"theses"); in June it became an agitation
*CAP had originally called IWWD,
IWDwhichisincorrect. IWWDisaday
of celebration and mobilization for working women.
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slogan ; in October (October 10) it
became an action slogan ; but_at the ~nd
of October it became an 1mmed1ate
directive .." "Vacillation of . the . petty
bourgeoisie especially during . inten sification of political crises . . .; this must
be carefully studied, taken advantage 0 ~,
taken into account , but to yield to it
would be dangerous, fatal to the cause
of the proletariat." (J. Stalin, Strategy &
Tactics, p. 9). What can we say of the
petty bourgeois socialists who even
vacillate around a propaganda slogan!
This does not exhaust our differences
with OL around line, and these qu~stions have been raised in discussion with
OL months and months ago in a comradely manner to get them to repudiate
these lines. But OL's line on opportunism goes to the essence of the
problem and show how OL and Martov
can unite on their refusal to see the
relationsbip between Imperialism a~d
Opportunism, so they also ~m!e ~1th
the Martov type of "party bmldmg loose and fast and dangerous for the
proletariat . OL opposes Leninism on
the question of party building and opportunism . OL says it cannot see the
link between imperialism and opportunism, which is historically linked
with a right opportunist view on party
building. As we have said on these two
points OL and Martov un_ite! Leni_n
points out that this ec?nom1c ~act, t_his
"shift in class relations, will fmd
political form, in one shape or another
without any particular 'difficulty'" .
(Imperialism and Split in Socialism,
Progress Publishers Moscow pamphlet
1972, p. 14). The political expr~ssi_on ~f
this opportunism on party bmldmg 1s
the bourgeois labor party! And this
shows where O Lis going with their right
opportunist party buildin~ plans ,. '>l;'ith
its deviation from Marx1sm-Lemnism
on the question of the party and on the
question of the struggle agamst opportunism! We can understand now
that they have not intended to build a
vanguard communist party of a new
type, but a bourgeois labor party,_ t~at
will be the agent of the bourgeo1S1einside the working class movement.
OL would
rather
say that
organization is the key link, a question
of immediacy, rather than struggle out
the correct pQlitical line to build a
Bolshevik party here . OL has said at a
public forum that "opportunism was _a
cover for revisionism". But the fact 1s
opportunism is revisionism! "Opportunism , or revisionism, is a faction
and school of thought in the workers'
movement which represents
the
interests of the bourgeoisie . It special
feature is betrayal of the fundamental
interests of the proletariat
and
capitulation to the bourgeoisie." (Peking Review, March 1976). It seems that
OL puts out the line that opportunism is
a cover for revisionism because they are
already comfortable with the title opportunists and see opportunism as errors which cover for revisionism rather
than as revisionism itself. But in fact, all
along the line, OL's opportunism is simply revisionism pure and simple. And
their attempts to camouflage this
revisionism is so bogus it is insulting!
For example, in line struggle OLcontinuously pointed us to Capital when we
raised the question of the relationship
between imperialism and opportunism .
Saying we should study Capital rather
than Imperialism: The Highest State of
Capitalism. Under this sophist game, we
detect the same deviation as people that
put out that Marxism and Leninism are
opposed to each other, instead of seeing
the only correct relationship is that
Leninism is Marxism in the era of
Imperialism
and
Proletarian
Revolution!
Any look at the writings of Lenin,
would demonstrate
that Lenin
developed the line that Marx and Engels
put forward on the first signs of opportunism in England during their own
lifetimes: "Neither Marx nor Engels
lived to see the imperialist epoch of
world capitalism, which began not
earlier than 1898-1900.But it has been a
peculiar feature of England that even in
the middle of the nineteenth century she
(Continued on p,,ge 8)
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Marxist-Leninists Unite-Win the Advanced to Communism!
(Ibid, p. 217) And Comrade Enver Hoxha reminds us that" .. .the members of
already revealed at least two major disthe party and its high organs face the imtinguishing features of imperialism : (I)
portant task of guarding secrets, of
vast colonies, and (2) monopoly profit
shaking
off liberalism and negligence as
(due to her monopoly position in the
well
as ridding themselves of the idea
world market). In both respects
that now everything is going alright ,
England at that time was an exception
that we are strong." (The Party of
among capitalist countries, and Engels
Labour of Albania on the Building and
and Marx, analysing this exception,
the
Life of the Party)
quite clearly and definitely indicated its
connection with the (temporary) victory
of opportunism in the English labour
movement." " ... why does Englands
monopoly explain the (temporary) victory of opportunism in England?
Because monopoly yields superprofits,
i.e., a surplus of profits that over and
above the capitalist profits that are normal and customary all over the world.
The capitalists can devote a part (and
not a small one at that!) of those superprofits to bribe their own workers to
create something like an alliance (recall
the celebrated 'alliances' described by
Webbs of English trade unions and employers) between the workers of the
given nation and their capitalists against
the other countries. "
"The bourgeoisie of an imperialist
'Great' Power can economically bribe
the upper strata of'its' workers by spending on this a hundred million or so "The Party must be, first of all, the adfrancs a year, for its superprofits most
vanced detachment of the working class.
likely amount to about a thousand
The Party must absorb all the best
million. And how this little sop is elements of the working class, their ex divided among the labor ministers,
perience, their revolutionary spirit, their
'labor
representatives', (remember
selfless devotion to the cause of the
Engels' splendid analysis of the term),
proletariat. But in order that it may
labor members of war industries comreally be the advanced detachment , the
mittees, labor officials, workers belongParty must be armed with revolutionar y
ing to the narrow craft unions , office
theory, with a knowledge of the laws of
employees, etc., etc., is a secondary
the movement , with a knowledge of the
question.
laws of revolution ."
"Between 1848 and I 868, and to acertain extent even later, only England enThe basic unit of the Bolshevik
joyed a monopoly: that is why oporganization is illegal, which is the facportunism could prevail there for
tory nuclei. We must make a clean break
decades. No other countries possessed
with social democratic forms of
either very rich colonies or an industrial
organization that have been passed
monopoly ." (V.I. Lenin, "Imperialis m
down , and correct the kind of incorrect
and the Split in Socialism", Vol. #23 pg. social base that plagued the "C P"USA
Jl5)
and acted as a corrosive factor in its
But the struggle against O L's opdegeneration into revisionism. The
portunist line in the anti-revisionist
social democrat ic form of organization
communist movement is part and parcel
based itself on electorial districts rather
of the struggle against the right op- than factory nuclei, and this is incorrect
for Bolshevik organization, which is
portunist baggage of social democracy
based on the science of Marxist-Leninthat the "CP"USA carried until it conist party organization. Lenin, is "A
solidated into out and out revisionism.
For example, the OL's newspaper (The
Letter To A Comrade" says, now a word
Call) displays their incorrect views on
about the factory circles. They are of exlegal and illegal work. In one issue of the treme importance to us: the main
Call they exposed comrades to strength of our movement lies in the
bourgeois terror by printing the details workers' organizations in the large facof peoples personal backgrounds which tories (and works) are concentrated that
is a serious example of this social section of the working class which is not
democrat attitude by thinking the state
only predominate in numbers , but still
is neutral. For communists not to take more predominate
in influence,
seriously and pay strict attention to the development and fighting capacity.
relatio nship between legal and illegal Every factory must be our strong hold ..
work is definitely a social democratic
." (V.I. Lenin, On Organization)
hangover that has nothing to do with
October League is a retrograde trend
building a Bolshevik Part y. Not to take · in the anti-revisionist communist
seriously the question of the struggle movement and therefore represents the
against bourgeois terror is dangerou s main danger of right opportunism in the
and plays into the hands of the anti-revisionist communist movement.
bourgeoisie. "The basis of underestimaMany of the concilliatory revisionist
tion of the importance of the fight lines of the October League such as the
against terror, of the adaptation of party of all classes ("everybody who
Party organization to illegality is hollers fightback can be in the party")
legalism, the glossing overt he role of the will bring it closer and closer in tune
bourgeois state as a class apparatus of with the revisionist lines of the "CP"S U
violence." "Too little attention is which are supported here in America by
devoted to the work of safeguarding and its 5th column, the "CP"USA. However
protecting the ranks of the Party from OL is not alone in this action of
the blows of the enemy, there is still too proclaiming revisionism and right oplittle care and thought in this sphere." portunism at the same time they are
(The Communist International , "On the declaring they are anti-revisionists and
Question of Illegal Work" 1933). In communists . For example , R"CP" 's
terms of this essential relationship that position of "Nation of a New Type" is
the bolshevik organization upholds , very much so related to the "CP"USA's
Lenin said, " . .. Our organization con- line of liquidating the national question
sists of illegal nuclei surrounded by as which is that "nations do not have the
wide and as ramified a network of legal right to self-<letermination."
To show more concretely, on page
societies as possible." (Against Liquidationism,
Progress Publishers
118 of R"CP'"s
Program and
Moscow) And, "In terms of the form of Constitution they lay out five demands
for
struggle
against
national
oppression :
the organizations, the illegal 'adapts
itself to the legal. But in terms of the " ... the working class and its Party raises
content of the work of our party, legal and fights for the following as demands
activity 'adapts itself to illegal ideas." in the fight against national oppression:

(Continued from page 7)

away when it turned re~isio~ist. We
must also be aware tha _t situations _hke
the Boston Busing confhct are conscious
efforts by the ruling class to prevent
multi-national unity and _obstruct th~
reation of a Revolutionary Anh

I) End all discrimination in hiring ,
promotion and firing. 2) Equality in
education and all social services. 3)
Smash segregation in housing and _the
extortion of higher rents, taxes, pnces
and credit and insurance rates in the
minority communities. 4) Equality of
culture and language, no privileges for
one nationality over another. 5) End
police terror against the oppressed
nationalities, stop police murder ,
brutality and harassment."
They
categorize these as "basic demands". of
strugg le against the national oppress10n
"of all minority nationalities" but no
where do they visualize the demand of
self-determina.tion of secession as
~'basic".
R"CP"s bogus position on "the right
of self determination, up to secession is
as follows: "The proletariat and its party
in the U.S. upholds the right of Black
People to self determination , the right to
secede from the rest of the U.S. and to
set up a separate state in the general area
of the 'Black Belt'. But at the same time
the right to form a separate state is not
the same thing as the obligation to do so,
and uphold ing the right to secede is not
necessarily the same thing as saying
secession is correct. The proletariat and
its party does not advocate this
separation for Black people not favor it
under present and foreseeable conditions." (Ibid, p. 123). R"CP" hold s as
the basis for this position that "the majority of Black people have been
dispersed from the ' Black Belt' and live
in the North ."This further liquidates the
right to self-<letermination and secession as well as further liquidates the
Afro-American nation .
But to complete their revisionism they
proclaim "self-determination
is a
legitimate demand for Black people , but
it is not the main demand. "The main
demands" (those cited on p . 118)" are
those common to all oppressed
natio nalities in the U.S. R "CP" does not
uphold the right to self-determination
or the right to secession · as a main
demand , but as something trivial. White
chauvinism, which is the political and
ideological supporter of racism and
Black national oppression has affected
the objective division in, the multinational working class, and has caused
n:iany would be Marxist-Leninists to
belittle the Black Liberation Movement
in particular and national oppression in
general as a minor detail in their "big
revolutionary picture ," and take totally
incorrect, bourgeois positions on the
national question .

~evisionist

Communist Vanguard Par-

ty .All over the United States at this
stage, we see the re~mergence of racial
conflicts like Busmg and etc ., the
reappearance of the all but forgotten
Klu Klux Klan , who are many tlI!les
federal agents and policemen , whose
role is to tum the mulu-natlonal working class against each other so th~t t~ey
will not join forces to smash capitalism
and build socialism . The various busing
conflicts for instance do not solve the
question of quality education (that the
R "CP " bogusly declare s that it uphold s
- seep . 118 of R"CP "s Prog ramme and
Constitution) which the bourgeoisie do
not intend to solve .
In their book Programme and
Constitution of the Revolutionary
Communist Party U .S .A. R"CP" opportunistically speaks throughout "The
Proletariat and its Party" as though they
are the "genuine Communist vanguard "
of the working class and have won over
the advanced; but, this only exposes
their out and out right opportunism to
the "max". The Revolutionary "Communist Party" delcares they are the new
anti-revisionist vanguard Communist
Party that the working class must have
to lead them in the seizure of state power
and the turning of the means of production into publicly owned state property
under the dictatorship of the prletariat.
This is a blatant lie! The Revolutionary "Communist Party" does not
represent the multi-national working
class, R "C P" is not the "advanced
detachment of the working class." It is
not "armed with revolutionary theory,
with a knowledge of the Jaws of the
movement , with a knowledge of the laws
of revolution . It does not stand at the
head of the working class." It cannot
"see father than the whole working
class", on the contrary it tails the more
reactionary sector of the working class.
There are some so-<:alledCommunist
organizations who opportunistically
have declared themselves a party or the
party (R "CP" and "C"L "P") or a
hegemonic center for the formation of
the party (the so-<:alled"Revolutiona ry"
wing). "We hold that at this time there is
no overall most correct line, no ' Revolutionary Wing' , though there are
organizations with Jines that seem more
developed , clearer in their ultimatel y
revolutionary intent (if that is their
direction) than others ." (Unity &
Struggle, June edition) .
Comrade Stalin said in summing up the lessons of another period :
"It should not be forgotten that rights
and ultra-lefts are actually twins, that
consequently
both take an opportunistic
stand,
the difference
between them being that where as the
rights do not always conceal their op-

Another example of R"CP"s white
chauvinism and revisionism is their
counter-revolutionary
line "Smash
Busing" in relationship to the Boston
Busing Crisis which objectively supports the bourgeoisie's attempt to divide
the working class along national lines,
further o~s~ructs party-building just as
the chauvinism and opportunism of the
"CP"USA
drove
oppressed
nationalities and Marxist-Leninists
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Build A Marxist-Leninist-Mao Tse Tung Thought Party in the U S A !
portunism , 'the
lefts'
invaribly
camouflage their opportunism
with
'Revolutionary
Phrases' . We cannot
allow our policy to be determined by
what scandalmongers and philistines
may say about us .. ." (Stalin, Speeches
Delivered al the Presidium of the Com:
munist International). Both of these
right and "left" sectarian lines of opportunism must be exposed
and
defeated in order to defeat U.S.
imperialism
and
Soviet
Social
Imperialism .
In the struggle against the OL which
represents the main danger of right opportunism in the anti-revisionist Communist movement today, we must be
vigilant and not overlook the danger of
the "left" sectarian tendency also
developing in the anti-revisionist Communist movement today. We must
remember the lessons summed up by the
Communist Party of China in Chou EnLai's report to the 10th National
Congress of the Communist Party of
China where he said , "Chairman Mao
has constantly taught us: !tis imperative
to note that one tendency covers
another. The opposition to Chen-Tuhsiu's right opportunism which advocated 'All Alliance, no struggle,'
covered Wang Ming's 'Left' opportunism
which
advocates
'All
Struggle , No Alliance.' The rectification of Wang Ming's 'Left'
deviation covered Wang Ming's R.ight
deviation. The struggle against Liu
Shao-Chi's revisionism covere d Lin
Piao's revisionism. T here are ma ny
instances in the past where one ten dency
covered another and when a tide ca me,
the majority went along with it, wh ile
only a few withstood it .. .And when a
wrong tendency surges tow ard us like a
rising tide , we must not fear iso lation
and must dare to go against the tide a nd
brave it through . Chairman Mao states
'Going· against the tide is a MarxistLeninist principle'." (10th National
Congress of the Communist Party of
China, pg. 19). Another form of opportunism,
the
"Left"
sectarian
tendency in the anti-revisionist Communist movement is the infantile sectarian line developing represented by
PRR WO and R WL on the question of
party building, the self-appointed
"Revolutionary Wing". We believe it is
positive that they have raised the question of party building so emphatically,
but in doing so the "Revolutionary
Wing" has committed serious errors.
Also we feel they must be more
conscious of exactly the method the
state would use to split the ant irevisionist movement, in the same way
or similar to the methods used to split
the BLM. Yes t here is a basis in reality
for sharp disagreeme nt, an d in some
cases even antago nism , bu t never is
there a need despite sha rp critical
differences to play t he fool for the
bourgeoisie by blindl y emo tio na l
positions and method s.

The ideological root of all sectarian
the "wing", but WVO's line has not
left deviation
is subjectivism and
changed fundamentally in the last year ..
idealism . At base the same subjectivism
."Those who put forth that WVO was
and idealism that gave rise to some
part of the genuine wing helped to give
organizations
impatiently
declaring
credibility to that organization and thus
themselves "The Party", characterizes,
allow it to push their opportunist line
the pronouncements by PRRWO and
among our ranks." (Ibid.) And they
RWL that they are the so-called
raise the question of the Revolutionary
"Revolutionary Wing". Not wanting to
Bloc being in the "RW" since this
come out and declare themselves "The
organization has not published its
Party", they have gone so far as to
elevate agreement
with this self
proclamation, to one of the criteria for
being
a genuine
communist
organization in the U.S.A.! And comrades, like Resistencia, (now the League
For Proletarian Revolution) who we
think are genuine and principled, have
self-criticism and criticism, have been
labelled "Mensheviks" by PRR WO and
R WL because they do not hold to a
"Revolutionary
Wing"
i.n our
movement today. (Our unity with
Resistencia is based on the following: I.
Theoretical and ideo logical affirmation
of M-L-M and major questions affirmed in the first stage of pre-party
period; 2. Resistencia laying out their
self-critic ism and criticism
in a
systematic method (Vol. 7 #3 pg. 5); 3.
Unity with t hem on as pects of the internat ional question-Soviet Union as t he
main da nger of t he tren d of war
indepe nd ence fo r P uer to Rico, strugg l~
aga inst the superp owers, are so me; 4.
Unity on genera l aspec ts of par ty building -seei ng M- L un ite, win the advanced · "Hence the necessity fo r a new party, a
to_Co mm unis m as simul ta neou s tas ks,
militant party, a revo lutio nary party,
with M-L un ite as prin cipa l; 5. Sta ting
one bold enough to lead the proletariat
ide ologica l bas is of political line being
in the struggle for power, sufficiently exkey link, 6. Resistencia's cri ticism of
perienced to find its bearings amidst the
O L, of t he " Revolut ionary Wing"; 7.
complex conditions of a revo lutionary
T heir p rincipa led pract ice at CAP's
situation and sufficiently flexi ble to
fo rum s, ·i.e., S- 1& Ango la.) But the
steer clear o f all submerged rocks in the
qu estion that Resistencia raise d in t heir
path of its goal."
political orga n still needs to be
position on t he sp lit in BWC, fro m
answered: I) "To say that there exist
which it arose a nd "th e ideo log ical a nd
genuine orga nizations and to say that
po litical basis o n which t hey consti tu ted
there exists a genuine wing in t he Comthemselves a s an or ganizat ion ." (Ibid .)
munjs t movement are two different
3) "It seems to us, that it wo uld be inthings. T he first is a n o bjec tive fact,
correc t to poi nt ou t as lines of demarwhic h is un denia ble . T he secon d will not
cation between genu ine a nd opport uni st
withstand a concre te a na lysis of co ncrete conditio ns of t he Com mu nist
Ma rx ist-Leninist~ the accep ta nce o r removement in t he U.S. What does the
jec tion of th e exis tence of a genu ine
concept of a revo lut ion ary wing signify?
wing in the Co mmun ist Move ment."
(I bid .)
It means that t he genu ine wing is t he
organizatio na l center for the party that
R CL put s fo rwar d the fo llowing
is to be bu ilt. T his a bsence of a clear an d
qu estion s which we were not a ble to as k
defi ned po litica l line of' the so-ca lled
at the Ma y I st forum sp onsore d by
genui ne wing on fund amenta l issues
PRRWO , PRS U, RW L, and FF M :
such as st ra tegy a nd tac tics, the na tiona l
I ) Wha t is the meas ura ble mean s of
question, the wo ma n qu estion, th e tra de
you r ha ving evaluated your selves the
union quest ion, the strug gle for reform s
"revolutionary wing ", wha t concretely ,
(such as ERA a nd bu sing) seem s to us to
is it ba sed on ? What is the cla ss ba se of
ru sh a hea d of t he situa tion , t o sub stitut e
the 'revolutionary wing' ? 2) You accu se
rea lity for illusion , to view realit y as we
WVO of being hegemonistic by saying
wo uld like it to be a nd not a s it is. Yes,
they say they have "the overall most
the gen uine wing is in the pro cess of forcorrect line in the movement ". Wh y ar e
ma tion, but it is not form ed yet."
you criticizing them when you do the
(Resiste ncia)
sa me thing ? 3) If as you say political line
2) Resistencia also que stion ed how
is key link, how can both you (RWL,
the WVO was in the "R W" ju st recently
PRR WO , & c.) be in the same wing a s
but in a very brief period they ar e out of
August 29th Movement (ATM) [ATM
according ' to the "wing" , has been
purged from the "Revolutionary Wing "
NEW DEVELOPMENTS
- See Palante , Yo!. 6, No . 7) who supIN CHINA'S COUNTRYSIDE:
port s the ERA and you oppose it and
further say that "only social reformers ,
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the slogan "Self Determination for the
D Subocr iption to Chin•
Black Nation", they were still struggling
that out . In other words , some of their
110
cadres hold the opportunist "CP "USA
CHINA BOOKS
~2S:.
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~
& PERIODICALS. INC .
210w ....,..., •• ..,,c1wcago1L 60006
line of liquidating the Afro-American
Nation , do the rest of the "R W" hold
"Name----------such lines, they say they don 't, then how
Address- ---------unity
with R WL who admittedly has
City _ _ _________
_
struggles about whether to take the
Stal e _____
Zip ____
_
"CP"USA line or not ? 4) You say
Oa!e-----------"Revolution is the Main Trend ", but iniPayme nt in fun including tax$ _____
_
ply it is the only trend saying that "the
f ree catalog of boOks. magazines, posters. greet·
line that there are two trends in
ing cards, records, etc.
revisionist". If the Chinese wanted to
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say outright, Revolution is the main
trend, why couldn't they? The current
line in Peking Review #19, May 7, 1976
is, "The world situation today is
characterized by great disorder under
heaven, and the situation is excellent.
All the basic contradictions in the world
are further sharpening. Countries want
independence, nations want liberation,
and the people want revolution-this
historical trend is moving forward
irresistibly. The world is advancing
amidst turmoil , and the numerous small
and middle countries are playing an ever
greater role in international affairs; the
world situationcountinues to develop in
a direction favorable to the people of all
countries. On the other hand, however ,
the rivalry between the two superpowers
for world hegemony has become ever
fiercer and covers the whole globe , with
Europe as the focus of their rivalry. The
continuation of their rivalry is bound to
lead to a new world war someday. This
is independent of man's will. . .In face of
the stark reality of the growing danger
of war, the people of the whole world
must
heighten
their
vigilance ,
strengthen their unity and resolutely oppose superpower hegemonism ." Don't
you think that merely saying Revolution
is the main trend, is one-sided without
showing in fact , even though "countries
want independence,
nations
want
liberation
a nd the people want
revol ut io n" is a "historical trend moving
forwa rd irr esistibly", as we know
thro ugh
M - L-M
that
inevitably
revo lutio n thro ughout the world is certa in . . .to lay out that revolution is a
straight line, that there are no twists and
turns beca use this is the era of
impe rialis m an d proletarian revolution.
.. tha t this in itself mea ns that the only
tre nd a t every momen t then is
revo lut ion, is idea lism a nd subjectivism,
a kind of "offic ial optimism".• ("All
revol utionaries are entirely correct in
t heir revo lutio nary opti mism. They
strive to be tho ro ughgoi ng mate rialists
an d th o rou ghgoi ng materialists a re
fea rless.") Some Articles on Striving for
Marxism-Leninism in Austra lia. We are
not say ing t ha t revolution is not the
overa ll ma in tr end , but ca n you, by saying th a t, deny t here are indeed two
trend s, th ough revo lutio n is the mai n
one. Listen to th is, "The danger of a
world war a nd revo lution are the two
as pect s of a n ent ity- the worl d
situat ion. What a re the co nditi o ns
regar ding these two aspects? Cha irman
Mao po inted o ut : "The form er still exists a nd t he latter is th e mai n tr end. "
(Study Philosoph y) T he art icle goes on
"T he danger of a new world wa r still exists. This is another trend in th e
development of toda y's world .* It is
da ngerou s if we see o nly the ra ging
flame s of revolution without noticin g
the enemies sharpening their sword s a nd
think we can lower our vigilan ce
because of the excellent situati on.'' (our
emphasis , RCL) It goe s on , "T o uph old
the theory of two point s, it is imper a tive
to oppose the theory of one poin t. Th e
latter means ideali st metaph ysical
methodology; it means thinking in a bsolutes and a one sided approach to the
problems. Chairman Mao has point ed
out: "The metaphysical or vulgar
evolutionists world outlook sees thing s
as isolated, static and one sided ." (Ibid .)
Ifwe merely maintain that "revoluti on is
the main trend" therefore , and refuse to
politicize the people about the "two
points" of contradiction in the single entity the world situation , we are ther efo re
no~ alerting people to the danger of war ,
which even if it also bring s rev oluti o n,
nevertheless
might
occur
before
revolution , and which we mu st be as t he
Chinese say, prepared for . If we do not
prepare for it we will suffer.
•(As Lenin said of the opportun ist Martov, see p . 261, Imperiali sm, T he
Highest Stage of Cap ital ism , Selected
Works in one Volume. )
• Eve n tho ugh
we ma intain Revolu tion a nd War are
two 'sharpening trends with revoluti o n
(Continued on pal(f! /0)
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"wing''? On paper it is declared political
words, because they tend to give lipse~vice to some concepts but completely hline, since this is the key link in the
motion toward the party at this stage of
quidate them in practice , or so di st0 rt
(Com,nuedfrom pafl,e 9)
the pre-party period. But in reality,
the meaning ofotherconcepts tha~ th:Y
the main trend , we must criticize
based on practice, the "wing" pushes the
have no semblance to that practice m
ourselves for putting out (U&S, Vol. 5.
struggle over political line in the
real life. Or else they will so distort what
No. 5) that revolution and war were
background, and in practice the "R W"
they claim to be so~ebody. else's "e.r"two main trends". This comes from
has been saying to other communist
roneous" practice but ID real.1tythey w.ill
simple lack of clarity on the issue. This
organizations that the real criteria for
be merely putting forth their own m 1.sclarity came from struggle against
understanding of what that concept is ID
getting into the "wing" is to accept the
PRR WO-RWL 's incorrect line that
false notion that at this stage in the
the first place.
.
revolution is the only trend. We also
Communist movement in the USA that
PRRWO & RWL say, "Party buildreceived comradely criticism from
a "Revolutionary Wing" has been
ing is the central and only task". But we
MLOC on this issue.
constituted that will lead the whole comhave three strategic tasks to . m~ke
munist movement. But at the very same
socialist revolution, smash cap1tahsm
In their political organ, Unite the
and bring the dictatorship of the
time this ''wing" does not have a
comrades from MLOC put forward
program, which must be put together
proletariat and socialism, they are :
some questions that must be addressed
through ideological struggle over
A. Vanguard Party
by the "R W": "What has been the hispolitical line and be the basis for the
B. United Front
tory of the Revolutionary Wing? How
deepening polemics of party building.
C. Armed Struggle.
.
did it emerge? What are the bonds of
We must unite around the correct line
And while we have no party, and smce
principles which hold the Wing
embodied in the program for socialist
the tragic degeneration of the "CP"USA
together?" (Vol. 2, No . 2) And, "What
revolution in the USA, noi around the
to revisionism, party building has .~en
are the concrete plans of the
concept of a wing-which is infantile
the central task of Marxist-Lemmsts
Revolutionary Wing to build a
sectarianism, an ill wind in the party
and advanced forces, but the building of
vanguard party? How do you see this
building motion today. And in practice
the party itself is involved with the two
happening , step by step? Without _such
other tasks. They are not totally
when the Resistencia did not accept the
clarity , how can comrades offer umty or
notion that certain groups constitute the
separated and isolated, they are related
leadership to the movement as a whole?"
"Revolutionary
Wing", i.e., the
to each other in a dialectical way and
(Ibid.) Another example of the "Wings"
hegemonic center from which our party
each one can only exist because of the
"left" sectarian errors is the almost comothers, separately they have no
will he built-when Resistencia quesplete non-functioning of ALSC a once
tioned this notion, they were delcared
meaning. The party is basic and key,
active organization. We will have a fur"Mensheviks" for asking! What this
that is understood. But by saying "Party
ther analysis of the "Wings" attempt to
sounds like is the struggle characterized
Building is the Central and only Task",
destroy ALSC and other criticism of the
by character assassinations which secPRR WO-R WL really mean stay away
"Wing" in the near future .
tarians like POC fell into. We are buildfrom the mass movement, have nothing
After the Second Congress of the
to do with the spontaneous struggles of
ing a fighting party, not a "religious
RSDLP, in his celebrated work One
sect" based on articles of faith!
the masses, just come to our narrow litStep Forward, Two Steps Back, Lenin
"Moreover , our party is not a school of
tie forums stacked with all our cadre and
makes reference to the development of
"advanced" (really PRRWO-RWL
philosophy or religious sect. ls not our
two wings in the Party, a revolutionary
"hidden cadre") and we will argue about
Party a fighting Party?"(Stalin, Vol. 1,
Wing (the Bolsheviks) and an Oppgg. 66). We don't need idle wingbags,
party building in the abstract. We will
portunist Wing (the Mensheviks). The
we need the unity of revolutionary
polemicize about theory in the abstract,
Bolsheviks upheld the party program
theory and practice to lead our
a bout
propaganda
incorrectly
which called for the Dictatorship of the
movement! Can we accept anything less
academically and in the abstract. We
Proletariat, against the objections of the
and serve the people?
will never deal with either the major isopportunists who also opposed the
As of this writing, PRR WO and
sues that effect the working class and the
correct line on the Peasant Question and
RWL have not yet responded to the
masses, that would be too topical and
the Right of Nations to Self-Deterquestions raised by comrades in the
bowing to spontaneity. "Only Party
mination .
anti-revisionist communist movement,
Building" or "Central and Only Task" is
But, what does it mean for some of
different from Central Task among a
and are hostile toward polemics around
our comrades to speak of a "Revoluthe questions that they themselves have
number of other tasks and related to a
tionary Wing" in this sense of the word,
raised to such a level! And the use of
number of other tasks. But their line has
at this stage in our movement . In the
character assassination rather than line
it that there are no tasks in their period
absence of a program for revolution in
struggles, especially in dealing with
in relation to the united front or armed
the USA, in what sense does one call
people who ask questions on this line, is
struggle. But trade union work, any
themselves the "Revolutionary Wing"??
footed in the same sectarian deviation
work in the mass movement, giving
"For it is not enough to call ourselves
that the POC fell into on the way out to
conscious character to the spontaneous
the
'vanguard',
the
advanced
lunch. Purging, though sometimes
uprisings of the masses, is partially party
detachment; we must act like one; we
necessary, is no substitute for line
building, propaganda and agitation
must act in such a way that all the other
struggle or for the repudiation of inaimed at the advanced, but partially
detachments shall see us, and be obliged
correct lines, in fact, the "CP"USA
united front, giving leadership to the ento admit, that we are marching in the
would always purge certain persons, but
tire movement in which are the
vanguard . And we ask the reader: Are
never criticizing the incorrect line and
intermediate and the backward, the
the representatives of the other
transform the organization with the
petty bourgeois and masses of working
'detachments' such fools as to take our
correct line, based on Bolshevik
people, giving leadership to all, but in
word for it when we say we are the
criticism and self-criticism!
this period aiming at the advanced.
'vanguard'?" (Lenin, What Is To Be
What we are doing specifically and as
Puerto
Rican
Revolutionary
Done, pg. 163). We are serious about
the central or leading task is trying to
Workers' Organization-Revolutionary
inaking socialist revolution in the USA;
build the party, but that is not an
Workers League (PRRWO-RWL) in
this is not a sophist word game for many
isolated quasi mystical task . The very
their typical lopsided method say,
of us. So when people declare
fact that we must become schooled in
"Party Building is the Central and Only
themselves the "R W" of the communist
legal and illegal work, develop open and
Task" (Palante, Vol. 6, No. 7, p. I, an~
movement, and say that the rest of the
closed cadres is related right now to the
repeatedly in other places) and by this
movement should accept their leaderfact that socialism will come through
reveal the essential onesided and exship-we demand to know what is it
armed struggle. The party we are buildaggerated trend of their thought. In
based on? Has the "wing" produced a
ing is a party of armed struggle. The
general we united with Resistencia m essence of its ideology, political line and
program that can unite Marxistsumming
up
and
objecting
to
PRR
WOLeninists and win the advanced to Comorganization are created to wage armed
-R WL's "onlys", which they summed up
munism? Comrade Stalin taught us
struggle, and this character this capacity
as, "They liave a 'left' opportunist line
"Unity of program, tactical and
is developed with its construction not
characterized by their 'onlys': only party
organizational views is the basis on
afterwards.
building, only propaganda (rejecting
which our Party is built. Only the unity
Yet the way "central and only task" is
agitation), only line struggle (discarding
of these views can unite the Party
formulated it becomes the one sided
all other forms of class struggle) only
members in one centralized party ."
hallmark of the decomposing "wing", as
political line (ideology and organization
(Stalin, Vol. 1).
Lenin said, "Rectilinearity and oneare not important for them), only the
At this point in our movement in the
sidcdness, woodeness and petrification,
advanced (it is incorrect to pay any
USA, there is no "Revolutionary Wing"
subjectivism
and
subjective
attention to the intermediate or attempt
in any Marxist-Leninist sense. And
blindncss-voila, the epistemological
to raise the general level of
those comrades who have rushed to
roots of idealism ... " (CW, Vol. 38, p.
consciousness of the masses according
declare themselves the "wing", just as
363 "On The Question of Dialectics").
to them), only theory (all practice is "Idealism is one sided, exaggerated ..
those who have rushed to declare
economism according to them.) Only
themselves "the Party" and others who
.development (inflation, distention) of
the proletariat, p. I Vol. 6, No . 7 (denyhurl at us that they have the "overall
one of the features, aspects facets of
ing
the
existence
of
allies
of
the
most correct line"-have their feet imknowledge into an absolute, divorced
planted in the quicksan~s of subj_ec- proletariat like poor farmers, lower secfrom matter, from nature, apothcotors of the petty-bourgeoisie, &c."
sised" (Ibid.)
tivism rather than the sohd foundation
Although
we agree with these
of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Party building is itself a process in this
characterizations, we think Rcsistcncia
Thought. And with subjectivism they
period of Uniting Marxist-Lcninists and
should have given specific references to
deviate from Marxism, back into the
Winning the advanced t'oCommunism.
when and where specifically PRR WOempiricism and dopiatism (which are
How do you win the advanced clements
R WL have made these "onlys", and
flip sides of the same subjectivist coin ?f
of the labor movement, without some
given
specific
refutation
of
them.
We
petty bourgeois world outlook) m
direct relationship to it. For instance
also understand that in most cases
declaring themselves the "R W" of the
PRRWO-RWL say Propaganda only,
PRRWO-RWL's practice gives clearer
anti-revisionist communist movement.
but do not understand
what
evidence of these tendencies than their
propaganda IS. Io them propaganda 1s
What is the criteria for setting into the
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nl written and mainly distributed .in
~e:s pers and journals , and otherwise
. . pa f
ard only in narrow forums.
1t1sput orw
7
3 "The
They say in Vol. 6, No. ' p. '
mensheviks have franti<:3;IIY
.called out
'Stop the propaganda agitation should
be the chief form' . But we have stood
firm and responded. We must ~o more
and better propaganda."
First t~e
problem is that PRRW<?-R WL [and m
this the classic, Dogmatist-Leader: Em. . . t F llower that Mao ment10ned
~ir;~:i~~g up the three "left" lin:s that
lagued the CPC in its early days, is how
ihe PRRWO-RWL dangerous duo
breaks down (p. 7"0ur S!u~y and the
Current Situation: appendLX J.T~ey ~ctively distort all calls_ f~r agitation
because they oppose ag1tatton, but any
call for agitation or any call to W?rk
among the masses they call econom1_sm
or accuse comrades
of makmg
"Agitation the chief form" : B_ut they
never mention the kind ofag1tatton they
favor and in practice do none. lnterWorking Women's . Day
natio~l
(IWWD) they finally did no agitation
but had a narrow forum at Hunter
College, a real working . class .bastion!
May Day + Afrikan Liberation Day
(ALO) no agitation at all ~nd by A!-,D
they did no propaganda either but Just
we would suppose, mis studied & p~rged
each other. During the lntemattonal
Working Women's Day , after one of the
RWL comrades claimed they ·forgot to
raise the question of opposition to the
superpowers, so that .struggle coul? _go
down in earnest m the coahtton
Workers
Viewpoint
Organization
(WYO) had put together, and the
demarcation be made. Since many of
the folks in the coalition, were Trots,
"CP", Lesbians, & c. and that line of
demarcation around the oppostion to
the superpowers sorely needed to be
made . But after this process instead of
struggling out further lines of demarcation PRR WO-R WL and WYO return
to the meeting next week and run down
a list of principles and do they call for
line struggle? No. Accept them or get
out they say! Just like R WL's practice in
ALSC, a mass organization [even
though the national principles of unity
have established ALSC a mass
organization, RWL have their cadre
declaring in New York and D.C., for
instance, that ALSC is no longer a mass
organization in those towns, that they
have "adopted the science of MLMlT'
(D.C.) "We Unite With The Line OfThe
Revolutionary
Wing On Party
Building", and purge everyone else
instantly who question this "left" sectarianism. (See D .C. ALSC leaflet put
out by RWL cadre, "Opportunist and
Reactionary Nationalist (sic) Combine
To Hold Back Development Of A
Genuine Communist Party" .]
As for PRRWO-RWL's bankrupt
"left"
sectarian
line on mass
organizations, it can be summed up as,
"either accept the backward line of the
Duo, become infantile 'leftists', or
leave"! Most leave. RWL, particularly ,
has been a party to attempts to destroy
the African Liberation Support Committee for the last two years, first
because of their empiricism ("we got to
go build RWLand sink roots deep in the
class .. .in some wholly mechanical and
idealist way") and liquidation of the
National Question and belittling of the
role of the Liberation struggles against
Imperialism, and now with more empiricism, tailing the PRRWO's "left"
dogmatist line.
The Duo attempted to destroy ALSC
(and FFM as well) with their "Left" sectarian distortion that instead of fighting
for the correct
line in mass
organ~ti~ns
and
anti-imperialist
orgamzauons
communists
must
dogmatically impose the line or else
pur~e, physcially assault, to try to tum
all ID the organization into instant
RWL(P~RWO cadres and destroy the
organ17.Btlon
.
L~ten to this "superlefts", "As Commumsts we believe in socialism but we
do ~0 .t d~mand as a condition of our
pan,cipat1on in and support for workers
an~ ~tudents' struggle adherence to
socialism. So long as the given struggle
(Co,uinurd

on p~

1 I)
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serves the cause of the people again st
impenah sm (even if that be fairl y
~ ~ otc) we ~arttcipate in and support
ti. (Austrahan Communist No . 52
Jun e, 1972, p. 27).
" Message of Communist of
Australia (M-L) signed by E.F.
Hill, C.L. O'Shea , N.L. Gallagher
& E.A. Bull"
"The leadership of the Party in the mass
organizations must be insured by the
organization of com munist fractions . .
.Our
leadership
in the
mass
organizations must be secured by conviction and winning the confidence of
these masses, and not by compulsion
and command."
("Material for a Cou rse on
Organizational Questions", pt E.
The Party is the Highest form of
Class Organization, from the
Party Organizer, CPUSA-1932,
reference Resolution of the
E.C.C.I., Feb. 1924, on Fractions)
This is said even with a party, so where
does some largely pontificated "revolutionary wing" get off imposing lines or
shouting "get ou t" (purging people from
mass organizations
a nd thereby
squelching real line struggle) this
raggidy band of "left" hegemones who
are so eager to join with R "CP" and
"CL" (and even OL) in declaring the
party in existence based on subjectivism
and idealism that they pop up with a fictitious hegemonistic title for themselves
"the revolutionary wing", based large!;
on partial truths and a propensity for
selling woof tickets!
In speaking about the relationship of
the party to the mass organizations and
especially to the trade unions :
"The
'left'
opportunist
deviations reflect the pseudoradicalism of uprooted pettybourgeois
elements
which
isolated from the masses, haven~
understanding of the cond itions of
an organized mass movement.
They demand measures and
methods which isolate the Party
from the masses (sectaria nism)."
(Ibid) . Although throughout the
entire period in the struggle for
power the right deviation is the
main danger .
"The difference between the
trade unions and the Part y is: the
trade union is an organization of
all workers who recognize their
conflict of interests with the boss
and the necessity of a common
struggle together with their fellow-workers. They fight for the
immediate day to day life interests
of the workers . The Party is the
organization of the most classconscious and advanced elements
of the proletarian class". And
quoting Lenin On The Trade
Unions, where he said, "The
organization of the wage workers
must be brought about on the
basis of their mutual economic
interests . .. Member ship in the
trade unions must not be made
dependent on the acceptance of
any political or religious principles." They go on, "The
members of the Party are those
who accept Communism in all its
phases. The trade unions , on the
other hand , must · accept all
workers, regardless of their
political outlook, their religion ,
&c." ... "Therefore the leadership
by the Party of the mass
organizations of the proletariat ,
which include the trade unions , is
necessary."
But we have no party, which means
that genuine communists must make
certain that their presence in the trade
umons and mass organizations contnbutes directly to our central task in
this pre-party period, Party Building .
And we cannot do that by liquidating
these mass organizations by sectarianism and trying to impose by force
poltttcal lines of certain organizations.
At this stage of party building, in the
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pre-part y period , we hold that Pol itical
Linc is key line, which means that the
theoretical form of class struggle , the
ideologica l struggle over the correct
political line, that is the application of
the theorie s of M-L-M to the concrete
conditions of the U.S.A. in the concrete
practice
of making
proletarian
revolution in the U.S.A. must take
precedence , and that our chief form of
practical activity is propaganda . Communists did not form the ALSC , it was
an organization that developed as a
result of the spontaneous struggles of
the masses of Black people against
colonialism in Afrika. In the condition
that 7xi_sts in the world today, with
colornahsm still existing in Afrika and
other places in the world , and the principal contradiction in the world today
being the t hir d world
versus
imperialism, which is the mot or of
~volution in th«: world, organ izations
~kc the_ALSC will spontaneously come
into being. As our Australian comrades
say, "Traditionally the ruling circles
have str iven (an d still strive) to steer
people's activity into parliamentary or
trade union circles. By doing this they
seek to impose their own control over
movements which are, or potentially
may be, directed against them.
"T he people, however, have increasingly experienced the futility of
parliament and the trade unions in solving their problems . Their very purpose is
to maintain the existence of capitalism
by deception.
"(Our emphasis) Because of their experience of the futility of these
institutions the people have sought their
own solutions in strugg le and in their
own organizations. The process has
steadily developed so that 'toda y, on
countless issues such as pollution of the
environment , destruction of natural
resources , preservation of the historic
sites, defense of specific liberties, again st
particular wars and imperialist war in
general , for better wages and working
conditions, for better social services,
better education , peoples organizations
have come into being. These
organizations arise from strug gle and
promote struggle. They show boundless
initiative. The people have inexhaustible enthusiasm.
"All this activity falls in with , is part
of, is influenced by, and influences the
world-wide trend among the people
towards revolution .
"A matter of fundamental importance is the subjective factor of
Marxism-Leninism . In Austrlia , the
Communist Party of Australia (M-L)
has systematically worked to expound
the theory of the Australian revolution
anti-imperialist peoples democrati~
struggle and socialism. This too has had
a profound effect. It has had such a deep
effect that it is incalculable . Without this
systematic criticism and exposition the
movement in Australia would not have
developed to the height that it has. Communists are against the theory of spontaneity . Without revolutionary theory
there can be no revolutionary
~ove'!le~t. But theory without practice
!s stenle Just as practice without theory
ts bltnd ."
("Many
People' s
Organizations Emerge In Struggle For
Independence , Democratic Rights ", p.
50-56, The Australian Communist No.
75).
The leadership by the Party of the
mass organizations of the proletariat including the t~de unions , is necessary .
(Or leadership by communists in the
absence of the Party , struggling for the
correct line, and as part of the polemics
that must be waged in the communist
movement with the aid of the advanced
workers to put together the strategy and
tactics maximum and minimum
demands , i.e., program, for the coming
vanguard communist party . And it is
these polemics aimed at producing such
a program which will unite the genuine
Marxist-Leninists , demarcate them
from the sham, and win the advanced to
communism.
The
so-called
"Revolutionary Wing" believes that
they can just pop up in meetings and say
"accept this truth or split", what this
means is that they cannot possibly be
aiming such line or tactics at advanced

workers , or advanced anybody , since
they will end up invariably talking to
themselves .
The " Material for a Course ... ;' goes
on outlining under the section B. "The
difference between the organizational
forms and methods of work of the Part y
and
the
proletarian
mass
organizations."
"These tasks , as laid down in the
previous section, in connection with the
relation to the Party and to the trade
unions, hold good also for the other
proletarian mass organizations ... they
embrace the broadest sections of the
masses of workers and must have a
different , less rigidly disciplined,
organizational form than the Party ,
which requires iron discipline and rigid
organization.

"For it is not enough to call ourselves
the
'vanguard',
the
advanced
detachment; we must act like one ... And
we ask the reader: are the representatives of the other 'detachme nts' such
fools as to take our wor d for it when we
say that we are the 'vanguard'?" V.l.
Lenin
"In the building and leadership of the
trade unions, more democracy must be
expressed than in the Party . Our chief
weakness consists in the fact that we
have far too few non-Party members in
the leadership of the trade unions .
"In
other
proletarian
mas s
organizations, such as the labor, sports,
tenants , cultural organizations , labor
defense, relief, &c., the organitational
forms must be still more flexible, since
the strata of membership of these
organizations have only made the first
steps in the direction of the class
struggles, and these organizations conduct only partial tasks in the various
spheres of proletarian class struggle .
Therefore
sections
of these
organizations must be organized in the
form of committees or in the form of a
federation (Our emphasis) We must
guard ourselves against mechanically
imposing
the rigid centralized
?rganizational form of the Party, with
its iron discipline, on the other
proletarian mass organizations."
So disdainful of the spontaneous
struggles of the people , the mass
movement, that they go so far in this
one-sided document [D.C. ALSC
leaflet] as to say, that the ALSC itself in
the past "DID NOT MOYE OUR
STRUGGLE FORWARD" because it
actually educated and agitated among
the masses about colonialism in Africa
and got a large and enthusiastic response. The truth is, were it not for the
work in that mass action of ALSC these
very "superlefts" would not even be able
to claim M-L-M , since it was ALSC that
got many of the R WL (and CAP too!)
movmg toward M-L-M in the first
place!!!
But no real line struggle, so another
"only" is, in practice , "only our line,
only us, no real line struggle",just run in
and make the proclamation from on top
of their proposed hegemony and run
out. So in practice the line struggle they

want is only through their newspaper
and journal, and to a certain extent in
limited forums , but never in the practical mass struggle which they disdain .
Why should advanced workers respond
to such nonsense as being threatened
and talked down to? And even in the
forums, the New York City May Day
forum seemed more like a mandatory
religious conversion for inmates in
Bergen-Belsen than a communist
forum . They actually refused to let CAP
(RCL) ask questions , but confined the
dialogue to accusations an shouts .
While their"security" prowled the aisles
woofin at people in a style much worse
than any cultural nationalist (with the
possible exception of the Nation of
Islam) ever thought up!
Propaganda and agitation are linked
up, Stalin in Volume I Works, p. 12,
says, "In the initial stages. SocialDemocracy was unable to spread its activities among the masses of the workers
and it therefore, confined its activities to
propaganda and agitation circles . The
only form ofactivity it engaged inat that
time was to conduct study circles . The
object of these circles was to create
among the workers themselves a group
that would subsequently be able to lead
the movement. Therefore, these circles
were made up of advanced workers only chosen workers could attend
them."
First, Stalin says during this period
Social Democracy "was unable " to
spread its activities among the masses
just as we in the anti-revisionist communist movement are largely unable to
spread our activities now broadly
among the masses. But the study circles
were propaganda and agitation circles,
and they did penetrate the mass
movement where they could, to recruit
the advanced workers for the circles.
But the spontaneous movement at that
time was itself at a low ebb. But Stalin
also characterized the period when
Socialists had no roots among the working population ... "their activities were
abstraction, futile". The Social Democrats were unable to spread their activities because of the comp lete
separateness of the socialist movement
and the working class movement in the
70's and SO's. It was the action of combining those movements which begins as
Stalm says, "The Russia n Socialists established contact with the masses of
workers only at the beginning of the
90's. _They realized that salvation lay
only m the working class. and that this
class alone would bring about the
socia•i, t ideal. Russian Social-Democracy now concentrated all its effort and
attention upon the movement that was
among the Russian workers at that time .
(Ibid) .
"And so,Social Democracy set to work
upon this unconscious, spontaneous
and unorganized movement. It tried to
develop the class consciousness of the
workers , tried to unite the isolated and
sporadic struggles of individual groups
of workers against individual masters to
combine them in a common class
strugg_Ie.. .it tried to give this struggle an
organized character." (Ibid-our ital.) It
tried to combine the movement with
socialism to give it a planned and
co~scious character. It certainly didn't
shnnk away from that movement crying
"don't bow to spontaneity!" the bowing
to spontaneity meant not giving that
movement
a
planned
conscious
character but just letting it continue to
be spontaneous! And that is exactly
what
PRRWO-RWL
(Dogmatist
leader-Empiricist-follower) do.
And as for Stalin saring the working
class alone would bnng the socialist
ideal, he meant the working clas s is the
only class that ~an_lead, it is the only
class whose obJecttve position in the
production process is thoroughly- and
resolutely opposed to all manifestations
of ~pttal. He says elsewhere (Ibid p.
22), Only the working class, and the
people generally, who in the struggle
have nothmg to lose but their chains
they, ~nly they, constitute a genui~
rcvoluttonary force ." But this docs not
(Continued on po,:e I l)
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dispute Lenin saying that propaganda
and agitation are done among all classes
!What Is To Be Do ne, p. 98], or that
finally the dicta torship oft he proletaria t
is an allianc e of democra tic classes
under t he leadership and dominati on of
the prol etariat. "Thi s power ", (the dictatorship of the proletariat , ed.) "the
power of one class can be firmly establi shed and exercised to the full only
by means of special form of alliance
between the class of proletarians and the
labouring masses oft he petty-bourgeois
classes, primarily the labouring masses
of the peasantry ."
"This special form of alliance consists
in that the guiding force of this alliance
is the proletari,at. This special form of
alliance consists in that the leader of the
state , the leader in the system of the dictatorship of the proletariat is one party ,
the party of the proletariat, the Party of
the Communists which does not and
cannot share leadership with other parties." (Stalin , On the Opposit ion,
"Concerning Questions of Leninism", p.
281-2).
Lenin says in a quote Stalin makes in
the same volume, "The dictatorship of
the Proletariat is a special form of class
alliance between the proletariat, the
vanguard of the working people (the
petty bourgeoisie , the small proprietors ,
the peasantry, the intelligentsia , etc.) or
the majority of these ; it is an alliance
against capital , an alliance aiming at the
complete overthrow of capital , at the
complete suppression of the resistance
of the bourgeoisie and ofany attempt on
its part at restoration , an alliance aiming
at the final establishment and consolidation of socialism. It is a special
type of.alliance , which is being built up
in special circumstances , namely. in the
circumstance s of fierce civil war· it is an
alliance of the firm supporters of
socialism with the latter's wavering
alhe s and sometimes with 'neutra ls'
(then instead of an agreement for
struggle , the alliance becomes an
agreement for neutralit y), a n alliance
between
classes
which
differ
economicall y, politically , socially and
ideologicall y." (Lenin , Foreword to
"Deception of the People with Slogans
of Freedom and Equality" , Vol XXIX,
quoted op . cit. p. 38 I Progress
Publishers 1965 ed.). It is a Trot or
Social Democrat line to liquidate allies
as Stalin in "Foundations of Lenin ism"
pointed out (p. 55), Revolutionaries are
interested in allies, the clowns of the
second international didn't have to be
interested in allies because in the final go
down they weren't interested in making
revolution .
But PRRWO-RWL , the Dangerous
Duo, because they have an academic
upderstanding of propaganda, and
disassociate it with agitation are left
with their newspaper which has drawn
away from all occurences in the world
except their super "left" diatribes , a
great many of which are now aimed inside their own ranks and keeping score
on the depar ting members of the "wing"
which has now become a Dangerous
Duo . The whole newspaper Palante in
the last issues is like public self
cultivation and focuses on no issues or
topical expos ures as Lenin advised
(WITBD , p. 86). J ust a score card of t he
r~cent . pu rges, and badmouth ing an d
d1stortton s about everyone else in the
anti-revisionist commun ist movement.
There a~ fe~e r tha n a couple gross of
co mmuru sts in the U.S. A. they imply ..
fi:: t now that make s the rulers feel j ust
But lets dea l with M-L-M for a second
and point out their "left" dizziness!
Everytime they speak of agitation (.except for brief obligato ry mentions) it is
putt ing it down , and trying to distort
other people's position by claiming they
ure "build ing the mass movement." We
don't have to build the mass movement
in order for struggle to be going on, it is
spontaneous . We have to give conscious
leadership , to the extent which we can In
this period , to it. The Duo also use a
quote from the Party of Labor of
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Albania (P LA) incorrectly, but show
their lack of real un derstanding of what
the spontaneous
working
class
moveme nt is, and their d isdain for the
masses. We doo't "build the mass
moveme nt," we try to give it conscious
plan ned character. Not to do that is to
bow to sponta neity! In slanderi ng t he
Augu st Twenty Ninth Movement
(ATM ) for instance , (Vol. 6, No. 7, p.
I I) implying that by the agit ation
around the arre st of Gregg J ones,
Revolutionary Cause Vol. I, No . 5,
headline, "Free Gregg Jones", which
was an example of combining agitation ,
around the freeing of Gregg Jones , and
communist propaganda , explaining the
Afro American National Question . .
.PRRWO-RWL slander ATM by saying ATM's work in the Gregg Jones
committee shows they are "competing
for the 0.L.'s base, who_is competing for
the R.U.'s base, who is competing for
the CPUSA's base , and all of you are
competing for the position of most loyal
lackies of the bourgeoisie". T his because
ATM tried to give conscious, planned,
communist leadership to a spontaneous
strugg le that arose in the community .
ATM DIDN'T ARREST GREGG
JONES SO THEY COULD START
THE COMMITTEE, THE STATE
ARRESTED
HIM
AND THE
PEOPLE RESPONDED AND A TM
TRIED TO LEAD THEM! So the incorrect use of the PLA quote, "The
Party accompanied its propaganda and
militant agitation , its political and
military actions with its work for the
organization of the people . It did not
begin to work with the creation of mass
organizations , because the masses had
to be politically prepared beforehand
for such organizations" (History PLA ,
p. 106). But the point here is, as our Australian comrades have pointed out , and
we have indicated in our polemics
elsewhere against the due for their incorrect position on mass organizations .
· the people create organizations in their
spontaneous strugg le and communists
must try to give leadership to them "Many peoples organizations emerge in
the struggle for independence, democratic rights" The Australian Communist, #75, p. 50-56. That's why these
hegemonistic sectarian dogmatists belittle the ALSC, saying it "contributed
nothing to moving our strugg le
forward" because it wasn't put together
by the "U .S. Bolshevik Party" an d why
they first trie d to liquida te it and now try
to destroy it with "left" secta rianism.
The people create orga nizations, mass
resistance in t heir spontaneo us opposition to capita lism. And the communists w.here possible must give these a
conscious and planned charac ter. To do
otherwise is to turn our bac ks on our
basic respons ibility and task as communists, not to do this, is to obstru ct
party building by separa ting the communists from the day to day struggles of
the masses, and risk ta lking "fut ile
abstractions" while the peop le are trying
to deal with concrete oppression and
concrete exploitation in this ca pita list
death society. "Because of their experience of t he futility of these
institutions (parliament, tra de unions,
&c.) the people have sought their own
solutions in struggle an d in t heir own
organizatio ns... All this activity falls in
with , is part of, and influenced by, and
influences the world-wide trend am ong
the peo ple towards revolution ."

"A matter of fund amental importance is the subjective facto r of
Ma rx ism-Len inism. In Australia , the

Communi st Party of Australia (M-L)
has systemat ically criticized parliamentarism, trade unionism and legalism and
systematically worked to expound the
theory of the Aust ralian revolution ,
anti-imperialist peoples democratic
struggle and socialism. This too has had

a profound effect. It has had such a deep
effect that it is incalculable. Without this
systematic criticism and exposition the
movement in Australia would not have
developed to the height that it has. Communists are against the theory of spontaneity . Without revolutionary theory
there can be no revolutionary
movement. But theory without practice

is sterile j ust as practice witho u t theory
is blind." (Opcit)
We don't have to "build the mass
movement" for it to exist spontaneously, our task, is to the extent we
are able, in the present period, give it
planned and conscious communist
leadership ! Yes some work in that mass
movement is unavoidable (exce pt for
"left" secta rian closed doo rites and
hegemone s). We know that during this
pre-party period , propaganda is the
chief form of practical act ivity but even
the spreading of propaganda involves
contact with the mass movement. The
advanced workers are part of the spontaneous mass movement. Their being

that, advanced , has no meaning
otherwise. Agitational literature and
agitation in the form of demonstrations ,
& c., are a part of genuine communist
work even during this period. In the
"Principles of Party Organization" from
the 3rd Congress of the CI, 1921 "The
Principal
forms
of Communist
Propaganda" are listed as:
"(i) individual verbal propaganda
(ii) Participation in the industrial and
political labor movement
(iii) Propaganda through the party
press and distribution of literature .
Every member of a legal or illegal Party
is to participate regularly in one or the
other of these forms of propaganda. "
Lenin, (What Is To Be Done) p. 70
"The question arises: what should
political education consist of? Can it be
confined to the propaganda of working
class hostility to the autocracy? Of
course not. It is not enough to explain to
the workers that tliey are politically oppressed (no more than it was to explain
to them that their interests were antagonistic to the interests of the employers). Agitation must be conducted
over every concrete example of this oppression ". Agitation , political exposures , topical issues all linked to the
Marxist-Leninist
explanation
of
society, its classes their role and the need
for socialist revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat. Not just
closed door navel searching self
cultivation with a few purges thrown in
to make it spicy!
To polemicize against relating to t he
mass moveme nt, the spontaneous working class movement, is in fact, to bow
to spontaneity, i.e., allowing that working class move ment to remai n without
conscious charac ter under the false line
that charac terized the so ca lled "t heory
of cadres" that the P LA put s down. The
"theory of cadres" was a Trots kyite
trend , which "a dopted the Tro tskyite
theory of educatin g and preservi ng
cadres," exclusively, "T hey considered
connection s and work with the masses
as dangerous, for that wo uld end a nger
the cadres" (History of The Part y o f
Lab~r of Albania , p. 75). By th e time th e
meeting was held which bro ught the
PLA formally into being, "T he meet ing
deno unced all the erroneous views alien
to .Marxist-Leninist ideo logy which had
existed among the ra nks of th e communist ~o ups. The 'th eory of cadres'
was particula rly stigmatized as defeatis t
and opport unist for it isolated the communists from the masses, kept them as a
sect trai ling behind the .masses, and
would finally lead to the dissoluti on of
the .party." (Ibid . p. 88) And thi s was
durmg the penod of Italian fascism in
Albania, thi s line was put out allegedl y
to keep the cadres safe from fascism. But
even.during those times, the role of communists was to give consciou s leadership to the spontaneous working class
movement! Their role broaden ing as
they objectiv~ly developed a program
and organizational capabilities_ at their
highest form as the Marxist -Leninist
Party!
So that when PRRWO (dogmatist
leader)-~ WL (Empiricist-follower) put
out the lme that "Party Building is the
Central and Only Task", they mean
clearly to pull away from the spon~neous movement altogether , forget-

ting that the advanced come from that
spontaneous working class movement
too . There is no third movement
between the communist movement and
spanta~ous working class movement
(mcludmg the national struggles) , where

the adva nced issue form.
,,
They say "only propaganda
not
directly, but by implying a~am an.d
again that anyone wh~ says ag1tatwn 1s
correct during this penod as well, 1spu.tting forward that agitation 1s the main
form of activity. Well, we do not, we say
propaga nda is t he chief form of activity,
but th at it is inextricably bound up with
agitati on. And we refer you to th.e Cl's
definition
o f wh a t co n sti t ut es
propaganda in the first place !
When the dan gerou s duo say "only
the advanced" , which we hold is the
secondary aspect of the entity, "Marxist-Lcninists Unite Win The Advanced
To Communism ", they reall y say this by
inferring only propaganda can reach the
advanced, as in the slander of the ATM
in Vol. 7, No . 6, p. 4 "The Revolutionary
Wing has been carrying out the chief
form of activity, propaganda , aimed at
Bolshevik party cadre , at MarxistLeninists and advanced workers" . Yes,
that is who the propaganda
and
agitation are aimed at, but it will move
even more, and the advanced being the
leaders of the spontaneous working
class movement, when they are drawn
into motion draw the other strata into
motion as well. Also, whoever mentions
agitation or giving leadership to the
spontaneous
movement , the Duo
slander by saying they are aiming
propaganda and agitation at backward
and intermediate workers, as if the advanced disdain agitation as much as
Dogmatist-PRR WO-leader / Empiricist-R WL-follower.
The Duo's only class struggle is
written which they P.Ut forward is line
struggle, but as we said they have lines
on very few issues recently. And when
they draw the net in so tight as to say not
Marxist-Leninists
Unite, but now
"Bolsheviks Unite",(Vol. 6, No . 7, p. 15)
meaning only them , they are moving
toward absolute solipsism an extreme
form of subjective idealism. There is no
program being put forward , none of the
polemics embrace program , the strategy
and tactics, minimum and maximum
program, yet they have already drawn
the lines of demarcation so clearl y they
can say "Bolsheviks Unite ", clear subjectivism of dogmatists and empiricists.
But as we said their idea of ITnestruggle
1s hke the godfather, offering you a line
you can't refuse, no struggle at all, either
accept t his (d ogma / empiricism) or get
out!
T h~ em~hasis of Political Line being
key hnk 1s necessary but again t he
Da ngerou s D uo (Dangero us to M-LM) so confuse an d make things ones1ded_and exaggerate d , that it end s up
seeming that to hold po litica l line is key
link mea ns to -exclude all ot her considera tions and tas ks. Politica l line does
not d rop from the sky, nor is t he mere
proc laiming of it enough to ma ke t he
chan ge we seek . T his is the implication
of th.e almost mystical chant of po litical
lme 1s key hnk, which is take n to such
exaggera tion t hat recen tly when t he
ALSC was rea dying for a national
co nference, a reading list was sent out by
the.nat i.ona l office (contro lled by RWL)
which hsted Ma rx ist-Leninist classics to
read,. to read y for t he forth-co ming
meetin g. But a short time later, a pparently at some dire ctive fr om the duo
an~the r. set of dire ctions came forth
which , ,~credibl y, suggested dro ppin g
the classics ~nd only read ing Palante
and Bolshevik as preparation , since to
put . th e M-L-M classics on the list was
saymg that Ideolo gy was key link ! And
they want to criticize A TM for tellin g its
cadres to S!Udy the lead article of the ir
newspaper, Revolutionary Cause "to
ensure we have full con solidation of
~ou nd ?ur line". Why is thi s incorrect ?
Dr aren t the cadres of the Dangerou ~
~o . allowed to read the ir newspape r
Jo1;1rna1to consolidate a l'ound t he
ine ~r is the line put out the same wa it
:as m the IW~D and ALSC, "eit~er
ccept
this
or
split "??
:~~ hl?w can the Duo hook up A T.M to
s me when the mad 85 ha .
out of the ALSC bs . ™'.
t t issued
and Paiante for :::.: ~~'r~ Bols~ev~
out R.~-ing RU.
classics 1s
Political Line is key link because now

f
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that we have affirmed the theory and
ideology of Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tsetung Thought, we can only confirm
that we have ideological unity through
the struggle around the political line.
That 1s, now we must see if ouruseofML-M theories applied to concrete
situations based_ on ~oncrete analysis,
corresponds to d1alecttcal and historical
materialism,
the ideology
of the
proletariat, i.e., the stand, worldview
and outlook. It is only around the
ideological struggle over political line
the application of the theories of M-L~
M to the concrete practice of making
proletarian revolution in the U.S.A.,
that we can gain ideological unity, and
hence at another point, organizational
unity.
It is this ideological struggle around
political line, which unifies MarxistLeninists and wins the advanced to communism. And this line struggle must be
waged in front of, and with the participation of, the advanced. But this is
also why Marxist-Leninists Unite is the
principal aspect of this entity, because it
is the act of Marxist-Leninists uniting
through the ideological struggle over
political line, that in fact does win the
advanced to communism. Even though
these two tactical tasks are carried out
simultaneously but they are not in
equilibrium as the Duo say (Vol. 6, No.
7, p. 13 Palante). This is why MarxistLeninists Unite is principal, plays the
leading role, because this is the lever that
sets in motion the second pa rt, win the
advanced to communism. That makes
the
whole
process
happen
simultaneously. And this can only be accomplished in the struggle over political
line, and that is why political line is key
link. (Also. there is a contradiction
between Palante-PRR WO Dogmatist
leader saying these are tactical principles, Palante Vol. 6, No. 7, p. 11 and
Bolshevik-R WL-Empiricist
Follower,
calling them "strategic principles" p.
34).
But this does not mean that this is
separated from ideology; ideology has
almost become a dirty word to the Duo,
and this leads to the moronic behavior
of the ALSC misdirective. Uniting
around the correct political line is an
ideological task and an ideological
struggle. Just as uniting organizationally will be an ideological task and an
ideological struggle. As even the affirmation of the theory of M-L-M and
ideology was an ideological task and involved ideological struggle. Plus we
have ideological tasks at each stage of
party building as well as organizational
tasks, and always ideological struggle.
When the Duo say build the party on
the ideological plane, this seems a compromise from their earlier position
which brooked of no ideological task at
all as if political line was unconnected
with ideology. But a correct political
line is correct because it demonstrates a
dialectical materialist view of reality and
method for dealing with it as opposed to
a bourgeois view, and methodology for
dealing with it . "The question of building the Com muni st Party is in the first
place an ideological question." (E.F .
Hill , Australia's Revolution: On the
struggle for a Marxist-Leninist Communist Party p . 70 "As has been said,
until Party building is put on the
ideological plane there can be n? rea l
Party building . The great enemies. of
Party building in Austral111were subJectivism sectarianis m and a style of work
chara~terised
by repetitions
of
quotations from Marx , Engels, _Lenm
and Stalin without really seeking to
master independently tlie integration. of
the un iversal truth of Marxism-Leninism with the actual conditions in Australia. Mao Tsetung in speaking ?f
ChiM (and its principle is applicable m
Australia) said: 'Speaking specifically ,
people engaged in practical work m~ st
at all times keep abreast of c~ngmg
conditions, and this is someth~g for
which no Communist Party m any
country can depend on others.' (Mao
Tsetung: Selected Works, Vol. Ill, P·

13)" (Ibid . p. 84) "The question is does one proceed arbitrarily
from
quotations from the classics and ready
made schemes or does one proceed from
the facts and a knowledge oft he general
essence of Marxism-Leninism? Proper
style of Communist work rejects the
former and adopts the latter.'' (Ibid., p.
85) "Subjectivisim
and sectarianism
were recognized as errors. But their real
character was [IOt understood. Political
subjectivism is the rejection of respect
for facts, and the substitution for the
facts of ideas invented in the name of

And as far as Marxist philosophy is
concerned, only the less important half
at that. Marxist philosophy holds that
the most important problem does not lie
in understanding the laws of the objective world and thus being able to explain
it, but in applying knowledge of these
laws actively to change the world. From
the Marxist viewpoint theory is important, and its importance is fully expressed in Lenin's statement "Without
revolutionary theory there can be no
revolutionary movement". But Marxism emphasizes the importance
of

Mao Tsetung speaking in Yenan. "Comrade Mao Tsetung has attached
great importance to building the Party ideologically since its early days. "
It was during the Yenan period that he wrote both "On Practice" and
"On Contradiction ". "In the early 40s, when the War of Resistance
Against Japan was in the stage of sta lemate, the Central Commirtee of
the Party grasped the excellent opportunity to launch the rectification
movement throughout the Party in order to raise its Marxist -Leninist
level, Chairman Mao pubiished a series of works on the rectification
movement such as 'Reform Our Study,' 'Rectify the Party's Sty le of
Work,' 'Oppose Ste reotyped Party Writing' and 'Talks at the Yenan
Forum on Literature and Art' ... "
Marxism-Leninism in the minds of the
kind of 'theoretician'
spoken of a
moment ago." (Ibid.)
When they say only theory this is
completely confused because politcal
line is the application of M-L-M to concrete conditions, and as Stalin said,
"Some people think that it is sufficient
to draw up a correct Party line, proclaim
it from the housetops, state it in the form
of general theses and resolutions, and
take a vote and carry unanimously for
victory to come of itself, spontaneously,
as it were. This, of course, is wrong. It is
a gross delusion. Only incorrigible
bureaucrats a nd red-tapists can think
so. As a matter of fact, these successes
and victories did not come spo ntaneously, but as the result of a fierce
strugg le for the app lica tion of th e Party
line. ("O n Problems of Organizational
Leadership",
S talin , p . 5, On
Organization , New Book Center,
Calc utta) .
And as far as the relations of theory to
practice, Mao Tsetung's "On Practice"
should have squashed the theory only,
rationalist
line . We know
that
theoretical class struggle over correct
polit ica l line is the essence of this stage
of party building , in the pre-party
period . But even so the line must be
proven in practice , the th~ory _must be
verified by practice. The hne , m and of
itself means little . It must be applied.
"Anyone who thinks that ratioMl
knowledge need not be derived from
perceptual knowledge is an idealist" ..
."T he ratioMl is reliable precisely
because it has its source in sense perceptions otherwise it would be like water
with~ut a source , a tree without roots ,
subjective , self-engendered
and
Practice,"
Sel.
unreliable ." ("On
Readin,:s, p. 74) "If the dialecticalmaterialist movement of knowledge
were to stop at rational knowledge , only
half the problem would be dealt with.

theory precisely and on ly because it can
guide action. If we have a correct theory
but merely prate about it, pigeonhole it
and do not put it into practice, then that
theory, however good, is of no
significance ." ("On Practice", p . 76).
"The problem of whether theory
corresponds to objective reality is not,
and cannot be, completely solved in the
movement of knowledge from the
perceptual to the rational. .. The only
way to solve this problem completely is
to redirect rational knowledge to social
practice, apply theory to practice and
see whether it can ac hieve the objectives
one has in mind."("On Practice", p. 77).
But the weird flip flop is that in running backw ard nes s like su bstit utin g
Palante and Bolshevik for the M-L- M
classics, even though the Duo prate
a bout theory , in fact they are belittling
it. So weird is their "understanding" of
political line that they think it is so mething that leap s up without theory and ha s
nothing to do with ideology. But the
Duo should dig this , "Ideology politics
and organization are at once a unity and
division . They serve each other.
Ideology on its own is ofno importance.
Marx said: 'The philosophers have only
interpreted the world in various ways;
the point however is to change it.' Marxist-Leninist-Mao
Tsetung
ideology
leads to particular politic s, the politics
of class struggle , the struggle of cla ssagainst class .. .Ideology and politics
demand organization to serve them ."
("Party Organization ", Some Articles
On Striving For Marxism-Leninism In
Australia, p. 39-40 , The Communist
Party of Australia (M-L) . And also,
"The World Outlook of Communism
enables
the
Communist
Party
organization to see clearly the s~ial
forces, it eMbles a correct pohtical
grasp and the working out of correct
political tactics .." (Ibid. P:40). It is only a
correct ideolog1cal pos1t1on that allows

a correct political line, and only a
correct organizational
form which
allows these to have full meaning.
We say the Duo says theory only
because they demean all practice as tailing the mass movement, bowing to
spontaneity, party building from below,
Central task is to build the mass
movement, winning the broad masses,
agitation is the chief form (see, e.g., p. 2,
Vol. 6, No. 7, Palante). They also distort
their own practice by saying "Application of this line is revolutionary
practice. To put forward we must build
the mass movement is sheer poppycock,
treachery to the proletariat." (Ibid. p.
10). But their actual practice is to "apply" the theory in journals, newspapers,
and an occasional propaganda piece
only the constant diatribes against any
agitational work or against any work in
the working class movement generally
points out the exclusivity of their practice being the narrowest form of line
struggle . I.E., journalistic and in a
decreasing number of forums. IWWD,
May Day agitation , demonstrations
were cancelled. On ALO, NY ALSC
(controlled by RWL) did no work a tall.
Their practice was to do nothing. Not
even issuing printed propaganda, or a
forum. In D.C. another RWL controlled ALSC distributed about 300
leaflets, leaving the ALO agitation,
demonstration and even propaganda to
petty bourgeois Pan-Afrikanist All African Peoples Revolutionary Party and
Howard University neo-academics who
were pushing their collaboration with
Soviet Social Imperialism in Afrika.
Likewise during the recent outburst of
Azania against the degenerate South
Afrikan colonialists, the Duo did
nothing, nor did its ALSC chapters
peep! (On ALO, CAP set up information tables on the sidewalks in
downtown areas across the country, and
not only circulated propaganda, but
spoke directly to the passing crowds
over loudspeakers. This was preceded
all week, by passing out the propaganda
at factory gates, and inside the shops
and factories. In the Newark area alone,
10,000 pieces of propaganda , each
leaflet about 4 pp each, were distributed
in this manner , the majority inside the
factories and shops and at the factory
gates.) Lenin says in "What The Friends
of The People Are" p. 297-98. CW No.
1, "the practical work of propaganda
and agitation
must always take
precedence, because firstly theoretical
work only supplies answers to the
problems raised by practical work. and.
secondly, the Social Democrats. for
reasons over which they have no control, are so often compelled to confine
themselves to theoretical work that they
value highly every moment when practical work is possible.''
Lenin goes on to say, and this is
critical and the exact relationship of
theory and practice, theoretical work
with practical work. "You cannot be an
ideological leader without the above
mentioned the oretica l work.just as you
ca nnot be one without directing this
work to meet the needs of the cause .a nd
without spreading the results of thi s
theory among the worke ·rs and helping
them to organize."
"Such a presentation of the ta sk
guards Social Democracy against the
defects from which socialist groups so
often suffer, namely , dogmatism and
sectarianism.n
"There can be no dogmatism where
the supreme and sole criterion of a doctrine is in its conformity to the actual
process of social and economic
development" (the theoretical) "there
can be no sectarianism where the task is
that of promoting the organization of
the proletariat , and when therefore the
role of the 'intelligentsia' is to make
special leaders from among the
'intelligentsia' unnecessary." (the prac tical) (Ibid . p. 298).
The Dangerous Duo took the last
part of this quote , the last paragraph(p .
6, Vol. 6, No . 6) beginning , "There can
be no dogmatism ... ", leaving out the
entire first part and foot note, which we
quote here, trying to make it ~m th~t
Lenin was also takmg Party Budd mg m
(Continued on page /4)
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a vacuum of isolation like ' he Duo , and
saying the Duo couldn 't be dogmatic
and sectarian cause they were building
the party . But Lenin states clearly,
"theoretical and practical work merge
into one aptly described by the veteran
German Social Democrat, Liebknect , as
Study , Propaganda,
Organization"
(Ibid p. 298) or Studying , Propagandizing , Organizing .
There is no doubt that our theoretical
tasks are enormous in this period , and
the theoretical form of class struggle and
these tasks must predominate here and
now , but also these theoretical tasks
must go hand in hand with certain practical ones , which are chiefly propa ganda, and ap11ropriate agitation .
We cannot even recognize the correct
political line except by deepening of our
theoretical work, that's why to make
political line key link unconnected with
ideology or ideological line is nonsense .
"If one is confused theoretically one is
not able to distinguish a nd resist an erroneous line, nor is it possible to
conscious ly implement a correct line."
(Peki ng Review, No. 31, Aug. I , 1975,
"Raise the Ability to Differentiate
Between Correct and Wrong Lines", p.
19).
"On ly when a Communist Party
member establishes a dialectical and historical materialist world outlook can he
firmly and consciously implement
Chairman
Mao's
proletarian
revolutionary line. . . If he does not
remould his world outlook and lets
idealist and metaphysical ideals remai n
in his mind , he will not be able to
recognize sham Marxism and resist erroneous lines .
"The dialectical and
historical
materialist world outlook does not drop
from the skies, nor is it innate in the
mind . It comes from prolonged an d
bitter tern pering in practical struggle
under the guidance of Marxist theory .
(our ital) (Peking Review, No . 12, Mar.
23, 1973, "Party Building Must Be
Closely Linked With Political Line" , p.
8) That is critical, ideological soundness
comes from "practical struggle under
the guidance of Marxist theory" . The
political line must be applied, otherwise
we have no way of seeing if it is in tune
with the world outlook of the
proletariat, dialectical materialism . It is
here we see the unity between the
theoties of Marxism-Leninism and the
practice of the Proletarian Revolution
in the U.S.A .
In an article describing cadre training
in the Peoples Republic of China, training in the May 7 Cadre School is described , "the primary task of the school is
_to educate the students in the ideological
and political line. To this end, we have
organi :!ed them to study MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought in the
light of class struggle and the two-line
strugg le in China and in our province
today . The students are required to
integrate their study of theories with the
criticism of revisionism, with the summing up of historical experience and
with the remoulding of their own world
outlook, so that they can really learn
and master Marxi sm-Le ninism-M ao
Tsetung Thought by combining theory
with practice. The criterion for j udg ing
the sta ndard of a student i& not their
abilit y to memorize and quote phrases
from books but their ability to distinguish the Marxist line frcim the
revisionist line in actual struggle and to
use Marxist stand , viewpoint and
method to solve practical problems ."
(Peking Review No . 21, May 21, 1976,
"An. Important
Way To Train
Proletarian Cadres")
In addition, to the other onsidedness
and lopsidedness , the idealist road to
clerical obscurantism, the approach to
Revolution is the Main Trend, as
polemicized against elsewhere also
denies that War is a Trend. Bolshevik
says that, "the theory of two contending
trends is revisionist", but the trends are
contending, it is just that revolution is
the main trend but it is not the only
trend, that would be metaphysical! Plus
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they say that they repudiate the line and
their "error was rooted in spontaneity ,
our seeking external solutions , like .the
fully developed line of WV", but this is
still what is going on , the new band
wagon being PRRWO. As Mao said,
"On account of their limited and narrow
experience , most of the empiricists
lacked independent,
clearcut and
systematic views on problem s of a
general nature and therefore they
usually played second fiddle in their association with the dogmatists .. ." (Mao
Tsetung "Our Study And The Current
Situation, Appendix : Resolution On
Certain Questions In The History Of
Our Party" , p. 71). In analyzing the
three "Left" lines in the Chinese Communi st Party during the per iod, The 2 Li
Li San "Left" lines and the Wang Ming
line, Chairman Mao said these left lines
"reflected the ideology of the Chinese
petty-bourgeois democrats" . He said
these lines were characterized by ''The
petty-bourgeois method of thinking
manifests itself basically in subjectivism
and one-sided ness in viewing problems
that is, it does not proceed from an objective a nd comprehensive picture of the
balance of class forces, but takes subjective wishes, impressions and empt y talk
for reality , takes a single aspect for a ll
aspects, the part for the whole a nd the
tree for the forest. Petty-bourgeois
intellectuals, being detached from the
actual process of production , have only
book knowledge, lack perceptual
knowledge, and so their method of thinking is apt to manifest itself in the
dogmatism discussed above. Those
petty bourgeoi s element s assoaia ted
with production, though they have some
perceptual knowledge, suffer from the
limitatio ns characteristic
of petty
production - narrow ness, diffuseness ,
isolation and conservatism - and so
their method of thinkin g is apt to
manifest itself in the empiricism discussed above .
" . .. The political tenden cy of the pett y
bourgeoisie is apt to manife st itself in
vacillation between the Left and the
Right because of its mode of life and the
resulting subjectivi sm and one~sidedness of its method of thinking . Man y
representatives of the petty-bourgeois
• revolutionaries hope for an immediate
victory of the revolution in order to bring a bout a radi<;al change in their
present status; therefore they lack the
patience
needed
for protracted
revolutionary endeavour, are fond of
"Left" revolutionary
phr ases and
slogans and, in their sentiment s a nd actions , are given to closed-doori sm or
adventurism.
" . .. But the same petty-bourgeois
revolutionaries when placed in a
different set of circumstances - or
another section of th e petty bourgeoi s
revolutionaires - may become pessimistic and despondent and express
Rightist senti ments .and views, tailing
after the bourgeoisie." (Ibid. p. 76-7).
"Sectarianism is a n expression of subjectivism in organizational relations; if
we want to get rid of subjectivism and
promote the Marx ist-Lenini st spir it of
seeking truth from facts, we mu st sweep
the remnants of sectarianism out of the
Party, and proceed from the principle
that the Party's interests are above personal or sectional interests, so that the
Party can attain complete solidarity and
Selected
unity ." (Mao
Tsetung,
Readings)
In reality, the movement has been
characterized by the twists and turns, we
have gone through on the road towards
building the party. In fact, the history of
PRR WO and R WL, from their own account , has not been the history of
straight line development, the road to
revolution is tortuous and full of
"submerged" rocks, but "the future is
bright." We view the struggle to build
the party as part of the irresistible trend
of revolution in the world . "Cast away
illusions, prepare for struggle"!
The 81 Communist and Workers Parties who met in Moscow 1960 stated:

"Dogmatism and sectarianism is theo~
and practice can also become the mam
danger at some stage of development of
individual parties , unless combated
unrelentingly . They rob revolutionary
parties of the· ability to develop Marxism-Leninism
through
scientific
analysis and apply it creatively according to the specific conditions ; they
isolate Communism from the broad
masses of the working people , doom
them to passive expectation or leftist ,
adventurist actions in the revolutionary
struggle , prevent them from making a
timely and correct estimate of the
changing situation and of new experience , using all opportunities to bring about the victory of the working
class and all democratic forces in the
struggle against imperialism , reaction ,
war danger , and thereby prevent the
peoples from achieving victory in their
just struggle ."
They also declared : "The further
development of the Communist and
Working-class movement calls . .. , for
continui ng a determined struggle on two
fronts - against revisionism, which
remains the main danger, (our emphasis) and agai nst dogmatism and sectarianism." (State ment of 81 Communist a nd Workers Parties, p. 15).
Right Opportunism "re mains the main
danger" , and the "CP"SU revisionism in
state power are the leaders and main
perpetrators of revisionism in the world
and their agents, its 5th column in the
U.S.A., the "CP"USA , a nd in the antirevisionist com muni st movement in the
U.S.A., by the October League.
Recently , PRRWO-RWL
in the
organ Palante, implied that the
Revolutionary Comm unist League is a
"front organization" for the FBI and
even slandered our comrade in strugg le,
Amiri Baraka, the Chair man of the
RCL with the following provocation:
• "Many times they do this by setting up front organizations, like in
the first period of Part y Building
where the US Organization under
the leadership of the notorious
gangster Ron Karenga, an old
croney of the thoroughl y bankrupt element Amiri Baraka , serve
as a front, where the secret
political police could at random
provide external provocation
measures to get the BPP involved
in confrontations with the aim of
destroying the BPP by getting
Panthers killed, demoralizing its
members , sowing confusion and
fear, analyzing each step of the
way the tactics or combina .tions of
tactics to use to accelerate the attacks and repression on the Pa nther Party." (Palante, p. 2, Vol. 6,
No. 6).
One of the real mistakes of the 60's
which PRR WO-R W Lare glossing over
in this passage , is that the Black
Liberation Movement did not distinguish
correctly
between
contradictions between our selves a nd the
enemy and the contradictions aniong
the people . These are .resolved two entirely different ways. The bourgeoisie is
always at work dividing the ranks of the
revolutionary movement. This was true
in the 1960's and it is certainly true
today . But what revolutionary communists must do is to critically and
properly sum up the lessons of the past
experience gained in the crucible of
struggle. Whose interest does it serve to
gloss over the errors of the Black Panther Party of US Organization in the
60's? Certainly not the proletariat! We
have summed up cultural nationalism
and surely ifwe look at the reformism of
the Black Panther Party today , we know
that the internal contradictions in the
BPP produced the present line .
But our duty as communists is the
prevention of any actions which may
undermine the unity of communists and
every genuine communist must take on
the responsibility of defending this principle of communist relations. (refer to
Statement of 81 Communist arid
Workers Parties, 1960,p. 30). Otherwise
we are deviating from M-L-M . and the
interest of the proletariat and objec-
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tively aiding the bourgeoi sie in its tactics!
.
The correct method of re~olvmg_c?ntradictions between Marx1 st: Lenm1sts
is unity-criticism-uni~y and thi s ?Jethod
based on the internauonalexpenence
of
the proletariat :
In criticizing "Left " dogmati sm,
we discarded this old method a nd
adopted a new one , that is, one of .
starting from the desire for umty ,
distinguishing betwee1:1_r(ght and
wrong through
cnt1c1sm or
struggle and arriving at a new
unity on a new basis . Thi s was the
method used in the rectification
movement of 1942. Thus within a
few year s, by the time the Chinese
Communist-Part
y
h e ld
its
Seventh Na tional Cong ress in
1945 , unity
was ach ie ved
throughout the Part y, a nd as a
consequence the great victory of
the people 's revolution wa s won .
The essential thing is to start from
the desire for unity . For without
this desire for unity , the struggle is
certain to get out of hand .
Wouldn't this be the same as
"ruthless struggle and merciless
blows''? And what Party unity
would there be left? It was this very
experience that led us to the formula : "unity , criticism, unity" . Or,
in other words, "learn from past
mistakes to avoid future ones and
cure the sickness to save the
patient".
.(Mao,
Selected
Readings , pp. 43940) .
This method is the method of the
proletariat that comes from summing
up experie nce based on the world
outlook of the proletariat , dialectical
and historical materialism. But what
about the erroneous method employed
by the "Revolutionary
Wing ", the
pretentious
re-writing and romanticizing of past mistakes to make some
look like they were the heroes and others
like they were the villains? And rather
than genuine polemic s about our
different summations of the movement ,
PRRWO-RWL empl oy character assassination and intrigue. This is the
method of infantile sectarianism and
not Marxism-Leninism. These attacks
are acts of provocation and political
stupidity at its worst! Where is the BPP
at now ? Did the icfeological errors fall
from the sky, no , they are based on contradictions internal to the development
of the BPP . We communists must take a
dial ectical approach an d not a onesided, subjectivist approach to reality!
This ta ctic of the Dangerous Duo has
been summed up already by Mao
Tsetung, where he po ints out the class
base for this method :
It is the tactic which the exploiting classes and the lumpenproletariat habituall y practice, but
for which the proletariat has no
use. For the proletariat
the
sharpest and most effective
weapon is a serious and militant
scientific attitude. The Communist Party lives by the truth of
Marxism-Leninism , by seeking
truth from facts, by science, and
not by intimidating
people .
Needless to say, the idea of attaining fame and position for
oneself by pretentiousness is even
more contemptible ... (Mao, On
Literature and Art, p. 99) .

We can conclude only from these attacks that PRRWO-R WL suffer from
infantile sectarianism and it is clear that
an incorrect line is coming out that is
designed to lead to the same confrontations as in the 60's. But the RCL
understands ho~ the state attempts to
turn contradictions between Marxist~_nin_ist groups which are non-antagon1St1c mto antagonistic contradictions
'."-ndwe will resist this design in a Marx~
!St-Leninist fashion!
The attacks on Comrade Amiri
Baraka have ~n a standard design of
th e bourgeo1s1e to sow seeds of mistrust
a nd discord within our ranks and in the
ranks of the communist movement. But
(Continued on page /6)
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of the Sov iet Union : "The y intend to
make Angola a spring board for expansion in central and Southern Afrika , and
further
undermine the
national
liberation movements in all southern
Afrika and grasp the regions strategic
resources. It is very clear that their
!>.\refaced intervention in Angola is an
important move for the seizure of
strategic areas and their intensified
strategic disposition in the interest of
their contention with the U.S. for world
hegemony" (Ibid p. 14). And this rivalry

revolution in Azania are clearly rising ,
giving the lie to Vorster's line that
Blacks in Azania are pacified and its
only outside extremists who try to "stir
INTERNATIONAL
things up ."
Inside Azania the tool of Soviet
WORLD SITUATION
The two superpowers are the biggest
Social imperialism, the "Communist"
international exploiters and oppressors
Party of South Africa, has been exposed
of today , and the mainstay behind reacas totally bankrupt years ago as the
tionary regimes like the Vorster regime ,
masses have steered away from the betthroughout the world . Their contention
rayal of the "C"PSA's "peaceful road"
is the source of a new world war. They
and more and more the masses have
both
exploit
other
countries
adopted the militant standpoint of the
economically , plundering their wealth
Pan Afrikan Congress (PAC) . T.M .
"_$;
~ ,$
~ $ _ ~ -. ~
and grabbing their resources and exNtantala of PAC recently said , "The
ploiting their labor. Most people in the
progressive forces in Azania are poised
world are aware of the dangerous
for the final assault on the racist regime .
plunder of U.S. imperialism , but the
Liberation can be achieved by our own
other superpower , the U.S.S .R. rival s
efforts , through the spirit of dedication
U.S. imperialism in its plunder of the
and the determ ination to pay the
Third World , in fact , the rivalry between
supreme sacrifice oflying down our lives
the U.S.A . and U.S.S.R. is not only the
for this noble cause ." The so ·uth Afsource of the danger ofa new world war ,
rikan "detente" scheme which has been
·peddled recently by Vorster and several
but the main source of this imperialist
Afrikan petty bourgeois "leaders " is a
war come s from the Soviet Social
imperialists , who are the latecomers to
part of the global "detente" scheme of
imperialism and are much more amthe two superpowers to disarm the
people . The degenerate tool of the
bitious. Some facts on Soviet plunder of
U.S.S.R. in the U.S. is the bourgeoisthe Third World are:
"Through massive exports of
revisionist "CP"USA ("Communist "
capital , various
long-term
Party U.S .A.) that tries to dull the wits
economic agreements signed with
of the masses with "detente ." But this
Afrikan Liberation Support Committee is a mass organization that mobilized tens
will not work in South Afrika nor in the
Third World countries and the
of
thousands
in
the
U.S.
with
its
education
work
&
agitation
against
colonialism
in
'joint-stock enterprises', set up
U.S.A ., because the people are choosing
Southern Afrika. But now "left" sectarianism seeks to destroy ALSC altogether
there , the Soviet Union sold them
the road to revolution to solve their
with an incorrect line on mass organizations, which attempts to impose by force and
in quantity various kinds of
problems . Wherever and whenever posintimidation their bankrupt line on "party building" on a mass organization, not
inferior
quality
machinery ,
sible, the two superpowers collude with
winning the advanced to communism, but isolating Marxist-Leninists from the adequipment and other industrial
each other to stop the rising tide of
vanced,
who
we
will
find
leading
the
spontaneous
struggles
of
the
masses.
Comgoods at high prices , at the same
revolution, because both superpowers
munists must fight for the correct line in mass organizations, bringing the science of 1 are paper tigers , and fear the _people.
time , it took our raw materials,
revolution, M-L-M, into these struggles, but not trying to "bogart" the advanced
fuel and natural resources at
The struggle in Azania and Southern
with Commandism, hoping to turn them into "instant cadre".
below world market prices ... The
Afrika in general for national liberation
over the division on the world, over the
soviet revisionists see the Third
the San Francisco financial groups and
and the death of colonialism, racial disenslavement of other nations, over
the Mellon groups, especially Gulf Oil,
World countries as the main base
crimination and apartheid is a comsuperprofits and privileges on the world
have their millions soaked from head to
ponent
part
of the proletarian
for providing cheap raw materials.
market will produce another imperialist
foot in the blood of the super-exploited
revolution that is dealing the whole of
. .The Soviet Union usually exlabor of Afrikans in Azania. U.S.
world war. "The people of all countries
the old world of imperialism and reactends loans at a higher rate of
investments are in strategic sectors of
must get prepared or will suffer." U.S.
tion a decisive and crushing blow! The
interest than capitalist countries in
imperialism
has
been
hit
hard,
since
the South Afrikan economy. U.S .
the West want for similar loans ..
contradictions of capitalism are taken to
World War 2, in its wars of aggression
Imperialism has been the mainstay
their extreme, in the era of imperialism,
.The Soviet Union, moreover, peragainst Korea and Vietnam and its
militarily for the Vorster regime and this
extremes beyond which revolution
sistently demands payment from
political and economic crises have
protection had guaranteed all the
begins. And the sharpening condebtors when they are in trouble
st~adily de:pen~d. It's no _long_er i,n jts
imperialist investors that there was no
so as to tighten up its grip on them
tradictions in imperialism, create a crisis
-pnme and 1s gomg downhill every day.
need to worry. Things have changed, as
and intensify its plunder. The
in capitalism, right here in the U.S.A.,
But on the other hand, the newcomer ,
we said, very rapidly, and every day can
Soviet Union is now making great
where anything resemblmg stability is
Soviet Social Imperialism, does all it
see that the U.S. is a wounded wolf, that
efforts to set up the Third World
definitely a thing of the past.
can to act as the global overlord in the
has been kicked in the behind all over
countries so-called 'joint-stock'
Imperialism suffers defeat after defeat
place of U.S . Imperialism. And
Asia, Afrika, and Latin America with
companies and joint enterprises
with every passing day, while the
especially as the latecomer at the feast of
the rise of revolution in the Third
patterned on the transnational
revolutionary forces throughout the
world imperialism, the U.S.S.R. will not
World. And at the same time in the
companies of the West, extending
world are mounting. And with the vast
sit still with what is left, but it is going all
imperialist arena, the. U.S. has lost the
'its tentacles into the mining,
contraction of the markets open to U.S.
out
to
redivide
the
world
and
it
is
clearly
initiative
to
the
U.S.S.R.
The
Wall
processing , transport and trade
imperialism, which is hated throughout
taking the offensive against U.S.
Street Journal records that shares on the
departments in order to plunder
the world, and has had its behind kicked
imperialism.
Johannesburg Stock Exchange are in
the wealth of the developing counout of Korea, Vietnam, Cambodia,
In Azania today, U.S. economic and
the "doldrums .. .depressed by political
tries more freely and further conLaos, Mozambique, and Guinea-Bissau
political involvement is the mainstay of
uncertainty in Southern Afrika." All the
trol their economic lifelines ."
by armed struggles, the U.S. is on the
the Vorster regime. Keeping pace with
way around the Vorster regime is beset
(Peking Review tn, p. 17, 1976)
decline . Internally, the crisis of
the intensified repression of the Afrikan
with troubles and it is clearly on the
Un Angola, the Chinese have correccapitalism poisons every aspect of life
masses by the White racist re'gime, U.S.
decline, while the flames of the
tly pointed to the hegemonic ambitions
for the masses of the people as the
bourgeoisie shifts the brunt and burden
of the imperialist economic and political
201-243-9070
crisis onto the backs of the whole multinational working class and the opAmiri Baraka
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Death To South
Afrikan Colonialism

monopoly capitalist investments have
multiplied , from$140 million in 1948, to
$528 million in 1965, to over $800
million today by over 200 U .S. firms,
which are totally integrated in the racist
colonial economy and concentrated in
coal, gold , diamonds, with expanding
investments in automobile plants, banking, and oil installations and explorations. Rockefeller, Morgan , the
Prudential-Manufacturers
Hanover
Trust group (with Charles Englehard of
New Jersey playing an infamous role)
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PARTY BUILDING
(Co ntinu ed f rom page /4 )
the incorrect methodology used by the
Dangerous Duo further prove they are
no "Revolutionary Wing " and with
these provocations , they demonstrate
the incorrect worldview that is the
ideological source of these tactics . What
we are getting in these tracts is criminal
gossip, character assassination , and the
spreading of rumors , but not ideological
struggle over political line . And these
loose accusations and irresponsible
statements which abuse the purpose of
propaganda and betray the central task
of party building actually reflects
ideological and political weaknesses in
the Duo . "Marxism holds that world
outlook and methodology are identical. " (Study Philosophy, p. 37). On the
surface , PRRWO-RWL talk about the
danger of bourgeois state, but in practice they are opening the very same door
to bourgeois terror as we have seen in
the 60's by fabricating an excuse for the
police!
Rather than slander(CAP) RCL with
garbage about our "connections" with
the state, the Duo should begin paying
closer attention to just where inside their
own organization the mad "left" lines
and calls to assault, mount lumpen like
verbal and physical attacks , publish information that enables the state to
better analyze the holes in their
organization, emanate from? Just who
is pushing
Neo-Cleaverism
and
legitimatizing frenzied supra "left"
closed doorism as Marxism-LeninismMao Tsetung Thought , and why?
In summing up the history of the
Congress of Afrikan People in the June
issue of Unity & Struggle 1976, we
outlined the fact that we actually broke
with US Organization around that time
of the 1970 CAP conference where CAP
was formed in Atlanta , Georgia. We
have repudiated these incorrect lines of
cultural nationalism and will continue
to criticize the cultural nationalism we
had held to in the past , and we have
published a more extensive selfcriticism of these errors . But no onesided view of the past can substitute for
the revolutionary science of M-L-M.
PRRWO and RWL have made con crete contributions to the anti-revisionist Communist movement , but in the
present period , despite these contributions , they are in deep error, a nd
principally a menace to themse lves.
Their recent line mutations Palante Vol.
6, No. 8, which we will analyze in future
polemics, demonstrate clearly that even
they know something is wrong. Perhaps
they will find out that Dogmatism and
Empiricism, Mechanical Materialism,
Idealism , Subjectivism, One-Sidedness, Sectarianism, Character
Assassination are no substitute for Marxist-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought.
Mao has said, "three aspects of pettybourgeois ideology . . .subjectivis m in
ideology,
the "Left" and Right
Deviations in politics and the sectarianism in organization", these are principally what the Duo manifests. And the
only way out is to overcome this pettybourgeois ideology and transform it
into proletarian ideology. But in the
struggle against their errors, like the
struggle against the Right opportunist
views of OL, the entire anti-revisionis t
communist movement can only become
theoretically and ideologicall y clearer,
and therefore politically and organizationally stronger. T he correct line
developes in the struggle against what is
incorrect.
(to be continued, November 76 Unity &
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SUMMARY

I. We began with the overall world
situation, outlining the four fundamental contradictions of imperialism ,
the two sharpest contradictions which
give rise to two rising trends, revolution
and war . We held that revolution is the
main trend in the world today and
Soviet Social Imperialism the main
source of war, though they try to cover
their rapacious designs with the sign
board of "socialism" when capitalism
has been restored there , and with the
bogus cry of "Detente".
2. That the central task of Marxist-

proletariat, dialectical and historical
materialism. But we see this key link as
an ideological task and we see that there
are also organizational tasks even at this
stage of the party building period such
as study circles, factory nuclei , fractions
in mass organizations .
4. We also waged a polemic against
and tried to correct the vagueness and
misuse of the term "the 1st period was
when ideology was key link", because it
tended to lead to a misunderstanding
that the struggle for correct political line
was not an ideological task. Just as in
the next stage in which organi!3tional

"RED OCTOBER" Commemorate the Russian Revolution, October 25, 1917, and
the Chinese Revolution, October 1, 1949, and in the U.S.A . Marxist -Le ninists and
advanced forces must intensify the struggle to build a Marxist-Leninist Communist
Party!
Leninists and advanced forces in the
1:1.S. at present is party building, and has
been since the historic tragic consolidation
to revisionism of the
"CP"USA in 1957. But party building is
the centnl task not the only task as the
"left" sectarians hold . The main danger
to the Communist
and workers
movements is revisionism and right opportunism, coming principally from
USSR-"CP"SU revisionism in state
power, and in the U.S.A., their 5th
column "C P"USA.
That R "CP" and 'C"L" P" are no
longer in the anti-revisionist communist
movement, and main source of
revisionisn in anti-revisionist communist movement is O.L. who is rapidly
consolidating
to revisionism
manifested clearly by its men shevik call
for a party of the Martov type .
Clearly we see the main danger as
revisionism from the right , led by OL in
the
anti-revisio nist
communist
movement, but at the same time a rising
danger has been the "left" infantile sectarianism of the Dangerous Duo PRRWO & RWL. Both of these lines
have been manifest inside our own
organization, put forward in essentially
menshevik,
i.e.,
hidden
and
underhanded methods , but we are
struggling against "left" and right mensheviks.
3. We held that this is the second stage
of the pre-party , party building period .
The first being the stage emerging from
eclecticism , in which the affirmation of
the theory and ideology of M-L-M was
key: The second, the present stage, in
which the ideological struggle over the
correct political line, i.e., the application
of the theory of M-L-M to the concrete
conditions of proletarian revolution in
the U.S.A. is key, and by means of
which we will be able to confirm
whether comrades are actually practicing M-L-M ideology, i.e., the stand,

viewpoint and methodology of the

tasks of party building will be key,
ideological struggle over those tasks will
play a crucial part of the completion of
those tasks.
We stressed that by theory we meant
the summed up experience of the working class mo vement taken in its general
aspect and as put forward chiefly by 5
great teachers - Marx , Engels, Lenin,
Stalin and Mao . By 1.deology (though at
times these are used interchangeably) we
meant the stand , worldview and
methodology of the proletariat, i.e.,
dialectical and histqrical materialism .
5. We pointed out how the question of
political line being key link had to further the development of a program [i.e .,
maximum and minimum program and
strategy and tactics for carrying them
out] around which genuine MarxistLeninists through ideological struggle
can demarcate themselves from the opportunists and therefore principly unite.
And that one clear relationship of the
dangerous O .L. party building motion,
which was programless , and the erratic
"leftism" of the Duo was that neither
had or gave priority to program!
6. On the question of advanced
worker we held to the essence of Lenin's
definition of 1899 in Russia , but
paraphrased it thus : "one who is class
conscious, politically active, can win the
confidence and trust of the masses,
educate and organize the proletariat ,
studying and actively seeking answers to
questions thrown up by the movement
and
society,
consciously
accept
socialism and will become a communist
based on their contact with M-L-M and
their active study to turn themselves into
Communists" .
But at the same time we recognized
the differences in concrete conditions
between Lenin's Russia and the degree
of fusion between Revolutionary Marxism and the spontaneous working class
movement at that time and in the U.S.
toct.y. We .. beld that tbe productive

forces of the U .S. had produced more
advanced workers but that because of
the absence of a genuine CP and the
level of opportunism
created by
imperialism an~ ~he _scattered state _of
the
anti-rev1s1omst
communist
movement , fusion was low .
7 We held that the two most important tacti~I ~sks of this p~riod were
"Marxist-Lemmsts Unite - Wm the Advanced to Communism". We held that
Marxist-Leninists unity versus Marxist-Leninists disunity was the principal
contradiction among a number of contradictions in party building generally .
And that in the entity Marxist-Leninists Unite - Win the Advanced to Communism, the basic initiating form of
fusion , which is a fundamental principle
of Communist parties , Marxist-Leninists Unite was principal.
Marxist-Leninists unite was principal
because it played the leading role , it was
the lever, the initiating factor and
catalyst that made the entire process
Marxist-Leninists Unite - Win the Advanced
to Communism
happen
simultaneously. (though we rejected the
equilibrium theory put out by the "left"
sectarians, or the separation of the tasks
put out by the right.)
8. We held that propaganda was the
chief form of practical activity, in this
period, but that it was inseparable from
agitation. And we put forward that we
recognize not merely written propaganda, but uphold all formsthat the C.I. put
forward, i.e. , I. Verbal 2. Participate in
workers movement. 3. Written.
In ·general we raised struggle against
the main right danger and the rising
"left" sectarian deviation . We tried also
to make self criticism for the slowness,
and right deviation of our practice
around taking clear positions on party
building.
During this period in which we put
together this paper, RCL (M-L-M) has
undergone
extremely
significant
changes. Not only the change from CAP
to RCL and what that implies and entails, but because of intensified internal
struggle, we saw the crystallization of
certain Right lines (tailing O.L.) and
"Left" (tailing the Duo) tendencies
which ha ve resulted in the ejection and
flight of some opportunists and mensheviks. This is a good thing, it is part of
the process of bolshevization , a formidable and lengthy process, involving
intensive study and training and
revolutionary practice and the remoulding of world view in the development of
a party which is "fully consolidated
ideologically,
politically ,
an d
organizationally" and comes not merely
by proclamation as some of our "instant
. bolsheviks " seem to think .
People of the World Unite to Smash
U.S. Imperialism and U.S.S.R. Social
Imperialism - the 2 Superpowers!

Marxist-Leninists Unite - Win the
Advanced to Communism!
Defeat Right Opportunism, the Main
Danger - Intensify Struggle Against the
Risin11 "Left" Sectarian Deviation!
Build a Revolutionary
MarxistLeninist Communist Party Based On
Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tsetung
Thought!
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"LONG
LIVE
INVINCIBLE
MARXISM-LENINIS
MAO
TSETUNG
THOUGHT!
LONG
LIVE
THE
GREAT,
GLORIOUS
ANDCORRECT
COMMUNIST
PARTY
OFCHINA!
ETERNAL
GLORY
TOOUR
GREAT
LEADER
AND
TEACHER
CHAIRMAN
MAO
TSETUNG!"
Mao Tsetung Great Leader of the
Chinese
People,
Communist
Revolutionary, and Inspirational Guide
to Revolutionaries
and Oppressed
People all over the world is dead!
LONG LIVE CHAIRMAN MAO!!!
But we must tum our grief into
strength, for Chairman Mao has left us a
legacy of revolution, a legacy of
struggle, a legacy of victory and success
in waging democratic revolution and
socialist revolution. He has left us the
earthshaking victories of the heroic
Worker-Peasant Alliance in destroying
Imperialism and Bureaucrat Capitalism
in China, of establishing the dictatorship of the Proletariat. He has left
us the great legacy of the Cult•Jral
Revolution, and of the methods of consolidating power for the dictatorship of
the Proletariat, in the life and death
struggle against the Bourgeoisie that
persists throughout
the period of
socialism.
Chairman Mao has demonstrated not
only how the people must win power,
but also how to hold it against any
enemies, and this teaching is priceless!
Mao Tsetung Thought has added a new
dimension to Marxism-Leninism and so
contemporarily, we speak of MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, the
science of Revolution. Chairman Mao
Tsetung who was Chairman of the Central Committee of the Communist Party
of China, having been one of the
founders of the Chinese Communist
Party in 1921, greatest legacy is Mao
Tsetung Thought, which represents,
"the acme of Marxism-Leninism in the
present era", an era, "in which
imperialism is heading for total collapse
and socialism is advancing to worldwide
victory". (Study Philosophy, p. 6)
When we changed our organi1..ation's
name from Congress of Afrikan People
to the Revolutionary
Communist
League (M-L-M), we used the suffix
which means, Marxist-Leninist-Mao
Tsetung Thought because we thought it
was, "the clearest way for us to draw the
line of demarcation between genuine
Marxism-Leninism
and
modern
revisionism ... and in our practice continuously uphold and defend the banner
of Mao Tsetung Thought" (Unity &
Struggle, Vol. 5, No. 6), which
represents the, "new mile stone in the
history of the development of Marx ism-Leninism, indicating that Marxi smLeninism has entered an entirely new
stage-the
stage of Mao Tsetung
("Never Forget Political
thought."
Power~ , Liberation Army Dally) .
Although we understand that this is
still the epoch of Leninism , i.e ., "the era
of imperialism
and proletarian
revolution", since Leninism is "Marxism of the era of imperialism and the
proletarian
revolution".
And even
though
the world situation
has
undergone great changes since Lenin's

Mao Tsetung (1893-1976) ..the founder and wise leader
of the Communist Party of China , The Chinese
People 's Liberation Army and the People 's Republic of
China "... was "the great leader and teacherot the inter national proletariat and the oppressed nations and oppressed people ."

death, the era has not changed. The fundamental principles of Leninism are not
out dated. And as Comrade Stalin once
said to a young Comrade in "The Tasks
of the Young Communist League",
Leninism includes all that was taught by
Marx plus Lenin's new contribution to
the treasury of Marxism. "Marx and
Engels founded the theory of scientific
socialism. Lenin and Stalin developed
Marxism, solved a series of questions of
the proletarian revolution in the era of
imperialism and solved the theoretical
and practical questions of establishing
the dictatorship of the proletariat in one
country. Comrade Mao Tsetung has
developed Marxism-Leninism, so lved a
series of questions of the proletarian
revolution in the present era and solved
the theoretical and practical questions
of carrying on the revolution and
preventing a restoration of capitalism
under
the dictatorship
of the
Historic
proletariat ". (A Grnl
Document , FLP, p . 15).
Chairman Mao's contributions to the
treasury of Marxism-Leninism arc
many . Beginning with his clarity and
staunchness in understanding that
Marxism-Leninism , "was the best of all
possible weapons" for the liberation of
the Chinese people, and any people,
from imperialism, but precisely because
Chairman Mao has always understood

that because Marxism-Le nini sm is a
science, "The great strengt h of Marxism-Leninism lies precisely in its
integration
with
the
concrete
revolutionary practice of all countries".
And for China, it was a matter, "of learning to apply the theory of MarxismLeninism to the specific circumstances
of Lh11ia", (Selected Readings, "Role of
Chinese Communist Party"), rather
than fall victim to subjectivism and
thereby dogmatism or its reverse mirror
image, empiricism. " It is characteristic
of dogmatism that it doe s not star t from
actua l conditions but from particular
words and phrase s taken out of books" .
Empiricism, always a "collaborator and
assis tant of dogmati sm" differ s from
dogmatism in that it start s not from
books but from narrow experience" .
(~Appendix: Our Study and the ur rent
Situation") Chairman Mao was always
a grim opponent of these two aspects of
subjectivisim, i.e., dogmatism nnd empiricism , understandi•g that what was
necessary was to utili:ie the stand,
viewpoint and method of Marxism Leninism applied to the concrete conditions based on a concrete investigation and analysis of those conditions. "No Investigation, No Right To
Speak", wrote Chairman Mao, and that
characterized his Marxist-Leninist approach to reality and revolution. i.e.,

based clearly on dialectical and h1sto rica l materialism
. Because
"Materialist dialectics . . .is the all embracing philosophy of Communism" .
Mao Tsetung was an outstanding
Marxist-Leninist, the greatest MarxistLeninist of our time, that is why his contributions to the science of MarxismLeninism are so profound. Not only
contributions to the Chinese Revolution
in its various stages, but his practice. his
writings, his thought. deepened the
universality of the science of M-L-M
itself.
As
Soldier.
Statesman .
Theoretician all combined as MarxistLeninist Revolutionary!
His specific
contributions are enormous : The Mass
Line. "In all the practical work of our
Party, all correct leadership is necessarily 'from the masses. to the masses '.
This means: take the ideas oft he masses
(scattered and unsystematic ideas) and
concentrate them (through study turn
them into concentrated and svstematic
ideas). then go to the ma.sses and
propagate and explain these ideas until
the masses embrace them as their O\\n.
hold fast to them and translate them
into action." (Concerning Method, of
Leadership. p. 119).
ew Democracy , which took Lenin's
teachings on the Proletariat leading the
democratic revolution instead of the
bourgeoisie . Democratic
revolution
meaning that revolution made in
colonial and semi-colonial countries
against feudalism and / or imperialism
which prepares the stage for the building
of socialism. Before the October 19I 7
Socialist Revolution in Ru ssia, and as
pointed out by Lenin as early as 1905 10
his work Two Tactics of Social Democracy in The Democratic Re, olution.
and later by Stalin, the bourgeoisie was
expected to lead the ..Bourgeois Democratic" revolution
to estnbhsh the
dominance of the bourgeoisie. usher 10
capitalism to replace feudalism. nnd in
the case of imperia !ism n domesu
bourgeoisie for a foreign one. But Len10
demonstrated
in the democratic
revolution and laid out clearly how this
wa s no longer necessary . That the
proletariat s hou ld nnd cou ld lead even
nt the stage of "bo ur geois democratic"
revolution. because of the weakness of
the Ru ssian bourg eoisie and the
independence of the proletariat, a nd
that the revolution could continue
uninterrupted on to socialism. Comrade
Mao Tsetung's
formulation
that
because of " ... the colonial, semicolonial and semi-feudal character of
present-<lay (1940) Chinese society
makes it necessary that the Chinese
revolution must be divided into two
stages. The first step is to change the
colonial, semi-colonial and semi-feudal
form of society into an independent
democratic societv. The second is to
carry the revolutioqforward and build a
socialist society.

"Although such a revolution in a
colonial and semi-colonial country is
Mill fundamentally
bourgeois-<lemocratic in its social character during its
first stage , or first step , and although its
objective mission is to clear the path for
the development of capitalism. it is no
longer a revolution of the old type led by
the bourgeoisie with the aim of establishing a capitalist society and state
1.lnder bourgeois dictatorship. It belongs
to the new type of revolution led by t he
proletariat with the aim. in the first
stage. of establishing a new -de mocratic
society and a state under the joint dictatorship
of all the revo.lutionary
classes. Thus this revolu tion act ually
serves the purpose of clea rin g a still
wider path for the deve lopmen t of
socialism." (O n Ne w Demo cracy. p.
343-4).
The national liberation struggles in
the colonies
(after
the October
Revolution in Russia which smas hed a
breach
in the world
front
of
imperia lism. and the Imperia list war
which preceded it) which were di rected
aga inst imperia lism . " i.e.. agai nst t he
interna tiona l bourgeo isie or internatio na l capita lism . no longer comes
wit hin the o ld ca tegory of the bou rgeo is
democra tic wor ld revo lut ion. but within
t he new category. It is no lo nger part of
the o ld bo ur geois. o r capita list world
revo luti on, bu t is pa rt of th e new wo rld
revo lut io n, th e pro letaria n-soc ia list
wor ld revol ut ion . Suc h revo luti o nary
colo nies and semi-co lonies ca n no
longer be regar ded as a llies of t he
counter revo lutionary fro nt of wo rld
capitalis m : they have beco me a llies of
t he revo lutio nary fro nt of wo rld
socialism." (Ibid)
And it was Comrade Mao Tsetung as
leader of the Communist Party of Chi na
and the 800,000.000 Chinese peop le who
showed this in practice by defeating
imperialism and bureaucrat capita lism.
setting up the New Democratic
Coalition government. and then bu ilding the dictatorship of the pro letariat
and a strong socialist state .
Another contribution of Chairman
Mao's was the use and development of
the concept of the Cultural Revo lutio n.
Lenin has pointed out the need in Russia
afterthe October Revolution t he need to
build up the pro letarian revo lutionary
consciousness to counteract t he heavy
bourgeois influences that still remained
even after the proletariat had take n
power. As Lenin said about getti ng the
Russian peasant
involved in th e
develo pme nt of coopera tives. "To
ac hieve this," he said. "the re mu st be a
veritab le revolutio n-the entire peo ple
m ust go throug h a perio d of cult ura l
develop ment." ("On Cooperatio n". p.
693. Selected Work s).
Cha irm a n Mao, in t he spec ific
context o f co nso lida ting th e D ictat orship of t he pro leta riat. and fightin g
the still exi stent bour geoi sie inside and
out side the part y, and th e remnant s of
Bourgeois society that remain fo r a
time , as Marx and Lenin pointed out.
even inside socialist society precisely
because the period of socialism isa tran sitional period between capitalism and
coll)munism, saw that even after the
successful transformation of Chinese
society under the dictatorship of the
proletariat to the bu ilding and con solidation of the socialist economic
base, that the bourgeoisie still exerted
influence in Chin ese society. "Chairman
Mao has pointed out : ' We couldn't do
without the Gre a t Proletarian Cultural
Revolution' . This great revolution .
which had been brewing for a long time,
was the inevitable outcome of the acute
struggle between the two classes . the two
roads and the two lines ."
The Cultural Revolution that Lenin
spoke of. as a weapon that the
proletariat
must have to defeat
- bourgeois influence and bureaucracy
during the period of socialism, Chairman Mao Tsetung built into a stunning
revolutionary reality. The existence and
buildup of bourgeois influences inside
China must have especially alarmed
Chairman Mao , and the other genuine
Marxist-Leninists in China because of
the tragic fall to revisionism of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. IP.clhv

the traitorous
fool, agent of the
bourgeoisie,
ikita Krushchev. Liu
Shao-Chi was just such an element inside the Chinese Communist Party during the mid-sixties: "For a period of time
Liu Shao-Chi's bourgeois headquarters
was in control of Party power and the
power in the cultural and propaganda
fields and in many localities. Capitalism
and revisionism were rampant in the
ideological and cultural 1,lepartments
un der its control. Hor des of ghosts and
mo nsters came out in to t he open a nd
filled our press, radio, books and works
of literature a nd art . A grave situatio n in
which the bourgeois ie exercised dic ta torship over the pro leta riat developed
in certain spheres in the sup erstructure.

And it is against these same Capitalist
Roaders inside the party, that the
current struggle in China "to beat back
the Rightdeviationistattempt
to reverse
correct verdicts" is aimed. Mao said.
"You are making the socialist revolution
and yet don't
know where the
bourgeoisie is. It is right in the Communist Party-those
in power taking
the capitalist road. The capitalist
roaders are still on the capitalist road."
(ib id.) Two of the arch capitalist
roaders, Liu Shao -Chi & Lin Piao were
smashed by the Cultura l Revolution.
Teng Hsiao -ping was criticized by the
masses harsh ly during the same period.
but he issued fa lse vows to mend his
ways. and sa id he would never attempt

Mao Tset ung speaki ng in Yena n. "Co m rade Mao Tsetun g has attac hed
grea t im po rta nce to building th e Pa rt y ideo logica l!)· since its early days."
It was durin g the Yena n period tha t he wrote holh "O n Pr actice" an d
"O n Con trad ictio n ". "I n the early 40s. » hen the \\a r of He, ista nce
Aga inst .Japa n was in the stage of stalemate, the Central Co mmi ttee of
th e Party grasped the exce llent op portunit y to la unc h the rect ificatio n
move ment thr ough out th e Party in ord er lo raise its Mar xist- Lenin ist
le,·el. Chairman Ma o publish ed a series of works on the rectification
mo vement such as ·Hefo rm Our Stud v,' ·Hectify th e Pa rt y's Stv le of
Work,' 'Opp ose St ereotyped Part y W~iting· a nd 'Ta lks ai" th e Yena n
Forum on Literature and Art' . . ...
Ma teria l incentives a nd 'bo nu ses in
co mm a nd ' were widely pra cticed to lu re
people to th e ca pita list road. In a fairly
la rge majorit y o f factorie s and ent e~pri ses, leader ship was not in the hand s
of real Marxi sts and the ma sses o f
work ers. Our sociali st economic ba se
was not solid . If the Great Cultural
Revolution had not taken place, it
would not have taken long before a
counter-revolutionary restoration on a
national scale would inevitably occur.
our Party would turn into a revisionist
party , and the whole of China would
change it s political colour ." ("The Great
Cultural
Revolution
Will
Shine
Forever ", Pekin,: Review#21. 5-21-76) .
This was exactly the situation which led
to the grim restoration of capitali sm in
the Soviet Union that sees it today a
Social -Imperialist power, sociali sm in
words , imperialism in deeds.
Chairman Mao perceived the danger
of the capitalist roaders in the Party who
were "subverting the dictatorship of the
proletariat" , and in a "Circular" of the
Central Committee of the Communist
Party of China on May 16. 1966, Mao
characterized these capitalist roaders
exactly, "Those representatives of the
bourgeoisie who have sneaked into the
Party, the government, the army and
various spheres of culture are a bunch of
counter-revolutionary
revisionists.
Once conditions are ripe, they will seize
political power and turn the dictatorship of the proletariat into a dictatorship of the bourgeoisie ." And it was
against these counter-revolutionary
forces, most importantly those inside
the party. "those in authority taking the
capitalist road", that the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution was
launched .

to "reve rse the verdict" . but t rue to his
bour geois ideo logy o nce he was resto red
to work a nd "i n powe r" he a ttack ed
Chairm a n Mao's revoluti ona ry line a nd
ended up by stirrin g up th e co unt e rrevolutionary incid ent a t Tien An Men
Squar e. showing his hand . perh a ps
becaus e he knew Chairman Mao was
seriously ill, and he reckoned that it was
possible for the kind of counter-revolutionary coup ala Traitor Krushchev to
be pulled off successfully . But like the
whole of the bourgeoisie he reckoned
with no thought of the people. with no
thought to the "endless flow of successors to the cause of Proletarian
Revolution",
he reckoned without
thought of the strength and indomitability
of Chairman
Mao's
Revolutionary Proletarian Line .
Teng Hsiao-ping reckoned without
reality, and was smashed. But bad
things can be turned into good things .
and because of Capitalist Roader Teng
Hsiao-ping's attempt at capitalist restoration, the whole party and people of
China have rallied to the revolutionary
leadership of the Central Committee of
the Communist Party of China , and to
Chairman
Mao's
Revolutionary
Proletarian Line . Because as Chairman
Mao has pointed out , "Successors to the
revolutionary cause of the proletariat
come forward in mass struggles and are
tempered in the great storms of
revolution." The "Fiv~ Requirements ".
laid down by Chairman Mao, "for
Successors to the Revolutionary Cause
of the Proletariat", are:
"They must begenuine Marxist-Leninists and not revisionists like Khrushchov
wearing the cloak of MarxismLeninism.
"They must be revolutionaries who

whole-heartedly serve the overwhelming majority of the people of China and
the whole world, and must not be like
Krushchov who serves both the interests
of the handful of members of the
privileged bourgeois stratum in his own
country
and
those
of foreign
imperialism and reaction.
"They must be proletarian statesmen
capable of uniting and working together
with the overwhelming majority . Not
only must they unite with those who
agree with them, they must also be good
at uniting with those who disagree and
even with those who formerly opposed
them and have since been proved wrong
in practice. But they must especially
watch
out
for
careerists
and
conspirators
like Khrushchov
and
prevent such bad elements from usurping the leadership oft he Party and the
state at any level.
"They must be models in applying the
Party's democratic centralism . must
master the method of leadership based
on the principle of "from the masses. to
the masses." and must cultivate a
democratic style and be good at listening to the masses. They must not be despotic like Khruschov and violate the
Party's democratic centralism. make
surprise attacks on comrades or act arbitrari ly and dictatorially .
"They must be modest and prudent
a nd gua rd agai nst arroga nce and
imp etuos ity; they must be im bued with
th e spir it of self-criticism and have the
co urage to cor rect mistakes and
shortco m ings in their work. They must
never cover up their errors like
Kh rushchov, and claim all the credit for
themse lves and shift all the blame on
ot hers." ( Peking Review.#26.6 -25-76)
On the concept of Peoples' War. "He
led ou r party , our army and the people
of our country in using people's war to
overthrow the reactionary rule of
imperialism. feudalism and bureaucrat
capita lism. winning the great victory of
the new democratic revolution and
foundi ng t he People's Republic of
China" (Hsinhua).
Peop les War was the concept of protracted war utilizing the principles of
Marxism-Leninism. a war in which the
whole peop le were mobilized to fight.
rat her than just a "regular army." In
summing up his views on protracted
war. Chairman Mao characterized his
Marxist-Le ninist approach to War in
clear ma terialis t dialectics:
·:the
so urce of a ll erroneous views o n war lies
in idea list a nd mechan ist ic te ndencies
on th e q uestion . People with such
tendencies a re subj ective and one-sided
in th eir a pp roac h to pro blems. They
either indul ge in gro undl ess a nd pu rely
subjective talk . o r. basing t hemselves
upon a single aspect or a temp ora ry
ma nifesta tion . magnify it with simila r
subjectivity into the whole of th e
problem . But there are two categorie s of
erroneous views. one comprising fundamental. and therefore consistent errors. which are hard to correct . and the
other compromising accidental. and
therefore temporary . errors which are
easy to correct. Since both are wrong.
both need to be corrected . Therefore.
only by opposing idealist and mechanistic tendencies and taking an objective
and all-sided view in making a study of
war can we draw correct conclusions on
the question of war ." ("On Protracied
War")
Chairman Mao led the Chinese
people. in defeating one enemy after
anothe~. founding the Chinese People' s
L1berat1on Army. and pointing out
repeatedly in the struggle with incorrect
Right and "Left" lines. that in China
only by building up the Worker-Peasant
alliance, building up base areas in the
countryside, and then encircling the
cities could victory come. Chairman
Mao's name became synonomous with
the constant advance of the Chinese
revolution . The Communist Party of
China in its development through
struggle, "has consistently led the broad
masses of Chinese people in extremely
arduous
and bitter revolutionary
struggles
against
their
enemies .
imperialism and feudalism" (and later.
bureaucrat capitalism. and the capitalist
roaders inside the party) "and has

gained great successes and rich experience . In the course of its struggle the
Party has produced its own leader Comrade Mao Tsetung. Representing the
Chinese proletariat and the Chjnese
people . Comrade Mao Tsetung has
creatively applied the scientific theory of
Marxism-Leninism,
the acme of wisdom. to a country such as China ...
("Appendix:
Resolution
on Certain
Questions in the History of Our Party".)
But Chairman Mao had to wage a fierce
struggle inside the party, against opportunist elements, from both the Right
and the "Left". During the early hist?rical periods of the party's leadersh ip,
1 he first Great Revolution,
The
Agrarian Revolution a nd The War of
Resistance
Against
Japan
these
struggles against the erroneous lines
were acute, and for a time these lines
dominated the party Centra l Committee. The first Great Revolution
against feudalism , imperialism and the
compradorforcesof
the Chiang kai Shek
clique in the Kuomintang ended in
defeat ( 1927) due to the right opportunist capitulationist lineof C henTuhsiu which dominated the central committee and opposed Mao Tsetung's
correct Proletarian Revo lutionary line
and the guidance of the Comintern .
During the next ten years the Communi st Party of China waged strugg le
against
both
the
reactionary
Koumintang
clique, and also against
the Japanese imperia lists af ter the
Japanese attack in I 93 I. It was a lso in
this period, after waging a victorious
struggle
against
both
Right opportunists, liquidationists . anti-party
lines which called for a who lly legal
struggle to end oppression (which
finally linked up with the always bankrupt
and traitorous
Trotskyites.
because they also falsely asserted that
the bourgeois democratic stage of the
Chinese Revolution had been completed) and against a series of "Left"
lines, that Mao Tsetung's leadership was
established definitely in the Central
Committee and throughout the party.
The erroneous lines (the Li Li San and
Wang Ming "Left" Lines) arose partially in reaction to the bankrupt right
line which had resulted in the slaughter
of communists by the Koumintang in
1927, but also these lines based on subjectivism, carried with them the ills of
adventurism,
putschism. dogmatism.
and also resulted in the defeat of the
Communist
Party's forces by such
"Left" policies as armed insurrections in
key cities throughout the country and
concentrating the whole of the Red
Army to attack these cities. This line
criticized the massive peasant base (by
criticizing the so called "peasant mentality" which was "incapable
of
organizing") which Chairman Mao had
from the start advocated as the fighting
core of the Communist
party an d
Peoples Army, although led by working
class leadership. The Wang Ming lin e
came in criticizing the Li Li Sa n "Left"
line as a right co nci liati onist line, an d
talked about "bolshevising" the base
areas in the countryside. also turning
those base areas into "so viets " that were
"100% Bolshevik" . These "'Left" lines
were also characterized by intense sectarianism, "Using the slogans offighting
'the main danger , Right opportunism',
'fig hting the conci liatory
attitude
toward s Right opportunism' and fight ing 'the use of double-<le al ing to
sabotage the Party Line in practical
work', it continued and developed the
excessive factional struggles and the
policy of attacking comrades" (Ibid .)
These right a nd "left" lines are simi lar to
the lines that obstruct the development
of an anti-revisionist Marxist-Lenini st
Communist Party in the United States
today, a nd they stem from the same
ideological and social bases. subjectivism and the petty bourgeoisie .
As a result of the erroneous lines in
the party, successive and crippling
defeats
were
received
by the
revolutionary forces. It was not until
Chairman Mao assumed the leadership
of the Party , in January , 1935, at
Tsunyi , after having been demoted from
political posts earlier by the carriers of
the incorrect lines that the tide was

reversed. When the historic Long
March began, from October, 1934 until
January, 1935 the first leg of the march,
the Red Army sustained enormous
losses, then under the domination of the
'.'Left" opportunists. The Tsunyi meetmg "concentrated upon criticizing the
"left" opportunist and adventurist line
in military action", but it also put down
the political thrusts of the incorrect
"left" sectarian line. Under Chairman
Mao's leadership, later on, a party wide
"movement for the rectification of subjectivism: sectarianism and stereotyped
party "".ntmg, and also for the study of
party hmory has corrected, at their very
1deolog1cal roots, the various "Left" or
"Ri.ght" errors" (Ibid). And the great
maJonty of comrades who made those

Army is an army of heroes." ("On Tactics Against Japanese Imperialism") It
announced to the people that "the road
of the Red Army is their only road to
liberation."
And these words were
profoundly true.
The Yenan period which followed
(I 935-47), is the period which Mao led
in construction of the basis of the new
Chinese nation. A period in which he
created some.of the major works of his
gigantic contribution
to MarxismLeninism and revolution. lt was here
that both On Contradiction and On
Practice were written, which brought
new clarity to the science of Dialectics.
so that in China it would truly be a guide
to action and not a dogma , and so that it
could be taught to the Chinese masses.

Mao Tsetung & Chu Teh in Yenan period. "Chairman Mao pointed out:
A Communist Party built on Marxist-Leninist revolutionary theory and
in the Marxist-Lenin ist revolutionary sty le; an army under the leadership of such a Party; a united front of all revolutionary classes and all
revolutionary groups under the leadership of such a Party-these are the
three main weapons with which we can seize political power and conso lidate it. It is precisely alo ng this course that the Chinese revolution
has advanced."
But these works · serve the whole of
errors were able to be saved, in line with
hum a nity. "Mao Tsetung in fact had
Chairman
Mao's
Marxist-Leninist
longer a nd more intense
act ua l
teachings which opposed "subjectiv ism.
revolutionary experience than an·y other
sectarianis m , and stereotyped Part y
Marxist. This is not in any way to reflect
writing ... to: " learn from past mistake s
on the others who lived in a period of
to avoid future ones" and seco nd. "cure
history
different from that of Mao
the sic kn ess to save the patient". ("RecTsetung . It is merely to state a fact.
tify the Part y's Style of Work") Chairman Mao did not urge endles s debilitat"Mao Tsetung summed up all the exing Trotskyite
splits. Hi s general
perience of the Chinese revolution in acproletari a n line has always been , "Praccordance with Marxism-Leninism and
tice Marxism, and not Revisionism;
summed up world revolutionary exUnite, and don't split : Be open and
perience. He greatly enriched Marxismaboveboard, and don't intrigue and
-Leninism. His conclusions . just as in his
co nspire ". And the mo st fundamental is
day were those of Lenin. a~e Marxismto practice
Marxism
and
not
Leninism of the present time . It isasim- .
revisionism.
pie fact that he has greatly enriched and
The Long March took a year. from
developed Marxism-Leninism. so much
October 1934 to October 1935, with the
so that we speak of it as Mao Tsetung
Marcher s, whom Chairman Mao led
Thought ; and speak of Marxism-Leninmost of the way, after Tsunyi . covering
ism- Mao Tsetung Thought."
(Ausover 7500 miles . It began as a flight 'o
tralia 's Revolution,
E.F.
Hill)
break out of the encirclement by th e
Thousands of young revolutionaries.
Kuomintang but wa s turned by Mao
workers and peasants flocked to Yenan
into a strategic retreat and the turning
(despite Chiang Kai Shek and Japanese
point of the war. "It has crossed eighteen
mountain ranges and twenty four rivers.
barricades) understanding that it was
the future, it was the place from which
walked through eleven provinces ; sixtythe movement for total liberation oft he
-two cities and towns had been taken by
Chinese people was in motion . It was
assault and occupied . It had broken
here that Mao Tsetung also developed
through ten provincial warlords armies,
fully his idea that the Army rather than
and fought, out maneuvered,
and
being the old traditional
parasitic
beaten one million men of the Kuominaspect of the state, must in fact be a
tang armies of Chiang Kai-Shek . It had
productive Peoples Army. That the
crossed six national minorities areas."
Peoples Liberation Anny must be three
(The Morning Deluge). "In the end, of
things in one, Workers, Peasants and
the 120,000 that left only, 7,000 reached
Soldiers
. And also at Yenan that Mao
the north , Yenan, with Chairman Mao.
Tsetung developed the ideas that the
In speaking of the Long March, ChairPeoples forces must be selfreliant, now
man Mao has said," . .. the Long March
a basic principle of Chairman Mao's
is the first of its kind in the annals of hisRevolutionary
line. and the whole
tory . . .it is a man ifesto, a propaganda
Chinese people. In 1935 Mao had come
force, a seeding machine . . .it has
to Yenan with 7,000 men, by 1945 the
proclaimed to the world that the Red

Red Army numbered 910,000men in the
regular forces and 2,200,000 in the
militia!
In the War of Resistance Against
Japan, Chairman Mao led the Chinese
people to victory agai .nst the Japanese.
building a United Front led by the Communist Party that involved the majority
of people wanting to fight against the invading Japanese Imperialism even the
Kuomintang, against the will of the
"left" sectarians
and their closed ·
doorism and Chiang Kai-shek's reactionary comprador clique. And afterthe
defeat of Japanese Imperialism. the
Communist Party led by Chairman
Mao, though seeking peace and a
coalition government, with which to
build up the country after the destructive effects of the Japanese invasion.
had to immediately fight a civil war(The
Revolutionary
Self Defense
War)
against the comprador scum Chiang
Kai-shek who was and whose forces
remain the lackeys of U.S . Imperialism.
Though outnumbered,
and facing a
"professional army" which received 1.5
billion dollars from the U.S. in aid in the
next two years (1945-6) by 1948 U.S.
aid, loans and equipment totaled 4.5
billion. Chiang's army at the beginning
of the civil war numbered about 2
million so-called "elite central troops"
with another 3 million other troops. But
the will of the Chinese People and the
leadership of the Chinese Communist
Party, led by Mao Tsetung guided by
the revolutionary science of MarxismLeninism , defeated Chiang in three
years! By October 1949 the Peoples
Republic of China was declared and
Chairman Mao could state in his speech
in Peking, announcing
this almost
unbelievable accomplishment that "the
Chinese People have stood up.
.nobody will insult us again!"
The victory of the Chinese People
over
Feudalism.
Imperialism
and
Bureaucrat capitalism was not only a
fantastic achievement for the people of
China but for oppressed people all over
the world. The bringing of democracy
and then the building of Socialism in
China demonstrated once dgain that
this was the era of Imperiali sm. but also
of Proletarian Re volution. and that the
Anti-Imperialist
National Liberation
Struggles were part of the World
Proletarian Revolution. in fact they are
today the motor of revolution around
the world . resulting from one oft he four
fundamental
contradictions
of
Imp erialism. specifically Imperialism
ve rsus the Peoples and Nations of the
Third World. "The world is in great
d isor der ". Chai rm an Mao said. "But
this is a good thing for the people and
the situ a tion is excellent". " Revolu tion
is the main trend in the world today,"
Chairman Mao has sai d in a scie ntific
analysis of contemporary co nd ition s.
and this is based on the sharp est of all
the contradictions of imperialism in th 'e
world today . Imperialism vs The Third
World .
It was the Chinese People led by the
Chinese Communist Party and Chairman Mao Tsetung. who came to the aid
of the heroic Korean People in I 950
when they were invaded by U.S .
Imperialists in the attempt to stop the ·
peaceful reunification of Korea under
the guidance of the great MarxistLeninist . Kim II Sung of North Korea.
(The u:s. also sent its 7th fleet to prol)
up Chiang Kai-shek again. now in
Taiwan which is Chinese territory!) The
Korean people with the proletarian
internationalist
aid of the Chinese
people defeated U.S . Imperialism .
drove U.S . troops screaming in terror
back from the Yalu River where the
fanatic General McArthur had tried to
initiate World War Three. (Even today
U.S. imperialists prop up the fascist Pak
Jung Hee regime in South Korea and
station U.S. troops on Korean soil to ,
protect
the investments
of U.S.
capitalists,
venomously
opposing
democracy and Korean unification .)
This defeat for U.S . Imperialism. which
had grown all powerful as a result of it
being relatively unscarred by the Second
World War, indicated that it was
already, at the height of its expansionist
world ruler period, in decline! A decline

that was to grow more and more obvious until today, being driven out of the
third
world , a bloody
exposed
imperialist wolf , it is locked in a death
struggle with the other superpower , the
Soviet Social Imperialists , trying to
maintain its domination of the world.
And again it was Chairman Mao who
was always first to aid the struggling
peoples of the world , and to see in t he
third world the spearhead of revol utio n
throughout the wo rld. Becaus e C hai rman Mao first and foremost was a
Marxist-Leninist, a revolu tionary and
his whole life, an d tho ught, was given t o
n,vo lution. To smas hin g
making
capitalism a nd buil d ing soc ialism . Th is
was also why he led the st ruggle of th e
Chinese Comm un ist Pa rty a llied with
t he great and co rrect Pa rty of La bor of
Albania (the two leaders of th e Internationa l Comm unist Move ment) in opposing the revisionism in the Communist Pa rty of the Soviet Union . after
Stalin died. Chairman Mao had led t his
fight against revisionism, whic h is t he
main danger to t he communist and
workers movements, and has provided
extensive theoretical works to aid in the
smashing
of
this
reactionary
deve lopment. Chairman Mao has led
genuine Marxist-Leninists
and the
proletariat
and oppressed
people
everywhere in opposing the revision ism
as chiefly spread by the bankrupt
"CP"SU. which is revisionism i'n state
power , and in the U.S. spread by their
fifth column. the "CP"USA .
The revisionists cut the heart out of
Marxism-Leninism,
opposing
class
struggle , and
armed
proletarian
revolution to bring the dictatorship of
the proletariat and socialism instead
they babble about such bourgeois tricks
as "peaceful transition to socialism".
"peaceful
competition
with
imperialism". and liquidate the heroic
dictatorship of the proletariat. which
alone can build socialism, by talking
nonsensically about "the state of the
whole people ". They likewise even liquidate the vanguard party of the
proletariat , the true leaders of the
people and people' s revolutions. by
meaningless phrases like "the party of
the whole people" indicating in reality
that the party they speak of ("CP"SU
and "CP"USA, for instance) are parties
serving the bourgeoisie!
Chairman Mao ceaselessly exposed
the traitor revisionists of the "CP"SU ,
explaining how capitalism had been restored in the Soviet Union and that once
beacon of socialism turned into a social
imperialist state internationally, and "a
fascist state . . .of the H itlertype" domestically. Internationally and domestically
Chairman Mao has led the fight against
revisionism, and inspired a whole antirevisionist
communist
movement
aro un d the world, even inside the fortresses of imperialism themselves.
One of Chairman Mao's crowning
achievements has been to analyze and
lay out" ... the class relations in Socialist
society and, for the first time in the history of the development of Marxism,
unequivocally point(ed) out that there
are still classes and class struggle after
the Socialist transformation
of the
ownership of the means of production
has in the main been completed, drew
the scientific conclusion that the
bourgeoisie is right in the Co mmunist
Party, put forth the great theory of continuing the revo lution u nde r t he d ictators hip of t he pro leta riat, a nd laid
d own the pa rty's bas ic line fo r the ent ire
historica l period of soc ia lism" (CC of
CPC, & c . . .to the whole party, the
whole army and the people of all
nationalities throughout the country.)
In campaign afte r ca mpaign C hairman Mao has led the gloriou s a nd
correct Chinese Communist Party and
the people of China and set an example
for the revolutionaries and oppressed
people of the world . "Never forget
classes ... and class struggle ", Chairman
Mao has said . "Take Class Struggle As
The Key Link ", he said. "Carry The
Revolution Through To The End".
"Cast Away Illusions, Prepare For
Struggle " . "Serve The People!" Urging
us to persi st in the struggle against the
bourgeoisie , against capitalism. where

ever they are, and at the same time supplying the proletariat and the oppressed
people of the world with scientific
analyses and revolutionary theory unequaled in our time. With the fall of the
CPSU to revisionism and the Soviet
Union To Social Imperialism, which
split the Socialist Ca m p, C hairman
Mao mak ing a scientific analysis of the
rea lignment of class forces internationally, led t he inte rnational commun ist movement in ca lling for a new
worl d strategy, t he Uni ted Front
Aga inst the Su perp owe rs. and po inted
out tha t as a result of this split th e worl d
was now d ivided int o t hree parts , th e
first wor ld,. which con sisted of th e two
superp owers, USA a nd USS R . t he third
world wh ich were the ' ··~lr,r,ing

fact a ploy used by the social imperialists
to get ready for their war of conquest
and a method of backing the people of
the world into another situation like the
Munich compromise with fascism that
led to World War Two!
Chairman Mao's death is mourned
not only by the people of China. but by
all revolutionaries and the great masses
of working and oppressed people all
over the world! His teachings are our
roa d to liberation and socialism. The cry
of the revo lutio naries who lead the
peop le in the destruction of the U.S.
bourgeois state, will be Long Live Great
M arxism-Leninism - Mao
Tsetung
T hought! And it was C hairman Mao
who made us rea lize so clearly the invincible wea pon of Ma rxism-Lenin-

It has been Chairman
Mao's
teachings specifically, in the pantheon
of great teachers , who principally have
put forward the theories of MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, who
has been the backbone, the inspiration
of the anti-revisionist movement in the
USA. And we are grieved and desolate
at this loss. But we know the true value
of Chairman Mao, his revolutionary example and his wonderful scientific
teachings of revolution and Communism. In carrying out our central
task, Party building, here in the USA, in
the propaganda that is our chief practical activity at this stage of the pre party _
period, we must make every effort to get
Chairman Mao's Teachings to the U.S .
proletariat and oppressed nationalities
which will aid us in our two tactics for
building the party at this stage : Uniting
Marxist-Leninists and Winning The
Advance d To Communism.
The ending of the recent statement
made by the Communist Party of China
on the occasion of Chairman Mao's
death speaks our own sentiments
plainly , "We must carry on the cause left
behind by Chairman Mao and assiduously study Marxism-LeninismMao Tsetung Thought . appl y our selves
to the study of works by Marx . Engels.
Lenin and Stalin and works by Chairman Mao, fight for the complete overthrow of the bourgeoisie and all other
exploiting classes , for the establishment
of the dictatorship of the proletariat in
place of the dictatorship
of the
bourgeoisie and for the triumph of
socialism over capitalism. and strive to
bui ld our country into a powerful
socialist state , make a still greater contribution to humanity and realize the
ultimate goal of communism."

"LONG LIVE INVINCIBLE
MARXISM -LENINISM-MAO
TSETUNG THOUGHT!

"'Chairman Ma o Tse-tung was the greatest Marxist of the co ntempo rary era. In the pas t half ce ntu ry an d mo re, basin g hims elf o n the prin c iple of integ rating the u niversal truth of Marxism- Leninism with the c o ncrete practice of the revoluti on, he inherited, defended and developed
Marxism-Leninism in the prot racted struggle against the c lass enem ies
at home and a broad, both inside and o utside the party, a nd wrote a most
brilliant ch a pter in the hist ory o f the movement of proletar ia n revolution. "

nations of Asia , Africa. Lati n America
and other regions, and the seco nd
wor ld, which were t he develo ped cou ntries in between. A nd t ha t Ch ina was a
develo ping Soc ia list co untr y of the third
world . It was the Co mmuni st Pa rty of
China with Cha irma n Ma o a t its hea d
that made t he penetra ting a na lysis of th e
wo rld situation , reemph as izing th e fundamental co nt radictions in th e wo rld
to day-La bor vs. Ca p ital in the western
ca pita list co untri es; Imp erialism vs.
Im peria lism; Imp eria lism vs. th e Third
Wor ld a nd Im peria lism vs the Soc ialist
Countries. It was C ha irma n Mao who
pointed out t hat Revo lutio n was the
Main trend, even t hough the re were two
sharpeni ng con trad ictions a nd two
sharp trends of revo lutio n, a nd the
growing danger of world war because o f
the sharpening contention betwee n the
superpowers for world domina tion. It
was Chairman Mao who urge d the
people of the world to prepare for th is
almost inev itab le war betwee n t he
super powe rs.jus t like Wo rld War I an'.!
World War 2, but a dd ing, with his
cons ta nt line o f revo luti onary optimi sm
base d o n a clea r und ersta ndin g o f the
world view of communi sm, dia lectica l
a nd historical ma teriali sm. th~t "E ither
Revolution will prevent Wa r, o r Wa r
will lead to Revolution " but in either
case, that the situation was favorable to
the people of the world. and un favorable to imperialism especially the
s uperpowers . "Countrie s Want
Independence,
Nations
Want
Liberation , People Want Revolution is
an irresistible tide sweeping the world".
It was Chairman Mao who again and
again pointed out that the main danger
of war came from the Social Imperialist
Soviet Union, because they were wildly
ambitious, the "new imperialists" and
were the new hitlers against the U.S.'s
New Britain and Chairman Mao
pointed out that the lie of detente is in

ism-Mao Tse tu ng Tho ught.
In the USA today. o ur cen t ral task. of
a ll revo lut ionaries and adva nced
element s is bu ildin g a revol utionary
Marxis t-L eninist Co mmun ist Par ty. a
vangua rd pa rty ba sed o n Ma rx ismLenini sm-Ma o Tse tun g Th o ug ht. T his
has been our central tas k since th e trag ic
fall to revisio nism of th e deca dent
"C P" USA which ta iled th e "C P" SU
into the tra ito rou s bog of bou rgeo is
idc,ology. This is th e second stage o f the
peri od of part y bu ilding, the pre pa rty
per iod . Th e first stage was the affirma tion of the theory a nd ideo logy of
M -L- M instead of th e ecleclic theo ries
of revo lut ion tha t d omin ated the ear ly
60's. Now is th e stage where ideo logica l
stru ggle over political line is key link.
Beca use it will be t his strugg le over the
correct po litical line, which co nfirm s
whether we a re prac ticing Ma rx ismLeninism-Mao Tse tun g T houg ht o r not.
T he po litical line mu st represe nt the a pplica tio n of the theo ries o f M -L -M in
the co ncrete situa tion of ma king
pro leta ria n revo luti on in th e U.S .. a nd if
this application conform s to rea lity.
then we ar e indeed ut ilizing the sta nd .
worldview
and method
o f th e
prolet a ria t, dialectical and histori ca l
materialism, the basic philo soph y of
communism . It is this struggle over
political line which will demarcate the
genuine revolutionaries from the sham .
and finally help create a program (maximum and minimum goals of the party
and a strategy and tactics for achieving
them) and set the stage for a party
congress to be called which will put
together the new communist party. the
revolutionary party of the proletariat in
the USA . Because without this party we
cannot make socialist revolution, smash
capitalism, and bring about the dictato
rship of the proletariat and the building
of socialism,
and the eventual
emergence of communism .

LONG LIVE THE GREAT,
GLORIOUS AND CORRECT
COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA!
ETERNALGLORYTOOURGREAT
LEADER AND TEACHER
CHAIRMAN MAO TSETl " G!
People of the World Unite . Defeat the
Two Superpowers. U.S. and Soviet
Social Imperialism!
Marxist-Leninists Unite- Win the Advanced to Communism!
Build A Marxist-Leninist-Mao Tsetung
Thought Party In The USA!
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